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DIFFERENT COLOR 
It's different alright. Clearly different. 
In fact, it s unheard of. 
Imagine sounc so rich and dazzling, 

SD dynamically out-of-this-world, so clearly 
clea-, so oh so colorful. 

Imagine cock's sonic sounds sounding 
supersonic. And soul's fiery tones breathing 

s ONY: 

fire. And a very vivid Vivaldi. And jazz that 
jumps. 

Imagine all that explosive vibrancy in 
a clear cassette that gives you a clear 
view of exactly how much Sony tape is left. 

Unheard of? Of course. 
Every other tape pales by comparison. 

Circle 24 on Reader-Service Card 



The Sound of Nakamichi 

Next time you audition stereo components, 
close your eyes and concentrate on the sound of music. 

Don't be surprised to find that most electronics 
sound the same. They do! Now listen to the 

Nakamichi ST-7 AM/FM Stereo Tuner, CA-5 Control 
Amplifier and PA-7 Power Amplifier. 

Hear the difference? The clarity? The transparency? 
Nakamichi electronics sound better because they're 
designed better. Unlike ordinary power amplifiers 
that rely on "feedback" to lower distortion, 

the PA-7 STASIS circuit generates negligible distortion 
without using global feedback. The ST-7's Schotz 
NR system helps it reach out farther and pull in 

distant stations cleanly and quietly 
And, by eliminating unnecessary circuitry and controls, the 

CA-5 ensures you the ultimate in sonic purity 
Step out of the ordinary... Step up to 

The Sound of Nakamichi. 

Nakamichi 
Nakamichi U.S.A. Corporation  19701 South Vermont Ave • Torrance, CA 90502  (213) 538-8150 

STASIS manufactured under license from Threshold Corporation. STASIS is a trademark of Threshold Corporation. 
Schotz Noise Reduction manufactured under license from LS. Research, Inc., U.S. and foreign patents pending. 
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EDITOR'S PAGE 

by William Tynan 

From humble beginnings 

Especially since the arrival of personal-portable players, the cassette medi-

um has become part of the daily lives of many music lovers. We record our 

own tapes or buy prerecorded ones and are free to listen to them while 

jogging, while commuting, or in the comfort of our homes. Very few audio 

systems are without some form of cassette deck. 

Yet it wasn't long ago that audiophiles scoffed at the cassette, regard-

ing it as a low-fi medium best suited for dictation—and in the late '60s, they 

were right. But times have changed. HIGH FIDELITY'S first equipment re-

port on a cassette deck was published in 1970, with initial tape tests follow-

ing in 1973. Over the years, we have evaluated well over a hundred decks— 

including the four in this issue—and periodically sampled the latest crop of 

tapes. 

Robert Long, consulting technical editor, has supervised all of these 

tape samplings, gathering newly introduced cassettes as well as estab-

lished products whose formulations have been significantly revised. Since 

1978, tests have been conducted about every two years. The sixth install-

ment appears this month, offering individual appraisals of 30 different cas-

settes. Long also provides a comprehensive review of how we test the tapes 

and points out the major changes in formulation and shell construction that 

have occurred since our last sampling in August 1983. Each batch of tests 

produces its surprises, and this time around it's the premium Type 1 tapes, 

which emerged with the best price/performance ratio of the lot. 

Video coverage this month includes our first lab test of an 8mm video-

cassette recorder. And you'll find another of Robert Angus's field tests in 

"8mm Delight," an evaluation of Sony's new camcorder. 

CLASSICAL MUSIC goes to the movies again as Noah Andre Trudeau 

looks at the "cycle" of James Bond film scores, many of which are the work 

of one composer, John Barry. Meanwhile, R. D. Darrell takes us along on a 

summer walkabout to the music of The Portable Mozart, a comprehensive 

library on 16 cassettes. 

Okay, trivia experts, this one's for you: BACKBEAT offers 50 hard-as-

rock questions to challenge your long- and short-term memory. If you know 

what the Clash, Meat Loaf, and NBC's Night Court have in common, 

you're off to a good start. And be sure to send us your answers! 

Looking ahead to next month, we'll have a complete wrap-up of new 

products introduced at the Summer Consumer Electonics Show, as well as 

our annual "Preview of the Forthcoming Year's Recordings."  • 

4 HIGH FIDELITY 



Play the hits. 
With no errors. 

By now, you're probably familiar 
with the virtues of compact discs. The 
wide dynamic range and absence of 
background noise and distortion. And 
the playback convenience. 

Yet as advanced as the medium is, 
it's still not perfect. 

Which is why you need a compact 
disc player as perfected as Yamaha's 
new CD-3. 

The CD-3 uses a Yamaha-devel-
oped tracking servo control LSI to 
monitor its sophisticated 3-beam laser 
pickup. This LSI makes sure that hori-
zontal and vertical tracking accuracy is 
consistently maintained. And that even 
small surface imperfections like finger-
prints or dust will not cause tracking 
error and loss of signal. 

Even more rigorous servo tracking 
control is provided by a unique Auto 
Laser Power Control circuit. Working 
with the tracking LSI, this circuit con-
stantly monitors the signal and compen-
sates for any manufacturing inconsis-
tencies in the disc itself. 

Then we use another Yamaha-
developed signal processing LSI that 
doubles the standard 44.1 kHz sam-
pling frequency to 88.2 kHz. This over-

sampling allows us to use a low-pass 
analog filter with a gentle cutoff slope. 
So accurate imaging, especially in the 
high frequency range, is maintained. 

We also use a special dual error 
correction circuit which detects and 
corrects multiple data errors in the 
initial stage of signal reconstruction. 

So you hear your music recreated 
with all the uncolored, natural and 
accurate sound compact discs have 
to offer 

Another way the CD-3 makes play-
ing the hits error-free is user-friendliness. 

All multi-step operations like ran-
dom playback programming, index 
search, and phrase repeat are performed 
with ease. And visually confirmed in 
the multi-function display indicator. 

And the wireless remote control 
that comes with the CD-3 allows you to 
execute all playback and programming 
commands with the greatest of ease. 

But enough talk. It's time to visit 
your Yamaha audio dealer and tell him 
you want to play your favorite music on 
a CD-3. You can't go wrong. 
Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA, P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622 

YAMAHA 
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Fat It's exclusive Trilaminate Polymer Cone Drivers 

r4rodu:e clean, clear better Wined bass and 

midrange. 

Polk's total indication to a philosphv of quality results in dramatically better sounding speakers for your home and car ($39.95 — $850 )  Folk's incredibly complex Isoihase Crossover 

Syste-ns achieve seamlessly smooth. coherently 

musical sound 

"Vastly superior to the competition." 
Musician Magazine 

The experts agree: Polk speakers are designed 
better, bull: better, and soLnd better! That's 
why Polk was voted #1 for the last two years 
in the Audio Video Hi Fi Grind Prix. This 
should come as no surprise because speakers 
are ou r bLsiness, our only business. Everyone 
knows that in order to be the best, you lave 
to specialize. Polk builds the world's best 
sound ng loudspeakers. We truly are THE 
SPEAKER SPECIALISTS®. 

"Our advice is not to buy speakers until 
you've heard the Polks."  Musician Magazine 
Hear Polk's revolutionary TRUE STEREO 
SDAs, and all the other critically acclaimed 
Polk speakers for home anc car today (from 
$39.95 —$850 ea.) High Fidelity said, You 
owe it to yourself". 
Canadian Distributor: Evolution Audio 

Polk Audio 
1915 Annapolis Rd., Baltimore, Md. 21230 

polk audio 
The Speaker Specialists 

Folk's extraordinarily thorough quality control pro-

ram is your assurance of soni: excellence and total 

sti E faction 
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The Speaker Specialists ® 

AUTHORIZED DEALERS 

Canada Call Evolution Technology 
or nearest dealer 416 338-4422 
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Having been successful at interpreting com-

puter manuals, Marvel comics, and Mad 

magazine, I thought I had mastered the Eng-

lish language. Silly me! "A Flygirl Fights 

Back" ["Medley," June] sets a new plateau 

of gobbledygook that puts IRS tax forms to 

shame. I hope you will publish the translated 

version in an upcoming issue. 

Michael L. Fisher 

Newton, Mass. 

Perhaps, after simplifying the tax code, 

President Reagan can have a talk with 

Roxanne Shante. Until then, take heart. 

This flygirl protagonist's admirers—the 

kids who've turned her teasing, angry 

"Roxanne 's Revenge" from a homemade 

rap tape into a national hit—share a com-

mon trait with her detractors. In her 

words, "You're all stuck up!"—Ed. 

DISGRUNTLED CD BUYERS 

Robert Angus's "CD Availability: The Line 

Forms to the Right" ["Currents," June] 

struck a responsive chord. When I first got 

my Compact Disc player, I sold all 450 of my 

records and tapes and went down to a local 

store to buy the 20 CDs that I had to have. 

Now, the same store doesn't carry even one 

that I want. In fact, I have to go 20 miles out 

of my way to find a good CD. It's too bad 

that I already have Bruce Springsteen's 

Born in the U.S.A., because that local store 

has 37 of them (I counted!), plus ten un-

opened cases of John Fogerty's Centerfield. 

Also, last February I did a backflip when 

I discovered The Wall on a two-CD set (Har-

vest). But I had to return three copies be-

cause the hole was off-center, and the store 

refused to exchange my fourth set, which 

was similarly defective. For $26.99, Pink 

Floyd fans deserve better! 

P.S.: Warner Bros.'s CD of Prince and 

the Revolution's Around the World in a 

Day has the worst packaging in recording 

hist m-y 

Willia m Schneider, Jr. 

San Jose, Calif. 

Compact Discs have been on the U.S. market 

for only two years, and already one major la-

bel, Warner Bros., is trying to cut corners by 

abandoning the standard plastic "jewel box" 

in favor of a paper container, which makes 

its debut with the new release by Prince and 

the Revolution. I urge readers who own CD 

players to write the penny pinchers at 

Warner Bros. (3300 Warner Blvd., Burbank, 

Calif. 91510) to let them know that this sub-

stitution is unacceptable, before their ill-

advised move starts an industrywide trend. 

If we act quickly enough, they can be made 

to back down—just like Capitol had to in the 

early Seventies following negative consum-

er reaction to its harebrained attempt at 

packaging prerecorded cassettes in paper 

containers. 

Phil Colson 

Bay Harbor, Fla. 

HP REVIEW SYMBOLS: 

CLEARING UP THE RECORD 

Through February, HIGH FIDELITY reviewed 

new Compact Discs in a separate part of the 

magazine and commented on both per-

formance and sound quality. Since then, CDs 

have been incorporated into your regular re-

view sections, and these sections now em-

ploy a set of symbols to denote the reviewed 

format and the other available formats for 

each recording. 

This would be fine if the LP and CD ver-

sions of every performance sounded about 

the same. But various reviews in your maga-

zine and other publications have made it 

clear that some CDs are marred by shrill, 

strident highs, even when the sound quality 

of the LP version is excellent. 

Let's suppose that the reader comes 

across an LP review of a recording that is 

also available on Compact Disc, and let's sup-

pose that the text contains no negative com-

ment on the sound quality of the LP. How 

can the reader know whether the reviewer 

has listened to the CD version as well and 

been satisfied with its sound? 

Hugh Christ   

Pittsburgh, It. 

In those cases where the critic has listened 

to the Compact Disc version of a recording, 

we always run the story as a CD review, 

with the appropriate large symbol at the 

kft margin of the heading. Therefore, the 

reader can assume that an article marked 

as an LP or cassette review is based solely 

on that LP or cassette and makes no 

claims for the sound of the CD version (if 

one exists). We hope to increase the propor-

tion of CD reviews during the coming 

months, and we will make comparisons be-

tween CDs and their corresponding LPs or 

cassettes whenever feasible.—Ed. 
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CURRENTS 

1986 Audio & Video 
Component Preview 
We've just returned from the Summer 

Consumer Electronics Show as this issue 

is going to press. A full report on all the 

new audio and video components intro-

duced there will appear in a special 12-

page report next month, but here are a 

few appetizers. 

Center-stage were Compact Disc play-

ers and the newest video format-8mm. In 

the CD-player department, this SCES 

marks the emergence of a number of com-

panies that had been on the sidelines until 

now. New entrants include DBX, Audio-

Technica, and Harman Kardon. 

Portable CD players will be available 
soon from companies such as Magnavox, 

Sanyo, General Electric, and Technics, 

which showed what it calls the "world's 

smallest" model. The SL-XP7 (shown here 

being demonstrated at SCES) weighs 11/3 

pounds and measures 5 inches square by 

1/4 inches thick, without carrying case. 

Sony, which originated the portable for-
mat, will have at least two new models 

available. 

And despite initial doubts about the 

ability of CD players to withstand the rig-

ors of on-the-road operation, manufactur-

ers are unwilling to be left out of this mar-

ket. In addition to car CD players already 

announced, you can expect to see models 

before the end of the year from Kenwood, 

Alpine, Sanyo, Grundig, Yamaha, Fujitsu 

Ten, Pioneer, Audiovox, JVC, Blaupunkt, 

and others. 

For all the pooh-poohing of the 8mm 

video format that was going on just a few 

months ago, it's apparent that many com-

panies are paying serious attention to it 

now. Attracting the most interest is an 

8mm video/digital-audio recorder, shown 

by Sony and Kodak and in prototype by 

Pioneer. In a way, it's the quintessential 

audio-video component: It uses a standard 
8mm cassette (not much larger than an or-

dinary audio cassette) and is able to record 

Attention-getters at SCES included ultrasmall, portable Technics SL-XP7 Compact 

Disc player (above) and prototype Pioneer 8mm video/digital-audio deck (below left). 

either two hours of video (with a stereo 

digital soundtrack) or 12 hours of PCM-en-

coded audio. And Sony has shown a two-

speed version, which could accommodate 

as much as four hours of video or 24 hours 

of audio. A more detailed look at how all 

this is accomplished will appear next 
month. 

Briefly, trends in other product cate-

gories show the continued integration of 

audio and video, into either single compo-

nents or multicomponent systems; more 

video components capable of handling 

stereo broadcast signals; and more audio 

components, including speakers, specifi-

cally engineered to handle the special son-

ic demands of the Compact Disc.  WT 

Encore for DIGICON 
Two years after its successful first DIGI-

CON conference, the International Com-

puter Arts Society is sponsoring DIGI-

CON '85 in Vancouver, British Columbia, 

August 15 —17. Hardly a junket for hack-

ers, DIGICON has been the source of 

some of the most fascinating experimenta-

tion around in state-of-the-art computer-
music technology. 

This year's premier event, called Over-

ture 2000, will attempt the first recording 

of a live performance by one group whose 

members are geographically separated 

and also the first transcontinental satellite 

teleconcert, illustrating the real-time long-

distance communications capabilities of 
MIDI, the Musical Instrument Digital In-

terface. (MIDI enables properly equipped 

keyboard and guitar synthesizers, drum 

kits, sequencers, and some external com-

puters to communicate through a simple 

data-transfer protocol.) 

As the plan stood at press time, one 
group of performers will be onstage in 

Vancouver, the second group in a record-

ing studio in either Quebec or New York 

City. Two channels of PCM-encoded audio 

will be stacked and transmitted on one T-1 
satellite channel; five to eight separate 

MIDI data streams will be multiplexed 

into a single data stream and put on a sec-

ond satellite channel via a high-speed mo-

dem; and two separate video feeds, one 

from the performance cameras, the other 

used for synchronization and cueing, will 

be multiplexed onto a third channel. All 

channels are expected to be relayed via 

ANIK C3. The audience in Vancouver will 

see and hear the live performers and, on a 

large video screen, the remote perfor-

mance. 

In addition to this special event, a se-
ries of workshops and seminars are sched-

uled throughout the three days. For fur-

ther information on registration, contact 

ICAS, 5997 Iona Dr., Vancouver, B.C., 

Canada V6T 2A4. 

Polk's Super SDA: 
The Signature Reference 
Founded in the earl, 71J-  three Johns 

Hopkins graduates, Polk Audio has gone 

on to become one of America's most suc-

cessful loudspeaker manufacturers. Part 

of the reason is just plain hard work and 

good basic product design, but innovation 2 

also has played an important role. When 

we reviewed the company's first Stereo 

Dimensional Array loudspeaker, the SDA-
1, in January 1983, we were very excited 8 
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Is this any way 
to listen to your stereo? 
If you listen to an ordinary stereo, 

you're not hearing very well. Be-
cause most speakers distort the 
original sound. The reproduction 
you get is uneven and inaccurate. So 
you might as well be wearing ear-
muffs. 
The reason why is that the aver-

age speaker depends on a conven-
tional cone driver. Now cones may 
be great for ice cream, but they 
don't give you the true _.edit 
flavor of great music. 
You see, sound 

waves are distorted 
by the cone's shape 
and come to you un-
evenly. In fact, they'rc 
usually biased toward 
the low-end of the 
scale. 
So what you really 

hear is the cone's in-
terpretation of the 
original. Prince's 
cone, for instance, 
instead of Prince. Or 

Rubinstein's version of the 
"Moonlight Sonata" as inter-
preted by the cone. 
The Dynawave series 

from Sawafuji America Corp. 
gives you the real thing. 
These sophisticated speak-
ers use Dynapleats, a 
patented driver system developed 
after years of research in flat-wave 

technology This revo-
lutionary system 
allows sound to come 
off evenly and simul-
taneously from the 
entire surface of the 
driver. 
Just listen to the dif-

ference. 
The flat-wave 

sound is virtually free 
of the distortion caused 
by cone drivers. It's a 
natural, full, rich sound 
with superb imaging, 
wide dynamic range 
and accurate repro-

duction throughout the fre-
quency range. And it's 
about as close to the real 
Bach or B. B. as you can get. 
These speakers look as 

good as they sound. Because 
the flat-wave drivers are 

Re1 411111 Man dlIMILNI MLS 

l"  slimmer and relatively light, 
they permit a more elegant and 
stylish cabinet design. A proper set-
ting for the music you love. 
The Dynawave series makes this 

revolutionary sound technology 
available at popular prices for the first 
time. There are three unique models 
to choose from. And each one gives 
you music the way it was really 
meant to be heard. 
So the next time you listen to a 

great symphony or classic ballad, 
you can enjoy the unmuffled version. 

DYNA MIVE 
Sawaluji America Corp. 

2344011awthorne Blvd. TOPTIDICe, CA90505 
(213)3M-0620  
1916SenvolupAmerkill'orp. 



by what we heard. Its novel driver config-

uration, designed to cancel interaural 

crosstalk, produced a remarkable, some-

times eerily convincing stereo image. 

Since then, the company has continued 

to refine the SDA concept, and the line has 

expanded to three models: the SDA-1A, 

the SDA-2 (test report, June 1984), and the 

bookshelf SDA-CRS. Now comes a 

fourth—the third-generation Signature 

Reference System, or SDA-SRS. The sig-

nature is designer Matthew Polk's, on a 

small plate near the top of the enclosure, 

which is five feet four inches tall. Each 

speaker has a single 15-inch passive radia-

tor and a total of 12 active drivers: four 1-

inch dome tweeters and eight 61/2-inch low-

frequency cones, all designed and 

manufactured by Polk. Unlike previous 

SDA models, each SRS uses only a single 

array of tweeters, driven by a straight 

A Compact Disc Washer 
With a major share of the LP-cleaning 

market under its belt, Discwasher is mak-

ing its first entry into the Compact Disc 

accessory arena with its Compact Disc 

Cleaner system. Though not the first to of-

Matthew Polk (right) 

explains unique driver and 

crossover design of his 

new Signature Reference 

System speakers (above) 

to HF Technical Editor 

AIM Michael Riggs. 

left- or right-channel signal. There are, 

however, two columns of bass/midrange 

drivers, one of which is fed a "dimension-

al" (L-R or R-L) signal, which is responsi-

ble for the system's unusual imaging ca-

pabilities. Polk says that it has found that 

extending the dimensional signal up into 

the high treble is unnecessary and some-

times even undesirable. 

The SRS's other distinguishing fea-

ture is that each driver array is designed 

to operate as a vertical line source. Acous-

tically, each functions as though it were a 

single tall, narrow driver. The result is a 

dispersion pattern that is wide horizontal-

ly but fairly narrow vertically. This re-

duces reflections off the floor and ceiling 

that would interfere with the direct sound 

from the loudspeaker, introducing color-

ation and degrading the stereo image. 

A potential problem with this ap-

proach is that at very high frequencies, 

the tweeter array's vertical dispersion 

tends to become so narrow that small 

changes in the height of the listener's ears 

(when sitting down or standing up, for ex-

ample) could drastically alter the sound 

quality. Polk's solution is an ingenious 

crossover that removes drivers from the 

array, one at a time, as the frequency in-

creases, while boosting the drive level to 

the remaining tweeters to maintain flat re-

sponse. Thus, at the top of the range, only 

a single tweeter is still operating. The com-

pany calls this a Progressive Point-Source 

Tweeter Array. 

The SDA-SRS is a high-sensitivity sys-

tem designed to work with amplifiers rat-

ed at 50 to 1,000 watts (17 to 30 dBW) per 

channel. Separate inputs for the high- and 

low-frequency arrays (normally strapped 

together with jumpers) permit biamp or 

biwire operation. Finished in oiled oak or 

walnut, the speakers will be available in a 

limited edition this September at $2,590 

per pair. A brief, informal audition in unfa-

miliar surroundings suggested that these 

may be the best SDAs yet; certainly they 

are impressive and worthy of Matt Polk's 

signature. For more information, contact 

Polk Audio, Inc., 1915 Annapolis Rd., Balti-

more, Md. 21230.  WT 

fer such a product, Discwasher claims that 

its cleaning method is unique. 

The company unveiled what it terms 

its "high-tech radial cleaning design" at 

the New York City studios of WNCN 

(FM), a classical music station in the fore-

front of those using primarily CDs in their 

programming. Slightly larger than a CD, 

the system is a self-contained, rectangu-

lar, mechanically operated device. To use 

it, you open the smoked-plastic lid, place a 

CD on the turntable inside, spray the sur-

face with a special cleaning fluid (CD-1), 

close the lid, and turn a small crank on the 

top of the unit. The crank spins an interior 

wheel to which a cleaning pad is mounted. 

As this wheel counterrotates against the 

revolving disc, dirt and debris are re-

moved. 

Discwasher asserts that the pad con-

tacts a CD at an angle that is precisely per-

pendicular to its encoded spiral track, 

which is the recommended cleaning meth-

od. (LPs, on the other hand, normally are 

cleaned with a circular motion.) Competi-

tive products, Discwasher says, do not 

sweep the CD in a true radial path. 

Priced at $19.95, the system includes a 

spray bottle of CD-1, a replacement clean-

ing pad, and a cleaning-pad grooming 

brush. For further information, contact 

Discwasher at 1407 N. Providence Rd., 

Box 6201, Columbia, Mo. 65205. 

Motown Autosound: 
Chapter Two 
By the end of the summer, JBL and the 

Ford Motor Company will push the pedal 

to the metal as they mar into high gear on 

a five-year joint program to develop high-

performance sound systems for Ford and 

Lincoln-Mercury cars and light trucks in 

North America. Formal announcement of 

the project in June followed extensive 

work by both companies; the final technol-

ogy agreement is set to be signed by the 

end of July, at which time the specifics of 

the plan will be disclosed. Basically, JBL 

will provide the speaker systems, and 

Ford the electronics. 

Ford manufactures automotive sound 

systems at facilities in the U.S., Canada, 

and Brazil; JBL has sold its own line of car 

speakers for some time. Detroit's first for- .1 

ay into serious car stereo was the Delco- ?: 

GM/Bose system, which was introduced 

two years ago. 
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"My high-tech training gives me 
something I didn't have back home. 

A high-tech future': 
SP4 Wayne Haney, Telecommunications 

"I knew I needed a high-tech skill to compete in today's world, but none of the jobs back 
home in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, offered me the kind of training I wanted. 

"I found exactly what I was looking for, in the Army. 
"It's funny how things happen sometimes. I visited an Army Recruiter one day and told him 

what I wanted. He tested me, and said I qualified for a lot of high-tech skills. They all sounded pretty good, 
but electronics sounded the best. 

"So here I am, Wayne Haney, working with electronic switching systems." 
Army service is helping Wayne Haney prepare for a brighter A R MV 1. 

future. And it can do the same for you. For more information, 
see your Army Recruiter. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY. BE ALLYOU  BE. 



MU M TAKES 
COMPACT DISC QUALITY 

OUT OF 
THE LIVING ROOM. 

Ah, the comforts of home. They're tough to 
leave behind. Especially when it comes to 
things like your compact disc player. 
But even though you might not be able to 

take the player with you, you can take the bril-
liant sound quality, If you record your compact 
discs on Maxell XL-S cassettes. 
By producing smaller, more uniform mag-

netic particles, we can pack more of those 
particles on the tape surface. Which makes it 
possible to record more information on a given 
area of tape. 

As a result, AC bias noise is greatly reduced. And maximum 
output levels are significantly increased. In fact, 
the dynamic range of XL-S is ex-
panded so much, it can capture 
everything from the subtle passages 
to the extreme bursts inherent to 
compact discs. 
So record your compact discs on 

Maxell XL-S. 
Then you can enjoy their sound 

quality wherever you feel 
at home. IT'S WORTH IT 



CROSSTALK 

OHM NY! 

My Pioneer S-1010 speakers 

are rated at 6.3 ohms. They 

are driven by a Yamaha M-60 

power amp, which has switch-

ing for loads of 2, 4, and 8 

ohms. Which should I use? 

Donald Nobbard 

FPO, New York, N.Y. 

Almost all loudspeakers ex-

hibit different impedance 

values at different frequen-

cies, so the match can't be ex-

act for all frequencies. You 

probably won't hear any di): 

ference between the 4- and 8-

ohm settings, but the latter 

probably is the better choice 

because the 6.d-ohm rating 

looks like a minimum. 

SHNIATA SEARCH 

My CD-4 system requires a 

cartridge with a Shibata sty-

lus, and I've been using an Au-

dio-Technica AT-12Sa. Every 

dealer I ask about the stylus 

looks at me like I'm crazy. 

Does anyone still make a Shi-

bata? Are there any other de-

signs I can use? 

Nor man Mayor 

Panama City, Fla. 

In theory, it not a Shibata 

per se that you need, but a 

multiradial tip with a small 

enough tracing radius to 

track the ultrasonic CD-4 

carrier, along with a stylus 

assembly capable of response 

out to such a high frequency. 

The Shibata tip configura-

tion was the only multira-

dial available when CD-4 rec-

ords first appeared. More 

recent refinements of the 

Shibata idea (and every com-

pany has one) should be 

equally appropriate, but not 

necessarily more recent styli 

or cartridges themselves. Au-

dio-Technica still stocks (but 

no longer advertises) replace-

ment Shibata styli and some 

cartridges. For example, you 

can still replace your stylus, 

but you'll have to switch to 

the AT-14 if you want to buy 

a similar complete cartridge. 

PLAY ON 

To play my growing collection 

of 78-rpm records, I use a 

Thorens TD-126 Mk. III turn-

table with a Shure V-15 Type 

III cartridge, for which I have 

a Shure 78 stylus. I've heard 

that you must rewire your car-

tridge for 78s. Is that so, and if 

so, how do you do it? 

Dolton W. alleAlpIn 

Starkville, Miss. 

Rewiring your cartridge 

usually is not necessary. If 

your electronics have no 

mono switch, you may want 

to bridge across the two hot 

terminals to combine chan-

nels, thereby canceling the 

out-of-phase noise generated 

by vertical stylus motion on 

laterally cut mono records. 

If you're playing vertically 

cut mono records—for ?eh i h 

the V-15 Type M's 78 stylus is 

not designed and the 78 speed 

itself is dead wrong—you 

would need to reverse the hot 

and ground leads for the 

right channel. 

N OT FOR GOTTEN 

I'm seeking a replacement for 

the Ampex AX-300 I bought in 

1972, but I can't find a compa-

rable model. It was a superb 

bidirectional open-reel deck 

by 

Robert 

Long 

with three heads for each di-

rection. I particularly appreci-

ated the low-frequency signal 

that was used to change direc-

tions—the only autoreverse 

system that ever made any 

sense to me. (Stick-on foil cue-

ing tabs are a preposterous 

nuisance; removal of oxide to 

expose the tape's Mylar back-

ing actually damages the 

tape.) The AX-300 also did 

something to the high-fre-

quency signals in the tape-hiss 

range that made copies sound 

better than the originals. 

What sort of processing was 

involved? 

Loads K. Rothbard 

Houston, Texas 

Ampex consumer products 

were, if anything, too inno-

vative for their own good. 

The neon-light level display 

system of the Sixties, for in-

stance, um much more accu-

rate and useful a device for 

these decks, in my estima-

tion, than the meters that 

public outcry eventually 

forced Ampex to use instead. 

(The even better "magic eye" 

metering of early Tandbergs 

met a similar fate.) That 

why Ampex had to quit the 

market shortly after you 

bought the AX-d00. 

I don't remember the 

processor you speak of But 

frankly, when anyone says 

that a circuit makes tapes 

sound better than the origi-

nals, I turn skeptical. Usual-

ly it proves to be a question of 

two wrongs that (almost) 

make a right: get rid of one— 

an anomaly in the high-fre-

quency response in your 

phono cartridge, for in-

stance—and the other is ex-

posed for what it has been all 

along: a gimmick. As far as 

finding  a replacement, 

you're going to have to settle 

for an inexact match (with 

no tone-cued automatic re-

verse, in particular) or take 

a very big gamble with a sec-

ond-hand Ampex. 

SWITCHED ON 

Is it okay that I leave my sys-

tem switched on all the time? 

All my friends think I'm nuts. 

Parry R. Nobel 

Chicago, Ill. 

Your electric bills may be a 

bit bigger than theirs, but 

your equipment should last 

longer without the thermal 

shock of on/off cycles. 

JAZZ TURN 

I'd like to update my turn-

table, but I have some fine old 

Dixieland 78s and can find no 

current model to play at that 

speed. What can I do? 

Donald W. Atheis m 

Concord, N.H. 

Technics offers three models 

in its essentially profession-

al line—with no tonearm. 

You can choose between the 

heavy-duty SP-10, either Mk. 

I or Mk. III, and the some-

what less expensive SP-1.5. 

Certain Thorens models, 

such as the TD-I26 MK. III, 

also have 78-rpm settings, 

and Dual is introducing one. 

That  slim pickings, but 

you 11 have to make do. 

Re regret that the volume of reader 

mail is too great for us to answer 

all questions indiridually. 
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BASICALLY SPEAKING 

Understanding 

Noise 

Reduction 

Anyone who has a high fideli-

ty cassette deck is familiar at 

least with Dolby B noise re-

duction, and owners of recent 

models probably have encoun-

tered Dolby C or DBX as well. 
All of these systems are de-

signed to prevent the addition 

of audible tape hiss during the 

recording  process.  They 

achieve this by companding 
the signal: compressing it dur-

ing recording and then ex-

panding it in a complementary 

fashion during playback. 

Dolby B operates only 

above 200 Hz (that is, across 

the top seven of the ten oc-

taves in the audible band), 

with most of its effect concen-

trated in the range from 1 kHz 
up. When the input signal lev-

el is high, the circuit doesn't do 

anything; when the level falls, 

it introduces a high-frequency 

boost. The amount of equaliza-

tion increases as the signal 

level declines, to a maximum 

boost of 10 dB above 5 kHz at 

recording levels 40 dB or more 
below Dolby reference level 

(200 nanowebers per meter for 
cassettes). 

In playback, a reciprocal 
treble cut is applied to restore 

flat response, the exact 
amount being again deter-

mined by the recorded signal 
level. Since this expansion 

pushes the tape hiss down 

along with the signal, Dolby B 

has the effect of maintaining 

high-frequency information at 

a more nearly constant, high 

level relative to the noise. As a 

result, hiss is masked by the 

music over a wider range of in-

put levels than it would be 

without the noise reduction. 

The problem with all corn-

panders is that the noise 

moves up and down with the 

music, and unless care is tak-

en, this variation may be audi-

ble under certain circum-

stances. Such "hiss pumping" 

can be more objectionable 

than a steady background of 

noise. Pumping is most likely 

to occur on sharp transients 

rising out of silence. Isolated 

bass-drum whacks and solo pi-
ano music are common trou-

blemakers. Preventing pump-

ing  requires  that  the 

compander be carefully de-

signed. Of particular impor-

tance are the attack and re-

lease times chosen for the 
control circuitry, which deter-

mine how fast the compander 

responds to changes in signal 

level. 

Unfortunately, it is diffi-

cult to optimize these times 

for all frequencies without 

splitting the band into several 

segments, each with what 

amounts to its own corn-

pander. Dolby B gets around 

the problem by operating only 

at middle and high frequen-

cies, where noise is most easily 
perceived. 

The likelihood of audible 

pumping also increases in pro-

portion to the amount of noise 

reduction attempted. Here, 

too, Dolby B is conservative, 

providing at most 10 dB of 

compansion. Especially impor-

tant is the fact that it stops at 

—40 dB, so that at very low lev-

els, where hiss is likely to be 

by 

Michael 

Riggs 

substantial, the compander is 

delivering a constant boost 

(during recording) or cut (dur-

ing playback)—not moving 

the signal up and down in re-
sponse to changes in its level. 

Dolby B's main drawback 

arises indirectly from the fact 

that it does not operate equal-

ly at all frequencies and levels. 

If the playback circuit does 

not "know" what the actual 
levels were during recording, 

it will mistrack, causing errors 

in both dynamics and frequen-

cy response. For this reason, 

some premium cassette decks 
have Dolby recording calibra-

tion controls, which can be 

used to adjust for the varying 

sensitivities of different tape 

formulations. This ensures 

that all recordings made on 

the deck will be correctly de-

coded in playback. 

It also is important that 
the deck be biased correctly 

for the tape used in recording 

and that its head azimuth 
match that of any tape that is 

played back, since any com-

pander circuit will tend to ex-
aggerate frequency-response 

errors in its range of opera-

tion. However, if everything is 

adjusted properly, a good 
Dolby recording will sound 

virtually identical to its 

source. 

Dolby C is essentially a 

stronger, more refined version 

of Dolby B. It works from 50 

Hz up and provides as much as 

20 dB of noise reduction be-

tween 1 and 10 kHz. Although 

more critical of frequency-re-

sponse errors and sensitivity 
miscalibration than Dolby B, it 

is otherwise equally free of 

side effects. But because the 

B system is more tolerant of 

alignment and calibration dis-

crepancies between decks, 

tapes made with it tend to 

travel better. 

Unlike its more modest 

cousins, DBX operates across 

the entire audio band and the 

music's full dynamic range 

with a straight 2:1:2 compan-

sion ratio. That is, a signal that 

comes in with a dynamic range 
of 50 dB will go onto the tape 

with a range of only 25 dB. Or. 
playback, the circuits restore 

the signal to its original form. 

DBX provides about 30 dB of 

noise reduction and is there-

fore the system of choice for 

most material having ex-

tremely wide dynamic range. 

DBX's other major advan-

tage is that it does not require 

critical level matching be-

tween recording and play-

back. On the other hand, its 

relative  aggressiveness 

makes DBX more prone than 

Dolby to noise pumping. For-

tunately, this usually is appar-

ent only on music having very 

wide dynamic range and con-

taining well-defined, high-am-

plitude transients. Not much 

material fits this description, 

and with DBX's own outboard 

noise reduction units, pump-
ing rarely is a problem. 

Which system should you 

use? It depends entirely on 

what you want to record, and 

for what purpose; each circuit 
has its particular strengths 

and weaknesses. Just remem-

ber that none of them will re-

move noise already present in 

the program to be recorded: 

They serve only to minimize 

the addition of audible tape 

hiss during recording.  • 
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Precision without 
complication. 
At the very pinnacle of Aiwa's 
technological breakthroughs 
resides a new standard of per-
formance. A new level of 
precision. A new achievement 
in human engineering. It is 
the Aiwa AD-F990B, 
The AD-F990B's ability to 
meet 11 ie dynamic end textural 
demands of the best of both 
digital and analog source 
materials is unprecedented. 
The ease with which the 
AD-F990B makes this out-
standing performance avail-
able is unbelievable. 

At the touch of a single button, 
the AD-F990B's unique 
D.A.T.A. system automatically 
analyzes the tape you have 
selected. Reference signals 
are automatically recorded 
and then instantly compared 
to the original. Once the 
analysis is complete, in just 
16 seconds, the Aiwa AD 
F990B adjusts bias, equaliza-
tion and sensitivity to optimum 
levels 
Through the use of 
Dolby HX Pro, the 
AD-F990B then 
dynamically 
adjusts bias levels 
in response to the 
music you record. It even 
adjusts the bias levels 
separately for each channel. 

To make perfect performances 
even more effortless the 
AD-F990B also offers an auto-
noise reduction detector, 
auto-recording level control, 
auto-demagnetizing system 
and auto-intro-play facility. 
The Aiwa AD-F990B. Perfec-
tion has never been so easy 
to achieve. 

A NI: \K 
SIMPLY ADVANCED 

If you can't tell whether it's a Stradivarius 
or a Guarnieri, it isn't an Aiwa. 
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The Aiwa AD-F990B. Simply the best cassette deck we make. 
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Re mote Shock Wave 
Unleash 200 watts, 100 watts per channel, of incredibly pure musical power with the touch of a remote 
button. CPU logic control lets you have total remote control of the entire system, from the linear track-
ing turntable to the auto reverse cassette deck with Dolby C. And, it's all yours for $649! Wow! 
Take control. You're in the cockpit. 

You've got enormous power at your com-
mand. Just a slight touch of the controls 
will literally cause your system to explode 
into a kaleidoscopic panorama of musi-
cal perfection. 
And, as this massive explosion of sonic 

splendor unfolds right in your own liv-
ing room, you'll have over 110 individual 
controls to shape and select your musi-
cal pleasures. 
In fact, to demonstrate the depth of 

DAK's $649 blockbuster price, each con-
trol works out costing you less than $5.90. 
So, it's up to you if you think Dolby C is 
worth $5.90. Or, how about a contin-
uous auto reverse button? 
There's repeat play on the linear track-

ing turntable and a hydraulic cueing con-
trol. You may not need all 8 preset stations 
on the FM digital synthesized tuner, but 
since the same buttons also give you 8 
presets on AM, they each really cost half 
the $5.90. 
You'll also be paying for the buttons 

on the remote. But think of the conven-
ience you'll enjoy when you can stop, 
start, record and pause your tape deck 
from across the room. 
Plus, you'll have remote index scan, 

which lets you hear just the first 10 sec-
onds of each song on a tape. Even Record 
Mute is controlled from the remote. 
Virtually every function can be per-

formed from the remote. You can start, 
stop or cue a record. You can access all 
16 preset tuner memories, and of course 
you'll control volume, mute and switch-
ing between the components. 
Just think. You'll sit back in your favor-

ite easy chair and stop and start the tape 
deck as you copy records or record from 
FM. Wow, you'll be able to edit out com-
mercials as they occur. 
But don't let the 'gimmicks' of remote 

control entice you. This system with 110 
RMS watts per channel, from 20 hz to 
20,000 hz with 0.05% THD, would be a 
steal if you had to wind it up to make 
it work. 

IT'S THE SOUND 
From the 3-way 12" speaker systems 

to the beautiful rack cabinet, this system 
is top of the line. It's not just a con-
glomeration of gimmicks and a ton of 
power. Each component can, and is about 
to, stand on its own merits. 
When you hear the awesome power 

combined with the fine detail that these 
fine individual components produce, you 
will understand why Magnavox's sug-
gested retail price of $999 was such a 
good value. 

other fine tuners until you look at truth in 
packaging. Magnavox's is not plus or 
minus3 to 5 db like many others. Magna-
vox's is +0.5db -1.5db. And, the tuner's 
response doesn't stop at 15,000 hz. 
The signal to noise is an incredible 

78db and THD is only 0.08%. The stereo 
separation at 1000 hz is 55db. 
The Magnavox FM tuner is actually 

two tuners in one. You see, FM stations 
are often very close together on the dial. 
Most manufactures must make their 

selectivity at the IF stage quite narrow. 
The problem with narrow IF stages is 
that distortion is increased. 
Magnavox uses two separate IF tuner 

bands. Wide for when there is no adja-
cent station interference, and narrow 
where stations are close together. So, 
you get the best sound from all stations. 
There are 8 FM presets and 8 AM pre-

sets that you can access with one touch 
ease. And, there's built-in backup so 
that you don't lose the memory during 
power failures. 
You can step tune up and down the 

dial, or you can scan through your preset 
stations. And, there's program record. 
With the use of an optional timer (like 

our BSR X10 system), you can preset the 

DIGITAL SYNTHESIZED TUNER 
If you tape, or if you're really into FM, 

this incredibly stable AM and FM stereo 
tuner is for you. 
The frequency response is from 30 hz 

to 15,000 hz, which isn't a lot better than 

tuner and the tape deck to come on and 
record up to 6 totally separate stations 
at 6 totally separate times. 
So, you won't miss late night broad-

casts of your favorite music. And, you 
won't miss broadcasts during the day 

while you're at work. 
LEDs show all the functions, from sig-

nal strength to memory operation. A 
large fluorescent frequency display lets 
you see the station you are on, even from 
across the room, which is really impor-
tant when you're using the remote. 

AUTO REVERSE CASSETTE 
This is a full logic auto reverse cassette 

deck. It does everything. It has search 
which selects just the song you want. 
If you want to hear the third song on 

the tape, just push the search button 3 
times. If you aren't sure where the song 
you want to hear is, just push index scan. 
The deck will automatically play 10 

seconds of the first song on the tape and 
then fast forward to the 2nd. It will play 
10 seconds and then go on until you 
reach the song you want. 
Of course, you can have the deck play 

only the one song, only one side, or con-
tinuously play both sides of the cassette 
over and over again, forever. There's a 
reverse button that lets you reverse the 
direction of the deck at any time. 
When you want to record, you'll have 

record mute which automatically records 
4 seconds of silence on your tape for 
professional intros and exits. 
You'll have Dolby B to play your older 

tapes and Dolby C to record really hiss-
free tapes from now on. The deck records 
in one direction and plays in both. All of 
its movement controls, including record, 
pause and record mute, are duplicated 
on the remote. 
There are selection buttons for nor-

mal, Cr02, and metal tape. And, the peak 
reading LED meters and linear record 
level controls, let you accurately set levels 
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for really great sounding recordings. 
You'll enjoy a wide frequency response 

from 40 to 15,000 hz and with Dolby C, 
really quiet recordings. 
LINEAR TRACKING TURNTABLE 
This fully automatic turntable will re-

produce music beautifully. From its die-
cast aluminum turntable platter to its 
linear tracking tone arm for error free 
tracking, the sound and action is superb. 
It features automatic lead-in, automatic 

shut off, automatic repeat and automatic 
muting. It automatically selects speed 
and record size. You can manually search 
for a track from the turntable itself, or 
perform any of the above functions from 
the remote control. 

It has a top quality moving magnet P-
mount cartridge, hydraulic cueing to pro-
tect your records, and a servo controlled 
belt drive motor for superb stability. 
You'll particularly enjoy recording from 

this automatic turntable because of its 
stability, wide frequency response and 
easy remote control operation. 

you to connect two speaker systems 
(one is included of course), and here's a 
feature you'll really appreciate. 
This integrated amp has volume mem-

ory. When you turn it on, it will resume 
the last volume level that you set Plus, 
there's a mute button to allow you to 
have instant silence for phone calls and 
other obnoxious interruptions. 

12" 3- WAY PERFECTION 
These 3-way speaker systems have a 

wide smooth frequency response from 
36hz to 20,000hz. The crossover points 
are at 1500 hz and 6,000hz. 
The 12" woofer really produces superb, 

clean tight bass which is augmented by 
an acoustically designed bass port So, 
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the sound will be both rich and full. 
The mid-range is reproduced by a 5" 

driver, that in conjunction with the pres-
ence control on the amplifier, produces 
pure yet dramatic lifelike sound. 
A 3" super tweeter give you a vibrant 

clean high end. The speakers are rated 
for 100 watts and are a perfect match for 

• 
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INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER 

It's the brains and brawn of the sys-
tem. From its 100 RMS watts per chan-
nel output, to its 10hz to 40,000hz t 1 db 
frequency response, to its 93db signal 
to noise ratio, it's strictly audiophile. 
And what control you'll have. The Loud-

ness contour button which you'll use for 
low level listening, boosts the signal at 
100 hz by 8db and at 10,000 hz by 4db. 
There are both high and low filters, 

and not only are there linear bass and 
treble controls, there's a presence con-
trol to really bring your sound alive. 
There are totally separate input and 

output controls for all controlled inputs, 
so that you may listen to a record while 
you tape from FM. And, if you add another 
cassette deck, you'll be able to use the 
two way switchable tape dubbing. 
On the back panel is an audiophile 

feature you will appreciate if you're into 
bi- amping or adding sound processing 
devices. There are both 'preamp out' 
and ' main amp in' RCA jacks, something 
that's usually found on esoteric gear. 
There are buttons which will allow 

this top of the line system. 
MARVELOUS REMOTE CONTROL 
It does it all. Not just volume. Not just 

preset stations. Look at all it does. 
On the tuner, you can select AM or 

FM, You can tune AM and FM stations 
with up or down step tuning. Or, you can 
select any of the 16 presets. 
On the Amp, you can control the vol-

ume, mute and switch in the Loudness 
Contour button. You can select Tuner, 
Phono, Tape or 2 additional Aux inputs. 
On the auto reverse tape deck, you'll 

change directions and control all the 
movement commands. You'll Stop, Start. 
Fast Forward, Rewind, Pause, Record 
and use Record Mute. 
And, you'll have full use of both the 

Index Scan and Search functions de-
scribed with the deck. 
With the turntable you can Play, Cut, 

Cue/Pause or cause the turntable to enter 
its repeat mode. You can even move 
from track to track on the record. 
And finally, you can turn the entire 

system on or off. This infrared remote 
centralizes all functions of the system 

for really easy system control, near the 
system or across the room. 

WRAP IT ALL UP 
Individually or as a system, these com-

ponents are top quality. When you put 
them in the beautiful simulated wa:nut-
grain rack with tempered glass door and 
glass top, it will be an eye catching addi-
tion to any room. 
The rack is 18 W' wide, 39314" tall and 

16" deep. The matching 12" 3-way speak-
ers are 15" wide, 261A" high and 13" 
deep. The system is made by Magnavox, 
a trusted name for years. It's backed by 
their standard limited warranty. 

REMOTE SHOCK WAVE 
RISK FREE 

Wait till you hear the sound. Wait till 
you get your hands on the solid, superbly 
crafted controls. And wait till you try the 
remote. It's a thrilling experience. 
If you're not 100% satisfied, simply 

return the system in its original boxes to 
DAK within 30 days for a refund. 
To order your Magnavox 100 watt per 

channel Stereo System with Linear Track-
ing Turntable, Auto Reverse Cassette 
Deck, Synthesized AM/FM Stereo Tuner, 
12" 3- Way speaker systems and beauti-
ful Rack risk free with your credit card, 
call toll free or send DAK's blockbuster 
price of just $649 ($55 P&H) Order No. 
4270. CA res add sales tax. We must 
ship by truck to a street address only, no 
P.O. Boxes please. 
The sound that this system will pro-

duce in your home will be thrilling. And, 
speaking of being thrilled, wait till you 
feel the controls and watch this system 
explode into action when you touch a 
button on its remote control. 

DAK 
INDUSTRIES  INCORPORATED 

Dept HF12 

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 
For credit card orders call 24 hours a day 7 days a week 

CALL TOLL-FREE. . .1-800-325-0800 
8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304 



B Y  R O B E R T  A N G U S 

8  DELIGHT 
A WEEK-LONG FIELD TEST OF 

SONY'S NEW CAMCORDER ERASES 

MANY DOUBTS ABOUT THIS 

EMERGING VIDEO FORMAT. 

Robert Angus writes extensively on video 
equipment and technology. 

OVER THE PAST YEAR OR SO, I'VE HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO FIELD-TEST 

JVC's Videomovie (July 1984), Kodak's 8mm Kodavision (February), and 

Panasonic's Omnimovie (July). So when HIGH FIDELITY told me that it 

had one of the first production models of Sony's new Video 8 camcorder, 

the CCD-V8, my fingers itched to check it out. Using the Sony for a week 

in a variety of situations has erased any doubts I had harbored about 

8mm: It is a worthy contender among camcorders of all formats. 

First, the CCD-V8 is smaller and lighter than any other unit on the 

market, even the JVC Videomovie. Weighing just more than five pounds 

with battery and cassette, it measures 4% inches wide by 7% inches high 

by 131/2 inches deep. The tapes are only slightly larger than audio cas-

settes, yet they can record 90 minutes of material. The rechargeable Ni-

Cad batteries are rated for one hour of recording time. The Sony is re-

markably easy to use, once you get the hang of it, and results compare 

favorably with those of the other camcorders I've tested. 
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In addition to features 

and functions common to oth-

er camcorders, the CCD-V8 

includes automatic tape 

backspacing for smooth tran-

sition between scenes, even if 

you stop the recorder and 

start it again; RECORD RE-

VIEW, which enables you to 

replay the last few seconds 

of tape before recording the 

next scene; BACKLIGHT, for 

use in taping a dark subject 

in front of a brightly lit back-

ground; and a simple proce-

dure for adjusting white-bal-

ance perfectly every time. 

Controls are arranged 

conveniently for quick and 

efficient operation: The cam-

era power switch, which 

turns on both camera and re-

corder, is on the left side of 

the camera body along with 

the white-balance switch 

(symbols indicate the day-

light/artificial-light/auto-

adjust options), the recording 

review button, and a lens ap-

erture switch (backlight/nor-

mal/highlight). 

When you insert your 

right hand through the cam-

era grip—like all other cam-

corders, this one's not de-

signed for southpaws—your 

index and middle fingertips 

touch the wide-angle and 

telephoto lens adjustments, 

and your thumb rests on the 

recording start/stop trigger. 

These controls are stiff 

enough to require deliberate 

pressure to operate, whereas 

those on JVC's Videomovie, 

for example, respond to the 

slightest pressure, whether 

intentional or accidental. All 

tape transport controls (VCR 

power, cassette eject, play, 

fast forward and reverse, 

pause, and record) are at the 

rear of the unit. An LCD dis-

play window includes a tape 

counter and indicators for 
moisture, MEMORY, low bat-

tery power, and no tape or 

tape runout. 

You'll also find a back-

panel earphone jack and five-

pin remote control connector. 

A small palm-size adapter, 

which plugs into the bottom 

of the unit, enables you to re-

cord from external sources, 

such as a TV receiver, or to 

play back tapes through a TV 

set or monitor. Images on the 

small (postage-stamp-size) 

black-and-white viewfinder 

accurately reflect the dimen-

sions and details of the scene 

you're shooting. Three indi-

cator lamps above the tiny 

screen advise you of low-

light conditions, tape-run/ 

battery-low, and correct 

white balance. The viewfind-

er is adjustable both vertical-

ly and horizontally. 

They say that when all 

else fails, read the instruc-

tions. I figured that after op-

erating three superficially 

similar camcorders in recent 

months, I could forgo the 

pleasure of Sony's prose and 

get right to the shooting. 
Wrong. My first attempt, 

made without reference to 

the manual, produced a color-

ful midsummer recording 

marred by the heaviest snow-

fall I've ever seen on video-

tape. I dug out the manual, 

read it quickly, put it away, 

and tried again. Results were 

the same. Finally, I held the 
manual in one hand and the 

camcorder in the other and 

went through the procedure 

one step at a time. Practice 

makes perfect: The results 

the third time were breath-

taking. I don't know exactly 

what the difference was be-

tween the various attempts, 

but I'd certainly recommend 

that any prospective buyer 

read the instructions with 

camcorder in hand before at-
tempting any taping. 

This may be easier said 

than done, since I found my-

self rereading virtually every 

step. Either I'm unusually 

slow at grasping directions, 

or the manual is not clear in 

outlining them, because even 

in playing back my record-

ings through a color monitor, 

it took me three tries to 

achieve a picture and one 
more to get the sound right. 

In summer sunlight, the 

recorder delivered warm, 

natural colors—an emerald 

expanse of lawn under a deep 

blue sky flecked with puffy 

white clouds, a canary-yellow 

building, a patch of tulips of 

varying  colors.  Colors 
seemed substantially more 

stable than they did with Ko-

dak's 8mm system (an im-

pression I double-checked by 

replaying on the Sony trans-

port a tape I'd shot with the 

Kodak unit). Indoors, the 

unit coped with virtually any 

daytime light condition, but 

was less satisfactory under 

candlelight or subdued light-

ing than, say, the Panasonic 

or JVC. Though Sony speci-

fies minimum required illu-

mination as 19 lux, the low-
light  indicator  blinked 

regularly when I was shoot-

ing in dark corners and at a 

candlelight dinner. On the 

other hand, the CCD-V8 uses 

a CCD (charge-coupled de-

vice), instead of a convention-
al imaging tube. It is thus es-

sentially immune to light lag. 

Closeup recording of ev-

erything from flower petals 

to still photographs and very 

tiny objects is possible with 

the CCD-V8. In fact, if you 

can light the subject proper-

ly, you can record with the 

lens no more than a quarter-

inch away from an object. 

But adjusting the macro lens 

was more difficult than on 

the JVC or Panasonic, and 

the results less satisfactory. 
Using the same photographs 

and cartoons as I did when 
evaluating the other two, I 

also found depth of field and 

clarity of the finished result 

to be less pleasing. 
Sony claims that its unit 

works best with its own 8mm 
cassettes. Certainly, results 

with Sony tape (a metal-evap-

orated formulation) were im-
pressive. However, since I 

had a TDK 90MP (metal par-

ticle) cassette handy, I shot 

some of the same scenes on it 

The CCD-V8 has viewfinder indicator lights and controls for 

macro lens, iris, and white balance (1); translucent plastic 

lens cap for adjusting white balance (2); and a mike (3). 
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Palm-size timm tape loads into pop-up slot (1) in lightweight (5 lb.) camcorder (2). 

Plug-in adapter (3) lets you record or play back through TV set or monitor. Transport 

controls and indicators are on back panel (4). 

and compared them with 

both those on the Sony tape 

and a portion of Kodak metal-

evaporated tape I'd used to 

evaluate Kodavision. Shift-

ing light conditions prevent-

ed true A / B comparisons, 

but differences were difficult 

to pick out on the basis of the 

images reproduced by my 25-

inch monitor. 

The lens cap for the CCD-

V8 is fastened to the hand 
grip by means of a short 

cord. Made of white translu-

cent plastic, it is intended for 

use in adjusting white bal-

ance, much as on Panasonic's 

Omnimovie—a highly com-

mendable idea that other 

camcorder manufacturers 

should copy. 

In theory, Sony's AFM 

audio system (the type used 

on Beta and VHS Hi-Fi 

VCRs) should produce sound 

quality superior to that on 
any half-inch camcorder, and, 

in fact, it does. When testing 

Kodavision, which also uses 

AFM, I was able to record 

some European street musi-

cians—including an itinerant 

kilted bagpiper and a Dutch 

barrel-organist—and I can 

testify that the sound was of 

broadcast quality. This time I 

had to make do with ordinary 

speech and street noise. 

These sounds reproduced 

naturally, but made no real 

demands on the system. 

Though the 8mm format is 

theoretically capable of mak-

ing stereo soundtracks, the 

CCD-V8 is a mono-only unit. 

In conclusion, I find 

Sony's Video 8 system to be 

remarkably easy and conven-

ient to use and a pleasure 

(thanks to its light weight 

and diminutive size) to carry. 

Results may not be quite on 

par with those of the half-

inch formats when it comes 

to chrome noise. Though it 

wasn't possible to make a di-

rect comparison, I thought I 
noticed more noise in reds 

and yellows produced on the 

Sony than I had with Omni-

movie or Videomovie. But the 

picture is highly acceptable, 

and miles ahead of that pro-

duced by Kodavision. 

If you demand the ulti-

mate in picture quality and 

are willing to sacrifice some-

thing in the way of portabil-

ity and compactness to 

achieve it, you're probably 

better off sticking with one 

of the half-inch units. Howev-

er, what you give up in pic-

ture quality when you move 

to the smaller format proba-

bly isn't enough to deter any-

one but a highly critical vi-

deophile: The CCD-V8 is 

more than adequate for mak-

ing good family and vacation 

pictures and for most ordi-

nary nonprofessional appli-

cations.  • 

Battery, shown recharging in AC adapter charger, slips inside 

cnnicnrder's handle. 
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Our experts uncover some surprise top performers 
among the latest crop of blank cassette tapes. 

p
ARADOX:  ON  ONE 
hand, we need to 

know exactly how 

tapes in general will 

behave if we're to predict how 

a deck will respond when you 

try recording on them; on the 

other hand, if all tapes are to 

respond in the same way, 

there can never be any im-

provement in them. For years, 

we have been editorializing on 

the need for tape standards 

and standardization if the buy-

er of a new deck is to know 

how to make it achieve its ad-

vertised specs and keep it per-

forming at its best without pe-

riodic realignment as tapes 

change. But if you accept the 

claims of those who make 

tapes, change always is for 

the better. And that premise 

isn't without merit. 

The catch is that the im-

provement is more likely to 

sound worse than better un-

less your deck is equipped to 

cope with it. This is because 

virtually all tape improve-

ments involve increases in two 

factors that go hand in hand 

with lower distortion and 

noise (and, therefore, greater 

headroom, particularly at high 

frequencies, and dynamic 

range) plus more extended re-

sponse at high frequencies. 

These two factors are coerciv-

ity and remanence—technical 

jargon for things that you'll 

never have to contend with di-

rectly, but that have practical 

consequences you do have to 

deal with. 

Increased coercivity re-

quires more bias current than 

would be best for a compara-

ble tape of lower coercivity. 

Without it, response will tend 

AUGUST 1985 

to peak at high frequencies, 

putting an unnatural edge on 

the sound. Similarly, the deck 

must compensate for the high-
er output level of a tape with 

increased remanence. Other-

wise, Dolby "tracking" (the 

exactitude with which play-

back decoding undoes the en-

coding that took place when 

you recorded the tape) can suf-

fer audibly, though it might 

require many typical incre-

mental changes before you 

would notice anything amiss 

unless you were specifically 

listening for it. 
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Over the last decade, the 

International Electrotechnical 

Commission (IEC), based in 

Europe, has addressed the 

problem head on by rewriting 

its standards entirely and de-

vising four generic reference 

tapes for use in testing record-

ing equipment and against 

which all other tapes are to be 

compared. The IEC Type I is a 

ferric (sometimes called "stan-

dard," "normal," or "LN," for 

low noise, though all these 

terms are excessively vague 

or even misleading) that as-

sumes use of 120-microsecond 

Dx3  %nu - 

is MI Pr'r 
HFS 

lb RI. 

maxell uos I go 
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playback equalization and 

whose generic version actual-

ly is made by BASF. The com-

pany also manufactures the 

generic Type Il—the refer-

ence for all chromium dioxide, 

ferricobalt, and comparable 

formulations intended for use 

with "high" bias (another po-

tentially misleading term) and 

70-microsecond EQ—though 

it is in fact a genuine chrome. 

Type III, ferrichrome, was on 

the way out before the stan-

dard ever got off the ground, 

and it's seldom provided for in 

current decks. IEC Type IV 

represents the metal-alloy 

tapes, for use with bias consid-

erably higher than "high" but 

with the same EQ; the generic 

tape is made by TDK. 

As the IEC standard took 

shape, it looked like a godsend 

in the anarchy of its time. 
Even before it won wide ac-

ceptance, we had adopted our 

own classifications, largely 

based on the IEC's. Ours devi-

ated on only three points: We 

used arabic numbering (Ro-
man numerals are a constant 

source of printing errors); we 

added a Type 0 for older and 
less expensive ferries requir-

ing significantly less bias than 

the IEC's generic Type I (the 

distinction that had led us to 

yearn for some sort of stan-

dard in the first place); and we 

based our approach on com-
mercial tapes rather than on 

the generics, which were not 

yet available. 
In our last round of cas-

sette-tape tests, just two years 

ago, we adopted the IEC ge-
nerics as the benchmarks for 

tape comparison in such char-

(Continued on page 25) 
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How to pick a 
video system 
with your eyes 
closed. 

by Ray Charles 

"I look at video systems a 
little differently than you. 
I look with my ears. 
And, frankly, since the 

beginning, video has 
sounded pretty sad. 
Then along comes 

Pioneer with LaserDisc. 
And suddenly, my ears get 
very happy. 
The sound of LaserDisc 

is as good as anything I ever 
heard on my stereo. 
Maybe better. 

And while I was impressed with the sound, the video experts were 
floored by the picture. They tell me nothing else even comes close. 
Maybe you've already got a stereo, and maybe you've already got a 

VCR. You've still got to get LaserDisc. Because whatever you're watch-
ing — music or movies — LaserDisc does 
what no other system can do. For the first 
time, it brings the best picture and the 
best sound together." 
The model shown here is the Pioneer CLD-900. The tvoticrs first combination LaserVision and Cl) player. 

LaserDisc'" brand videodisc player is a trademark of Pioneer Electronics Corp. 
1985 Pioneer Video. Inc. All rights reserved 

PIONEER' 
Video for those 

who really care about audio. 
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DENON 

The company is in the process of revamping 

all its formulations. It also has revised its 

shell design to provide a generously propor-

tioned "picture window." We chose to test 

all but the middle Type 2 formulation (HD-7) 

of the new ones now available. DX-3, Den-

on's middle Type 1, proves a good perform-

er, although with a surprisingly high bias 

point. The top Type 1, DX-4, offers better 

headroom across the board and a more con-

ventional bias point, but it concedes to DX-3 

a minute advantage in the noise figure. In-

deed, noise is the only respect in which it is 

not better than average. HD-6 proves to be 

an exceptional match to the Type 2 refer-

ence in bias point and sensitivity. However, 

it has slightly less dynamic range than aver-

age among its peers. HD-8, a metal-particle 

Type 2, exemplifies the excellent high-fre-

quency headroom of its type, but offers 

somewhat less midrange dynamic range 

than average. Bias point is only a hair higher 

than the HD-6's; sensitivity is noticeably 

higher. The Type 4 entry, DXM, is scheduled 

for September replacement by an improved 

formulation, called HDM. The present one is 

lower in bias point and sensitivity than most 

of its competitors. Headroom is about par in 

the treble, but significantly below average in 

the midrange. 

Relative output vs frequency (at -20 dB)  
DENON MI DX3 

Denon DX-3 C-90 

cassette tape 

(Type 1) 

II AYBACK CHARACTERISTICS (re 250 nWb/m. 333 Hz) 

5 

0 

-5 

HZ 20  SO 100 200 500  Ilk  2K  5K  10K  200 

Relative output vs. frequency (at -20 dB) 

ra. Midrange headroom (3% THO)  +4 114 dB 

  Maximum high-frequency output (3% IM) 

at 4 kHz 

at 15 kHz 

RELATIVE BIAS  I. 

RELATIVE SENSITIVITY (333 Hz)  40  

A-WEIGHTED NOISE (re 0 dB)  54 1 tF 

MIDRANGE S/N RATIO (re 3% THO) 58 1 dB  

THO (at 333 Hz)  at  0 dB at -10 dB 

0 79%  0 15% 

13 75 C.90 PRICE 

DENON MI DX4 

D4non DX-4 C-90 
eassefte tap* 
(Typ• 1) 

PLAYBACK CHARACTERISTICS (re 250 nWb/m. 333 Hz) 

MI 20  • ;I(  5.0 10K 2-00 

-  Relative output vs. frequency (at -2p dB) 
••!.• Midrange headroom (3% THO) 

  Maximum high-frequency output (3% IN): 

at 4 kHz 

at 15 kHz 

RELATIVE BIAS 

: ̂P 

I 2 : tft 

1I3 

RELATIVE SENSITIVITY (333 Hz) • 

A-WEIGHTED NOISE (re 0 d8 ) S4 13 

MIDRANGE S/N RATIO (re 3% THO) tttt dItt 

THO (at 333 Hz)  at 0 dB 

0 65. 

C-90 PRICE 

at -10 dB 

0 11% 

'1 50 

DENON  HD6 

- 
90 

Denon HD-6 C-90 

cassette tape 

(Type 2) 

PLAYBACK CHARACTERISTICS (ffs 250 nWb/m. 333 Hz) 

DB 

10 

15 

20  '4« 

112 20  SO 100  200  500 1K 2K  SK 10K 20K 

Midrange headroom (3% THO) •  : 013 

  Maximum high-frequency output (3% IN): 

at 4 kHz 

at 15 kHz 

RELATIVE BIAS 

4 073 

15. dB 

ill 

RELATIVE SENSITIVITY (333 Hz) 

A-WEIGHTED NOISE (re 0 dB) 

MIDRANGE S/11 RATIO Ire 3% THD) 

THO (at 333 Hz) 

C-90 PRICE 

at 0d8 

2 04-

• '  00 

58 1 4 dB 

59 4 dB 

at —10 dB 

0 28-

44 00 

DENON  HD8 

90 

Denon HD-6 C-90 

cassette tape 

(Type 2) 

PLAYBACK CHARACTERISTICS (re 250 nWb/m. 333 Hz) 

013 

KS 

10 

15 

20 
MO 

HZ 20 SO 100  200 500 1K 20  Sc  10K 2014 

Relative output vs frequency at -20 dB)  

I - Midrange headroom (3% THDI • 3 ' 1 dB 

Maximum high-frequency output (3% IN):  

at 4 kHz 1 1 1 dB 

at 15 kHz  10 II7 dB 

RELATIVE BIAS  1075 

RELATIVE SENSITIVITY (333 Hz) 

A-WEIGHTED NOISE (re 0 dB) 

MIDRANGE S/N RATIO (re 3% THD) 

THD (at 333 Hz)  at 0 dB 

I 35, 

C-90 PRICE 

• 21:00 

-51 3 4 dB 

58 ' 4 dB 

at —10 dB 

0 20% 

s6 00 

Denon DXM C-90 
cassette tape 

(Type 4) 

PLAYBACK CHARACTERISTICS Ire 250 nWb/m. 333 Hz) 

H 

SOO  1K  2K 142 20  50  100  200 Sc  10K 20K 

-  Relative output vs. frequency (at -20 dB) 

•5- Midrange headroom (3% THEI)  • 34 4dB 

Maximum high-frequency output (3% IMF 

at 4 kHz  "ft 

at 15 kHz 

RELATIVE BIAS 

11 1It 

92'-

RELATIVE SENSITIVITY (333 Hz)   

A-WEIGHTED NOISE (re 0 dB)   

MIDRANGE S/N RATIO (re 3% THD) 

THO fat 333 Hz)  at 0 dB 

1 / 

C-90 PRICE 

: (18 

54 I : dB 

58  4 dB 

at -10 dB 

0 22', 

47 50 
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BASF 

BASF's new shells have oversize windows 

and incorporate the company's SM (Special 

Mechanics) guide arms, which are designed 

to promote even tape wind on the hub and. 

therefore, smooth motion from the supply 

hub to the take-up side. Labeling space is 

larger than average, but no replacement la-

bels are supplied. The two formulations 

tested here are from the Maxima series 

(thus the "M" in their respective designa-

tions). The Type 1 ferric measures much like 

its predecessor, Pro I Super, though with 

some gain in headroom for extreme highs at 

the expense of the midrange. The Type 2 

tape —one of the few that shares the IEC ref-

erence tape's chromium dioxide magnetic 

particle —is noticeably higher in bias point 

and sensitivity than the reference, and it 

achieves greater midrange and lower-treble 

headroom than does the company's Chrom-

dioxid Extra I I (formerly Pro II). The true 

chrome tapes remain the low-noise champi-

ons; this one misses the absolute record 

only by an insignificant margin. 

FUJI 

This company is a leader in creating shells 

whose A and B sides can be distinguished 

by feel alone. Both of the newest tapes are 

Type 2. The FR-II shell has molded braille 

side indications. The tape inside has good 

midrange dynamic range. Bias point and 

sensitivity both are somewhat higher than 

those of the Type 2 reference tape. The CT-

II formulation measures essentially the 

same as the FR-II, but is specially construct-

ed to withstand the rigors of use in automo-

biles. Its ABS shell —whose asymmetrical 

design makes it relatively easy to tell A from 

B in the dark —is rated to 230 degrees, as are 

the tape base and bilder. And the pressure 

pad is mounted on a shock-absorbing bifur-

cated spring. 

BASF 

Pr AK-P,. BASF LH-MI C-90 
cassette tape 
(Type 1) 

BASF 90 

PtAYBACK CHARACTERISTICS (re 250 aWbint. 333 Hz)  

10 
15 
—20 

i42 20  50 100 200  500 I K 2K  5K 10K 20K 

Relative output vs. tregenecy In -20 dB) 

Midrange headroom 13% THO)  +3 Ill dB 

Maximum high frequency output (3% IM): 

at 4 kHz  I 'dl 

at 15 kHz  12 1 : dB 

RELATIVE BIAS  114% 

RELATIVE SENSITIVITY (333 Hz)   

A-WEIGHTED NOISE ire 0 dB)   

MIDRANGE S/N RATIO Ire 3% DID) 

2 dB 

_551 4 dB 

11.;;111[ 
Be raioridiffeera 

BASF CR-Mll C-90 

cassette tape 
(Type 2) 

PLAYBACK CHARACTERISTICS (re 250 nWb/m. 333 Hz)  

DB 
.5 

-5 
- to 
- t5 
-20 

HZ 20  5 • •  500 I K 70  5K 10K 200 

Relative output vs. frequency let -20 dB)  

El Midrange headroom 13% THO)  • 4 ' 2 dB 

Maximum high frequency output 13% IMI• 

at 4 kHz 

at 15 kHz  - 13 3.4 dB 

RELATIVE BIAS Ill% 

RELATIVE SENSITIVITY (333 Hz) 

A-WEIGHTED NOISE Ire 0 dB) 

+i 1/2 dB 

-59 dB 

59 dB  MIDRANGE S/N RATIO Ire 3% THO)  63 1,2 dB 

THD (at 333 11z)  at 0 dB 

0 44, 

C-90 PRICE 

at -10 dB 

0 13.-

52 79 

Fuji FR-II C-90 
cassette tape 
(Type 2) 

PLAYBACK CHARACTERISTICS (re 250 nWb/m. 333 WI 

-5  — 
—10 — 
- 15 

200  500 •1: 2-0- 50 I(;0 :K 5K 10K 200 

--  Relative output vs frequency let -20 dB) 

%change headroom 13% THOI  • 4 2 

Maximum high frequency output 13% IM): 

2,3 .1 dB 

16 dB 

RELATIVE BIAS  109% 

at 4 kHz 

at 15 kHz 

RELATIVE SENSITIVITY (333 Hit I dB 

A-WEIGHTED NOISE (re O M 571 4 dB 

MIDRANGE SA RATIO (re 3% THD)  hi 1 11 

THO (at 333 Hz) atOdB 

8: • 

C 90 PRICE 

THD tat 333 Hz)  at Ode 

I 05% 

C-90 PRICE 

at -10 dB 

0 22% 

54 79 

Fuji CT-II C-90 
cassette tape 
(Type 2) 

PLAYBACK CHARACTERISTICS Ire 250 nWb/m. 333 Hal 

ov 

Relative output vs frequency (at -20 dB) 

Modrange headroom 13% THD) 

Maximum 'ugh frequency output 13% IM) 

at 4 kHz 

at 15 kHz 

RELATIVE BIAS  109% 

-15dB 

RELATIVE SENSITIVITY (333 Hz) 

A WEIGHTED NOISE (re 0 dB) 

MIDRANGE S/N RATIO (re 3% THO) 

4-I ,4 dB 

-57 ,4dB 

61 2 dB 

at -10 dB  RID let 333 Hz)  at 0 dB  at -M dB 

0 life  0 81 , 0 14% 

55 Q'  C 90 PRICE  27 45 
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KONICA 

Though the Konica name is well known in 

photography, its entry into tape (by way of 

videotape) is quite recent. We decided to 

test all cassette formulations except a bud-

get ferric (ML), and we found them entirely 

consistent with high-quality tapes of other 

brands. GM-II belongs to the "standard" 

subgroup of Type 2—that is, it evidently is 

not made from a modified metal-alloy pow-

der. Bias point is a little below that of the ref-

erence tape, sensitivity a little higher. Mid-

range dynamic range is good. The Type 4 

tape is among those requiring extra bias. It 

delivers better midrange headroom than av-

erage among the present group and, partly 

as a result, dynamic range is excellent 

overall. 

m e, 

Qtill7r-90 
Konica GM-I C-90 
cassette tape 
(Type I ) 

PLAYBACK CHARACTERISTICS Ire 250 nWtr; m. 333 H/1 

HZ 20 50 100 200  500  1K  20 50 10K 20K 

  Relative output vs. frequency (at -20 dB) 

‘i• Midrange headroom (3% THD) • i old 

  Maximum high-frequency output (3% IM): 

at 4 kHz ' : dB  

at 15 kHz 14 14d6 

RELATIVE BIAS 110% 

RELATIVE SENSITIVITY (333 Hz(  - 12 dB 

A-WEIGHTED NOISE (re 0 dB) 

MIDRANGE S/N RATIO (re 3% THD) 

THO (at 333 Hz( 

C 90 PRICE 

at 0 dB 

II 95* 

-55 '12 dB 

58 1,2dB  

at —10de 

0 (2% 

$3 19 

Konica GM-II C-90 
caisson* tap* 
(Tap* 2) 

PLAYBACK CHARACTERISTICS (re 250 nWb/m, 333 Hz)  

DO 

• 5 

0 

5 

10 

IS 

20 

L. s, 

HZ 20 50  100  200 500  10  2K SK  10K 200 

—  Relative output no. frequency (at -20 dB)   

.1- Midrange headroom 13% THO)  •3 a 

  Maximum high-frequency output (3% IM):   

2 

_IS 114 dB 

at 4 kHz 

at 15 kHz 

RELATIVE BIAS 95% 

RELATIVE SENSITIVITY (333 Hz) 

A-WEIGHTED NOISE (re 0 dB) 

MIDRANGE S/N RATIO (re 3% THD) 

THO (at 333 Hz) 

C-90 PRICE 

+1 1/7 dB 

57 1.2 dB 

60 1'2 dB  

at 0 dB  at —10 de  

1 In  0 17% 

13 59 

(Continued from page 21) 

acteristics as sensitivity and 

bias requirements. (Because 

Diversified Science Labora-

tories has made all its tape 

measurements since 1980 on a 

Nakamichi 582 deck, we had 

previously compared all tapes 

with Nakamichi's own brand-

ed formulations; they, too, are 

subject to upgrading, howev-

er. thus providing a less-than-

steady basis for comparison.) 

But the competitive forces at 

work within the tape industry 

have moved "real" tapes pro-

gressively farther from the 

IEC generics that represented 

the status quo at the moment 

of standardization. As a re-

sult, some of those who were 

quick to adopt the IEC stan-

dard wholesale as a criterion 

of merit for judging tapes 

have already abandoned it. We 

have used its definitions only 

as a way of comparing tapes 

with each other, and we con-

tinue to do so. 

The first step in our proce-

I lure is to adjust bias for equal 

sensitivity at 333 Hz and 10 

kHz for the tape under test. 

This doesn't necessarily yield 

very flat frequency response 

with the recording equaliza-

vonica 

Konica Metal C-90 

9„  cassette tape 
%•-•,  (Type 4) 

PLAYBACK CHARACTERISTICS (re 250 nWb/m. 333 Hz)  

• 
- 10 

HI 10  50 

I. 

• s5 

100 10  20  5.0  10.1, 200 

Relative output vs. frequency fat -20 dl 

• Midrange headroom (3%TliD)  +7 1/7dB 

Maximum high-frequency output (3% IM): 

at 4 kHz 

at 15 kHz 

RELATIVE BIAS 

• 1 2 dB 

-12 3/4dB 

124% 

RELATIVE SENSITIVITY (333 Hz) ' : 

A-WEIGHTED NOISE (re 0 dB) 56  dB 

MIDRANGE S/N RATIO (re 3% THD) 64 LIB 

NO (at 333 Hz) at 0 dB 

0 50 

C-90 PRICE 

at -10 dB 

0 09% 

56 79 

tion built into the Nakamichi 

582 (whose own tape-matching 

method is, in fact, significant-

ly different). The resulting 

curve (recorded at 20 dB below 

the DIN 0-dB level of 250 

nanowebers per meter) there-

fore must not be viewed as 

"response," but as "relative 

sensitivity." That is, it is use-

ful only in comparing tapes. If 

at a given frequency the curve 

for one tape is 2 dB higher 

than that for another tape, re-

sponse will usually be 2 dB 

higher on most decks. (There 

can be some disparities occa-
sioned by differences in the 

tape coating thicknesses and 

deck head construction.) 

To use the relative sensi-

tivity curves, you must deter-

mine what brands work well 

on your deck. Our equipment 

reports are designed to help 

you determine this. You 

should then look for similar 

behavior in other tapes tested 

here. Remember that the 

method used two years ago 

was identical, so comparisons 

between the two series of 

tests are valid. (You can also 

make legitimate comparisons 

with tape reports dating back 

to 1980 by applying the correc-

AUGIIST 19 85 25 
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JVC M EN = RELATIVE BIAS 

The ME-Pro tape, originally introduced as 

ME Professional, is now in its second gener-

ation —as ME-60P11 (C-60 length) and ME-

90P11 (C-90). The shell remains unconven-

tional, with a relatively large window that 

runs vertically; labeling space. on one end, is 

consequently restricted. Dynamic range is 

about average for the present Type 4 crop. 

as is the midrange headroom. In the lower 

treble, headroom is better than average. 

Both bias point and sensitivity are quite 

close to the reference-tape standard. 

tion factors outlined in the in-

troduction to our August 1983 

tape tests.) And once you have 

compared the sensitivity 

curves in this way, you can 

compare other characteristics 

in the same manner. 

The curves' significance 

depends on the degree of ad-

justability of your deck. If its 

bias, recording equalization, 

and recording sensitivity all 

are variable, you should be 

able to use any of the tapes 

documented here. If its re-

cording equalization can't be 

"tuned," look for like shape in 

the sensitivity curves, particu-

larly in the range below 10 

kHz; if bias can't be tuned ei-

ther, look for similarity above 

10 kHz as well and for bias fig-

ures within 5 or 10 percent 

(preferably less, particularly 

among Type 1 and Type 2 

tapes) of the figure for your 

known good brand. If there is 

no sensitivity adjustment and 

you expect to use Dolby noise 

reduction when recording, 

look for brands whose sensi-

tivities measure within a few 

(preferably, 1) dB of that for 
your known brand. 

Noise is tabulated in two 

ways. The deck's residual elec-

tronic noise is measured and 

JVC ME-90P11 C-90 
cassette tape 
(Type 4) 

PLAYBACK CHARACTERISTICS Ire 250 nWh m, 333 Hz) 

• • 

••••  I 

2 LK/  01.K1 

0̀. 
• 

1.1c  2Y  OK  I UK  20K 

Relative output vs frequency (at -20 dB) 

Midrange headroom 13% THDI  .5 7 dB 

Maximum high-frequency output 13%1M):   

at 4 kHz  + 3,4 dB 

8115 kHz  -11 3/4 dB 

104% 

RELATIVE SENSITIVITY 1333 Hz) 

A-WEIGHTEO NOISE De 0 dB) 

MIDRANGE S/N RATIO (re 3% THO) 

THEI at 333 Hz)  at 0 dB 

054 

C-90 PRICE 

+ lie dB  

_54 3/4 dB 

61 314 dB 

at -10 dB 

010% 

$1695 

subtracted from that of the 

tape after it has been recorded 

with no input signal (so that 

bias noise will be included). 

The result is shown as so 

many dB below the 0-dB refer-

ence. This figure enables you 

to compare the absolute noise 

levels that will be produced by 

the various tapes. If you al-

ways record the same way, 

making no allowance for dif-

ferences in headroom, this 

noise figure is the one that 

best expresses the hiss you 

will hear. If, however, you do 

record "hotter" on formula-

tions that will accept the high-

er levels, you will want to base 

your judgments instead on the 

S/N (signal-to-noise) figure, 

which adds the tape's mid-

range headroom to its raw 

noise figure. The larger the 

S/N ratio, or the more nega-

tive the noise measurement, 

the better—though differ-

ences of a dB or less aren't 

worth fussing over. 

DSL measures headroom 

in two ways. The midrange 

figure is simply the level to 

which a 333-Hz tone can be re-

corded without exceeding 3 

percent third-harmonic distor-

tion. This level is indicated on 

the graph by a "gunsight" 

symbol at 333 Hz, and the fig-

ure is shown again in the data 

below the graph. In the treble, 

the lab uses twin-tone inter-

modulation (again with a 3-

percent limit) as its criterion, 

measuring at six frequencies: 

2, 4, 6.3, 10, 15, and 20 kHz. A 

dashed  curve  is drawn 

through these data points on 

the graph, and the figures for 

4 and 15 kHz are given in the 

data below it. These represent 

the limits beyond which re-

cording can't be considered 

clean. 

The higher (or less nega-

tive) these figures are, the bet-

ter, though where you most 

need the headroom will de-

pend on the sort of music you 

record. In general, jazz, syn-

thesizer rock, and anything 

containing bell-like sounds are 

the most demanding at high 

frequencies. String orchestras 

probably are the least de-

manding of all standard musi-

cal fare in this respect and will 

be limited by midrange head-

room alone. For a check on dis-

tortion at lower levels (where 

the bulk of music will be re-

corded in practice), there are 

figures for THD (total har-

monic distortion—actually, 

the sum of the second and 

third harmonic products) at 

DIN 0 dB and at a level 10 dB 

lower—both at 333 Hz. 

The distortion figures 

(and, therefore, those for 

headroom) also depend on the 

deck's setting. For example, if 

you have a deck with less high-

frequency pre-emphasis in the 

recording EQ than the Naka-

michi, it may require less bias 

to deliver flat response and 

consequently yield higher dis-

tortion figures and lower mid-

range headroom. Higher bias, 

however, would not only re-

verse this formula, but in-

crease the tendency to self-

erasure at high frequencies— 

reducing  high-frequency 

headroom while improving the 

midrange. It is this interde-

pendence between parameters 

that makes it impossible to im-

prove tapes without risk of 

setbacks for some users. 

In the past, some improve-

ments were genuinely revolu-

tionary: In particular, Du 

Pont's development of the 

chromium dioxide pigment 

and the appearance of metal-

alloy tapes virtually simulta-

neously from all the major 

tape houses signaled radical 

innovation. But in recent 

(Continued on page 29) 
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MAXELL 

The company has redone its whole line 

since last year. and we here test the new for-

mulations except UR (replacing LN as the 

budget Type 1) and the superpremium XL-IS 

and XL-IIS (which Maxell says are less sig-

nificantly changed since our last test than 

the remainder). UD has been replaced by 

UDS-I, whose poreless Ferricrystal pigment 

yields excellent headroom and extremely 

low noise, for a dynamic range that easily ri-

vals that of Type 2 tapes. XL-I, which fits be-

tween UDS-I and XL-1S in the pantheon, caps 

an excellent headroom curve with a superb 

midrange figure (bettered in our Type 1 

tests only by XL-IS in 1983). But XL-I's high-

er noise gives a slight edge to both XL-IS 

and UDS-I in overall dynamic range. UDS-Il 

fits comfortably into the mold of standard 

(nonmetal) Type 2 tapes. with good mid-

range dynamic range and somewhat high 

bias point and sensitivity by comparison 

with the reference tape. XL-II (which re-

places UDXL-II) improves on UDS-II's dy-

namic range, despite a slightly higher noise 

figure, because its midrange headroom is 

significantly greater. Its bias point is lower 

than UDS-11s, its sensitivity higher. Head-

room of the new MX is better than average 

among this year's Type 4 tapes, yielding 

good dynamic range. It is in the low-bias 

Type 4 group, with sensitivity reasonably 

close to that of the reference tape. 

maxell  I 90 

H E T TC-0 Maxell UDS-I C-90 
cassette tape 
(Type 1 ) 

PLAYBACK CHARACTERISTICS Ire 250 oWb/m. n3 ik)  

0 

5 

10 

-16 

-20 

60 100 200 500 1K 26 sx HZ 20 1014 20K 

—  Relative output vs. Irsessiscy (st -20 4111) 

Midrange headroom (3% THD) +4 3/1dB 

  Maximum high-frequency output (3% IM) 

at 4 kHz 

at 15 kHz  13 20 

RELATIVE BIAS  107% 

RELATIVE SENSITIVITY (333 Hz)   

A-WEIGHTED NOISE (re 0 dB)   

MIDRANGE S/ N RATIO (re 3% THD) 

THD 141 333 Hrl  at 0 dB 

0 51% 

C-90 PRICE 

-112 dB 

-55  013 

50 IA dB 

at -10 MI 

0 104 

53 99 

01341' 

Maxell  C-90 
cassette tape 
(Type 1) 

PLAYBACK CHARACTERISTICS Os 250 eWb/..333 lb)  

1A,1 

5 

0 

5 

MI 20  50  100  200  500 1K  26  SK  10K 20K 

  Relative output vs frequency (at -ID MI  

- Midrange headroom (3% THD( +5 ,4 213 

Maximum bigh-lrequency output (3%1M :  

at 4 Itliz 

at 15 MU 

RELATIVE BIAS 

0 dB 

-13 dB 

I PM Maxell XL-II C-90 
cassette tape 
(Type 2) 

PLAYBACK CHARACTERISTICS (re 250 WA/m.333 Hz)  

10 

15 

20 

HZ 20  so  n 200 500 20  5K 10K 20K 

Relative output vs frequency (at -21 411) 

Midrange headroom (3% THDI +4 dB 

Maximum high-frequency output (3%1M): 

at 4 kHz  -2 3/4 dB 

at 15 kHz -14 dB 

RELATIVE BIAS  100% 

RELATIVE SENSITIVITY (333 Hz)  +2 dB 

A-WEIGHTED NOISE (re 0 dB(   

MIDRANGE S/N RATIO (re 3% THD( 

THO (at 333 Hz)  at 0 dB 

-56 I/2 dB 

50 l'AB 

at -10 de 

C 90 PRICE 

Maxon MX C-90 
cassette tape 
(Type 4) 

110%  Pt AYBACK CHARACTERISTICS Ire 750 elNbirn. 333 Hrl 

RELATIVE SENSITIVITY (333 Hz) 

A-WEIGHTED NOISE (re 0 dB) 

+ 1/7 dB 

-53 dB 

MIDRANGE S/N RATIO (re 3% THD) 58 3/4 dB 

THO lit 333 Hz) 

C-90 PRICE 

at 0 dB 

0 36, 

at -U M 

0 14% 

54 99 

WS! 9 

Maxell UDS-I1 C-90 
cassette tape 
(Type 2) 

PLAYBACK CHARACTERIS TICS Ile 750 filtVII/ m, 333 Hz) 
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Relat  output vs. freqummy (at -20 dB) 

a) Midrange headroom (3%  THD)  + 2dB 

Maximum high-frequency output (3% IM): 

at 4 kHz 

at 15 kHz 

RELATIVE BIAS 

-31 2 dB 

-15 3/4 dB 

104% 

RELATIVE SENSITIVITY (333 Hz) +1 dB 

A WEIGHTED NOISE (re 0 dB) -58 dB 

MIDRANGE S/N RATIO (re V. THD)  59 3/4 dB 

THO at 333 Hz)  at 0 dB 

1 18% 

C-90 PRICE 

at -MINI 

034% 

53 99 
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—  Relative output us Irequeecy On -2111 dB) 

Midrange headroom (3% THD) +7 112 dB 

Maximum high-frequency output (3% IM): 

it /kHz 

at 15 kHz 

RELATIVE BIAS 

+1 dB 

-9 117 dB 

97% 

RELATIVE SENSITIVITY (333 Hz) + 314 dB 

A WEIGHTED NOISE (re 0 dB) -55 dB 

MIDRANGE S/N RATIO Ire 3% THD)  62 1/2 dB 

THD (at 333 Hz) 

C-90 PRICE 

at 0 dB  at -10 118 

0 48. 0 11% 

17 99 
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If you can't afford it, 
spare yourself the heartache of listening to it. 

a.7e all awa-e th3t, money asick, it 
.s an easy matter to upscale our quElity 
of ife, bit difficLIt to lower it. In th s 
-eg.ard, ignorance is his, and stric: 
angine:xe is sometimes better thar a 
tas:e of Kimething I rr :hat we cant 
ha.e. S.) it is wit.:1 the ccncord HPL 
55C Tuner/Amplier,Tape Deck. Cne 
lisn could ruin you. 
Cmxrd's perbrmarce engineer-ig 
ovet- the years hw resulted in a list c-f 
tresmeri:ing cha-actetistics that, as 
yoLbecne aware of -}ern, will chaige 
you pe-ceptions of car r3dios. 
Er irstince: 
A sound most critics cairn is the best 
ley've ever heard in a ca-r radio. 
_ perE stereo imagi.-1; wide band 
7-ecuencY response, aid very low d;-
:atiDn levels are just some of the quali-
t,es Df Concord's excks:ue Matched 
Fliac ArtorphoLs Ccce Tape Head. 
A cleaner soun.iing FM 
17tam you ever believed: 
possible t'.1anks to t'ne 
mk sive Concord 
RIP, FM noise 
redactior system. 
The Tuner/ 
73pi- Switch 

0%.* ‘I 

0* 

t.0 

e 

0# 9°  

enables the listener to hear radio 
broadcasts when tape is in :he rewind, 
fast forward or play mode. 
HD: AM Stereo that receives 
Motorola C-QUAM broadcast signals. 
Elbctronic DC Servo Tape Drive for 
exten3ed life and accurate control of 
tape speed. 
H gh powered inboard amplifiers— 
rated at 25 watts per channel. 
Dolby 5,C, + DBX: Tape noise 
rediuction systems. 
Lighted panel switches, 
elecc-onic memory 
with 24 preset 

stations, signal processor circuitry, a 
two-way/four-way ampifier, automatic 
Music Search Scanner, aid a Bass EQ 
Switch. 
One listen to all of &is and you will 
be exhilarated. But the-1, if you can't 
afford it, you will be depressed. What 
will it be? Exhilaration and depression, 
the full human gamut? .Dir blissful 
ignorance? The trouble is, if you have 
read this far you are no longer 
blissfully ignorant. 

C O N C O R D' 
Anything else is a compromise. 

Concord Systems, Inc. 
6025 Yolanda Avenue 
Tarzana, CA 91356-0010 
A Penn! Company 
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MEMOREX 

The recent entries from Memorex (or, more 

exactly. Memtek, which makes it) are all 

from the Type 2 group. We tested the two 

top formulations. HBX-II is a "standard .' 

Type 2, but with above-average headroom 

for that group in both the midrange and low-

er treble. Otherwise, its a pretty close 

match to the average of all Type 2 tapes 

tested this time around. Bias point and sen-

sitivity both are significantly higher than 

those of the Type 2 reference tape. CDX-II is 

designed to cope with the dynamic range of 

CDs (hence the name) and uses a metal-par-

ticle coating to this end. It offers significant-

ly more high-frequency headroom than 

HBX-II, but its higher intrinsic noise level 

yields less midrange dynamic range despite 

the excellent midrange headroom. Bias 

point actually is a hair below that of the Type 

2 reference: sensitivity is considerably 

greater. 

Me morex 
1113X-11 C-90 
cassette tape 
(Type 2) 

PLAYBACK CHARACTERISTICS Ire 250 nWh, on, 313 Hz) 

Relative output vs. frequency let -20 dB)  

Midrange headroom (3% THO)   • -1dB  

Maximum high-frequency M pg 13% 

Relative output us. !frequency fat -20 dB1 

Midrange headroom (3%TlIDI 

Maximum high-frequency output (3% M) 

at 4 kHz 

al 15 kHz 

RELATIVE BIAS 112°. 

RELATIVE SENSITIVITY (333 Hz) • 1 di 

A WEIGHTED NOISE (re 0 dB) 5 
MIDRANGE S N RATIO (re 3% TKO 61 

THD (at 333 at 0 dB  at -10 dB 

C-90 PRICE 

(Continued from page 26) 

years, change has been essen-

tially evolutionary. The use of 

cobalt to modify the magnetic 

properties of gamma ferric ox-

ide first made it possible to 

produce "chrome" (Type 2) 

tapes without chrome; then 

the technology was folded 

back upon itself to improve 

the previously all-ferric Type 1 

tapes. Even before Type 3 fer-

richromes (in which a chromi-

um dioxide surface layer is 

added to a ferric foundation), 

layered tapes that combined 

different magnetic pigments 

in successive coatings had 

eked out performance gains 

unavailable with either pig-

ment alone. 

At present, the emphasis 

is on managing the size, 

shape, and proportions of fa-

miliar particles to control their 

magnetic properties. That's 

how 'Type 2" ferricobalt pig-

ments have been adapted to 

make superior Type 1 tapes. 

The thrust continues in the 

newest Type 2 tapes using 

modified metal-alloy ("Type 

4") pigments. Several compa-

nies make tapes of this sort, 

usually touting them as the 

formulation of choice for copy-

ing digital recordings. As our 

data show, the reasonableness 

of this claim depends on the 

noise reduction system with 

which the copy will be made. 

The Type 2 metal tapes aren't 

particularly quiet, though 

they do have excellent high-

frequency headroom and 

therefore should capture well 

the glittering transients that 

digital recording is so good at 

delivering. 

Actually, the sleepers of 

the lot are the premium Type 1 
tapes. They offer remarkable 

headroom—significantly bet-

ter, on average, than that of 

regular Type 2 tapes through-

out the frequency range and 

comparable to that of the met-

al Type 2 tapes in all but the 

extreme  treble—together 

with low distortion. And their 

Me morex 
CDX-II C-90 
cassette tape 
(Type 2) 

PLAYBACK CHARACTERISTICS Ire 250 ol.Nb to. 333 Hz) 

at 4 kHz 

at 15 kHz 

RELATIVE BIAS 

1E1 

9 ' . 

994 

RELATIVE SENSITIVITY (333 Hz)  +3dB 

A WEIGHTED NOISE Ire 0 dB)  -54 3/4 dB 

MIDRANGE S/N RATIO (re 3°. THD)  58 t it 

THD (at 333 Hz)  at 0 dB 

C 90 PRICE 

at -10 dB 

fl 1 

35 

dynamic range is excellent, de-

spite the inherent disadvan-

tage of the "hissier" playback 

equalization, as long as you're 

prepared to record at levels 

high enough to make full use 

of the available headroom. 

Some even cost less than their 

Type 2 counterparts. The Type 

4 tapes do outstrip them, on 

average, in midrange head-

room, but the difference is 

shockingly small in the treble, 

where metal is supposed to be 

the particle of choice. Only the 

Type 2 metal-based tapes actu-

ally demonstrate this advan-

tage, significantly outper-

forming the Type 4 group in 

the extreme highs, with about 

6-dB-greater average head-

room at 20 kHz. This result is 

perhaps the biggest shocker 

of all. 

A comparison of averages 

in the current tape group with 

those of our tests two years 

ago is instructive—and a little 

surprising. Among the Type 1 

tapes, the average bias point 

has crept from 106 percent of 

that required for the IEC ref-

erence tape to 111 percent, 

which is about what we would 

have expected. Given the em-

phasis some manufacturers 

put on output level, we fig-

ured that the sensitivity would 
have risen as well, but it still 

averages just below that of 

the reference tape. There is a 

slight improvement in head-

room at around 2 kHz, but the 

remaining averages are al-

most identical. 

For the Type 2 tapes, the 

average bias point has jumped 

from 96 to 103 percent of the 

reference, while sensitivity 
has nudged up only  dB, to 

+1% dB. Average distortion, 

headroom, and noise figures 
remain almost unaltered. If 

one looks only at the averages, 

the Type 4 group also appears 

to have changed little, except 

that sensitivity is up a whop-

ping 31/4 dB. But averages 

may be misleading here. Two 

years ago, the metals fell into 
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SONY SONY 

In recent years, the company has complete-

ly remodeled its cassette tapes. All have 

now been given shells with huge windows; 

the least expensive IHF) actually is housed 

in a totally transparent shell. All but HF have 

a new hub design and a raised "A" that dis-

tinguishes that side from Side B by touch. 

The stick-on labels are a little smaller than 

average. As a budget tape. HF is perhaps a 

little out of its depth in the present company. 

Its very low bias requirement and sensitiv-

ity, however. may make it well suited to 

some decks that can't cope with most cur-

rent premium tapes. But its relatively re-

stricted headroom and dynamic range sug-

gest that Sony designed it as a utility tape 

rather than as a true performance product. 

HF-S is much more typical of the major Type 

1 tapes and resembles Sony AHF, which it 

evidently is designed to replace. Dynamic 

range is in the championship class, though 

only a hair better than that of AHF —which, 

unlike HF-S, needed more bias than many 

nonadjustable decks supply. UCX-S is a 

standard" Type 2 tape, with a bias require-

ment that closely matches that of the refer-

ence, but with slightly higher sensitivity. 

High-frequency headroom is somewhat im-

proved relative to UCX (tested in 1983), but 

other characteristics don't measure quite as 

well. Bias almost exactly equals that of the 

Type 2 reference; sensitivity is significantly 

higher. Metal-ES is a real winner among the 

Type 4 tapes. Its bias point and sensitivity 

are higher than those of the reference, but 

not by much. Midrange headroom is su-

perb —the best of any tape assessed this 

time around —and overall dynamic range is 

the best we've ever measured, at 66'  dB. 

Treble headroom is a hair above average for 

this year's Type 45 at the extreme top, a hair 

below in the lower treble. 

two distinct groups, character-

ized by bias points of about 95 

and 125 percent, respectively, 

relative to the Type 4 refer-

ence. This time, the lines 

aren't so clearly drawn, 

though the metals still cover a 

wider spectrum than either 

Sony H F C- 9 0 

cassette ta pe 

(Ty pe 1) 

PLAYBACK CHARACTERISTICS ire 250 nWb/ m. 333 Hz) 
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Relative output vs frequency fel -20 dB) 

(1,- Midrange headroom (3% THD)  0 dB 

Maximum high frequency output (3% IM): 

at 0 kHz 

at 15 kHz 

RELATIVE BIAS 
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Sony H F- S C- 9 0 

cassette ta pe 

(Type 1) 

PLAYBACK CHARACTERISTICS (re 250 nWb/. 333 Hz) 
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s 

142 20 50  100  200 500  1K 2K  55 10K 20K 

—  Relative output vs frequency let -20 dB) 

(II Midrange head room (3% THDI   +4 l'2dB 
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ate kHz  0 dB 

at 15 kHz 

RELATIVE BIAS 
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THD (at 333 Hz)  atOdB 

C-90 PRICE 

at -I0 dB 

0 13% 

$4 25 

the Type 2 or the premium 

Type 1 tapes. And none of the 

present Type 4 tapes really 

fits the average. 

One conclusion is unavoid-

able, however: The evolution 

documented by our data isn't 

nearly as radical as those who 

at 15 kHz  -15 1/2dB 

RELATIVE BIAS 101% 

RELATIVE SENSITIVITY (333 Hz)  + 2dB 

A-WEIGHTED NOISE (re 0 dB)   

MIDRANGE S N RATIO (re 3% THD) 

THD lal 333 Hz)  at 0 dB  

1 10% 

C-90 PRICE 

-57 lie dB 

60 14 dB 

at -10 dB 

0 22% 

s1 00 
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+1 l/7 

-57 1/2dB 

66 1,4 dB 

at -10 dB 

C-90 PRICE 

created it would have us be-

lieve. And this is in spite of the 

tape industry's tendency to 

move as a unit—a tendency re-

sulting from the fact that 

some important developments 

occur at the few companies 

producing the raw magnetic 

powder, rather than at the 

many actually manufacturing 

tape from it (to say nothing of 

the legion that market tape 

made by others). That's why 

several tape companies often 

announce almost simulta-

neously what proves to be the 

30 HIGH FIDELITY 



TDK 

The labeling space on TDK cassettes is 

more extensive than average, but the com-

pany's approach to shell design and packag-

ing is as close to a standard as it's possible 

to come. This generation of AD proves to be 

quite similar to that we tested in 1982, which 

is to say that it's an excellent Type 1 tape. 

Likewise, the current SA closely resembles 

the previous (1983) SA—and is therefore 

typical of "standard" Type 2 tapes—but has 

increased headroom at very high frequen-

cies and a slightly lower noise floor. Bias 

point is only a trifle higher than that of the 

reference tape, and sensitivity is significant-

ly higher. HX-S was the first of the metal-

particle Type 2 formulations and is a particu-

larly fine representative of its sort. Midrange 

dynamic range still isn't quite the equal of 

SA's, however. Bias point is somewhat high-

er than that of the reference; sensitivity is 

considerably greater. 

AP 

TDK AD C-90 
  cassette tap. 

(Type 1) 

PLAYBACK CHARACTERISTICS Ire 250 nWbiat. 333 lel 
Do 

- - Relative output vs frequency (at -20 dB)  
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411kTDK  SA 

M K SA C-90 
cassette tape 
(Type 2) 
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cassette tape 
(Type 2) 
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1 06%  0 17% 

C-90 PRICE  57 00 

same  development.  But 

change is appreciable, if not 

dramatic. It may not be ex-

treme enough to significantly 

enhance or compromise the 

performance of a deck whose 

recording abilities were only 

fair with previous tapes, but it 

is enough to downgrade per-

formance from superb to only 

good on a deck that can't com-

pensate for the deviation. 

Keep in mind that we're 

measuring only major brands 

here. (And not even all of 

them—Scotch, having intro-

duced its new line too late for 

this series of tests, isn't repre-
sented here.) Each tape is 

made by a company that has 

devoted major resources to 

both research and production, 

though the producing compa-

ny isn't necessarily the one 

whose name appears on the 

packaged cassette. When DSL 
has looked at off-brand tapes, 

the results have regularly 

been out of this league alto-

gether. That is, the differ-

ences between the major 

brands and the off brands usu-

ally are dramatic by compari-

son with the differences of a 

dB here or a percentage point 

there that you will find in the 
data that follow. 

A moral of this is that you 

shouldn't place too much em-

phasis on the differences you 

find in the data, which in many 

cases border on insignificance. 

Some small differences might 

even be erased or reversed if 

the lab were to repeat the 

tests with different samples: 
The numbers simply aren't ab-

solutes. But you shouldn't as-

sume that brand makes no dif-

ference just because these are 

so similar. Buy several and 

compare them yourself by ear. 

On careful listening, with al-

most any deck, you'll probably 

hear differences. 

Two of DSL's tests don't 

appear as data. In one, the ver-

tical scale of a playback sweep 
is expanded to dramatize any 

amplitude irregularities or in-

stability. For the most part, 

the results were superb, with 
the least impressive (for Sony 

HF, the most inexpensive tape 

in the company's current line) 

still far smoother than the 
Grand Teton raggedness that 

has emerged in this test with 

off-brand tapes. In the other, 

DSL corrects the deck's azi-

muth for any tape skew that 

occurs. In a perfect cassette— 

with a well-designed, preci-
sion-molded  shell—there 

should be no skew. The degree 

of correction involved there-
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TRIAD 

This brand is new to the U.S.. though it has 

been available for some time (as "That's" 

tape) elsewhere. Its made by Taiyo Yuden 

Co. of Japan, a longtime supplier of ferrite 

products for electronics (the route by which 

TDK also entered tape manufacture), and is 

sold here by Harman America. The shells 

have a triangular window whose apex is 

near one hub, making the useful area small-

er than average in some decks. The hub in 

question is for take-up on Side A and supply 

on Side B, making it possible (but only just) 

to distinguish sides by feel alone. Labeling 

space on the box insert card is at least as 

generous as most: that on the shell labels is 

very restricted. If you substitute file-folder 

labels (a common practice among serious 

recordists), they cover the type designation. 

FX has excellent headroom and is spot-on 

reference sensitivity, making it an excep-

tionally attractive Type 1 tape. The bias 

point is unusually high, however, which 

could pose problems in nonadjustable 

decks. EM-X is a metal-particle Type 2 for-

mulation, and quite representative of that 

group. Bias actually is a little below that of 

the Type 2 reference, and sensitivity is sig-

nificantly higher. MG-X proves to be fairly 

typical of Type 4 tapes, particularly those 

that require considerably more bias than the 

reference tape. 

fore is an index of shell quali-

ty. None of the tapes in this 

batch needed more than minor 

azimuth adjustment. Though 

some needed more than oth-

ers, it seemed to vary more 

from sample to sample than 

from brand to brand. We 

doubt that this excellence 

would have been sustained 

had we included off brands. 

The cassettes we tested 

are, physically as well as mag-

netically, more notable for 

their similarities than for their 

differences. All shells guide 

the tape with idler wheels (not 

just guide posts, whose higher 
friction can cause problems) at 

Triad F-X C-90 
cassette tape 
(Type 1) 
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Triad EM-X C-90 
cassette tape 
(Type 2) 
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Triad MG-X C-90 
cassette tape 
(Type 4) 
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the front corners, and all have 

windows that are larger than 

the one in the original Philips 

shell. The standard size now is 

about 1/2 by I inch, though 
some brands have much big-

ger windows, as documented 

in the individual reports. And 

all have five-screw shell clo-

sures, enabling you to make 

repairs and reassemble the 

shell afterward, if you're 

handy, which you can't do 

with welded shells. All except 

BASF's have pressure-sensi-

tive shell labels that can be 

typed on and then applied, for 

a neat finished appearance. 

And all have insert cards that 

are very generous (though 

least so for Sony's budget HF 

formulation) in box-labeling 

space. 

A unique feature of the 

Triad shell is a set of printed 

specs for bias, sensitivity, 

headroom, and high-frequen-

cy response. Although we 

don't know how these num-

bers were arrived at (they're 

mostly in the ball park with 

our test results, but some are 

over toward left field), they 

suggest a way of telling buy-

ers just how best use can be 

made of these tapes. I'm 

enough of an optimist to hope 

that this approach might be 

standardized and applied re-

sponsibly by all major manu-

facturers. If you choose to 

consider the idea utopian, I 

won't argue. 

Finally, compare with cau-

tion the list prices we show. 

No other high fidelity product 

is subject to such a wide price 

spread from region to region, 

from store to store, and even 

from time to time. List prices 

are most helpful in gauging 

relative costs within a given 

brand, but they can be mis-

leading for comparisons be-

tween brands if one is heavily 

discounted in your area and 

the other is not.  • 
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TEST REPORTS 

TEAC R-999X CASSETTE DECK 
Dimensions: 17 by 4% inches (front), 133/4  inches deep plus clearance for 

controls and connections. Price: $899; optional RC-205 wired remote control, 

$50. Warranty: "limited," one year parts and labor. Manufacturer: Teac Corp., 
Japan; U.S. distributor: Teac Corporation of America, 7733 Telegraph Rd., 

Montebello, Calif. 90640. 
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Undoubtedly the most critical prob-

lem in designing a reversing cas-

sette deck is maintaining consistent head 

alignment in both directions of tape trav-
el. Without this, azimuth errors will 

cause recordings made in one direction to 

sound dull when played back in the other. 

As the popularity of bidirectional decks 
has climbed, manufacturers have devot-

ed increasing attention to preventing 

such anomalies. What makes Teac stand 

out is the degree of success it has 

achieved, particularly in light of its use 
of a rotating head assembly, which is 

perhaps the most difficult method to 

tame. 
The usual alternative is a stationary 

head having a double set of gaps—one 

for each direction. It is much easier to as-

sure that such a head does not change its 

orientation to the tape path. Unfortu-
nately, increasing the number of gaps 

also complicates fabrication, making the 

construction of bidirectional heads capa-

ble of monitoring off the tape during re-

cording a formidable undertaking. Rath-

er than risk the compromises in basic 
head quality that might result from this 

approach, Teac has developed what it 

calls its Super Acculign rotating head 

system, which pivots a single set of gaps 
into the correct position for the selected 

direction. With its experience in develop-

ing professional equipment (its Tascam 

line) and computer tape transports and 
disk drives (which we use in a number of 

Report preparation supervised by 

Michael Riggs, Robert Long, and 

Edward J. Foster. Laboratory data 

(unless otherwise indicated) is 

supplied by Diversified Science 

Laboratories. 
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our PCs), Teac is particularly strong in 

the precision engineering required to 

make the technique work up to the stan-
dards of high-quality unidirectional 

decks. Carefully machined low-friction 

bearings and an extremely hard ceramic 

stop (for halting the head's rotation at 
just the right position) are said to be the 

keys. 

The design of the rest of the tape 

path also is very important, since the 
best head alignment in the world won't 

help if the tape skews differently when-

ever the deck changes directions. Teac 

has therefore developed an exactly sym-
metrical transport., in which the mecha-

nism for moving the tape in one direction 
is a mirror image of the one that moves it 

in the other. And unlike reversing decks 

that sense the end of the tape mechani-

cally and therefore wind all the way 

through the leader before turning 

around, the R-999X uses an infrared sen-

sor that detects the end of the magneti-

cally coated tape, for virtually instanta-

neous switches. This minimizes any 

interruption of the music at the end of a 
side. The transport uses four servo-

controlled DC direct-drive motors (two 

for the reels and two for the capstans) to 

assure very low flutter. 

Despite a generous complement of 

convenience features, the R-999X pre-

sents a spare, uncluttered face. One rea-

son is that there are no buttons for tape-

type selection, which is handled 
automatically based on the standard key-
ways molded into the backs of almost all 

modern cassette shells. Another is that 

all of the recording-related controls, 
such as those for input level setting and 
for bias and sensitivity (Dolby calibra-

tion) adjustment, are tucked away in a 

drawer that glides out when you press a 

panel at the lower right-hand corner of 

the faceplate. (A second push sends it 
back.) It also holds the transport mode 

switch (one-way, out-and-back, or contin-

uous play) and switches for the three 

noise reduction systems: Dolby B, Dolby 

C, and DBX, all capable of providing off-

tape monitoring during recording. There 

also are buttons for playback of DBX 
discs, for defeating all the noise reduc-

tion systems, and for switching the mul-

tiplex filter in (for recording off FM) and 

out. 

To the left of these are two bars. The 
top one is the recording button; you 

choose the transport direction by press-

ing the appropriate end. Recording then 
starts immediately: There is no record-

ing interlock. However, since the bar is 
in the drawer, rather than on the front 

panel, it is very unlikely that you would 

ever hit it by mistake instead of, for ex-

ample, PLAY. Below it is another bar for 
PAUSE (right end) and RECORDING MUTE 

(left end). Pressing the latter lays down a 

four-second blank and then puts the deck 

into RECORDING PAUSE. If you push it a 

second time before the four seconds have 
elapsed, the R-999X will go directly into 

the recording mode. Or you can make a 

longer blank by holding the bar down. 

The RECORDING MUTE is intended pri-

PLAYBACK RESPONSE (BASF test tape. 20 dB DIN) 
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manly as an adjunct to Teac's CPS (Corn-

pumatic Program Search) and CDS 
(Compumatic Direct Selection) func-

tions, which are operated with the CPS 

button and fast-wind bar on the front 

panel. The former enables you to skip 

forward or backward as many as 15 se-
lections, with the number, preceded by 

"CP," displayed on the tape counter (de-

pending on how many times you press 

CPS). The deck counts the blanks and 

automatically goes into playback when it 

reaches the desired point. CDS is subtly 
different in that it finds a selection that 

is a specified number of blanks from the 

beginning of a specified side. The num-

ber appears on the counter, preceded by 

"PL." Ordinarily, the counter reads 

turns—or, if you prefer, elapsed record-
ing time or playback time. The latter 

mode is strictly a timer and therefore 

does not keep up with the tape during 

fast winds. 

Another function relying on spaces 

between selections is what Teac calls In-

tro Check. When activated, it plays ten 

seconds of each selection on the tape un-

til you press one of the transport con-

trols or the deck reaches the end of the 
tape three times (in the repeat mode). 

While it is on, the counter puts up the 

CPS display. And there is "Blank Skip," 

which listens for silences of more than 

ten seconds, fast-winding to the next se-

lection when it finds one. Finally, we 
come to "Block Repeat," which enables 

you to mark any continuous segment of a 

tape for repeat playback. All of these 

features work well, making it very easy 

to find your way around a cassette. 

Monitoring is switched automatical-

ly to tape except when the transport is in 

RE:coRDING PAUSE, STOP, or one of the 

fast-wind modes, but you can manually 

override the deck's decisions. A pair of 
LEDs above the switch tell whether you 

are monitoring source or tape. Similar in-

dicators show which tape type and noise 

reduction system are in use. The peak-
reading recording level meters are seg-

mented bar graphs calibrated in 1-dB in-

crements from — 3 to +3 dB and 2-dB 

increments for two steps above and be-

low (to + 7 and —7). Their total calibrat-

ed range is from — 20 to +10. 
We were particularly eager to judge 

the effectiveness of Teac's Super Accu-

lign system, whose story is told by the 

playback response. The head azimuth 
was a good match to that of Diversified 

Science Laboratories' standard BASF 

test tape, yielding unusually smooth and 
extended curves. Moreover, the two 

channels are very close over the entire 

range in the forward direction (shown). 

Even more remarkable, however, is the 

excellent match between the curves in 

forward and reverse playback (not 

shown): within V, dB across the band on 

the left channel and within V, dB up to 10 

kHz on the right. (The right-channel gap 

aligns somewhat better to the tape in re-

verse, resulting in a 2'/.2-dB rise at 20 

kHz.) The results in our listening tests 

were similarly impressive: We did not no-

tice any difference in sound quality be-

tween forward and reverse. This is su-

perb performance and bears out Teac's 

claims for its rotary head mechanism. 

For the remainder of its tests, the lab 
used tapes recommended by Teac: TDK 

HX-S (a metal formulation) as the Type 2 

("chrome"), TDK MA as the Type 4 met-

al, and Maxell UDXL-I as the Type 1 fer-

ric. And per our usual practice, it fol-

lowed Teac's instructions for trimming 

up the bias and sensitivity for each tape 

before proceeding. We were therefore 

surprised to see the response rising from 

about 5 kHz up with all three tapes, the 

Type 2 especially. (The HX-S also exhib-
its relatively undistinguished midrange 

headroom—further evidence of under-

biasing.) Because there is less musical 

energy in the top two octaves than in the 

eight below, this is not as apparent in au-

ditioning as it is on the test bench, but we 

did find that we were able to improve 
matters somewhat by adjusting the bias 

by ear (one of the reasons it's nice to 

have the monitoring capability). Dolby 

tracking is consistently excellent, as indi-

cated by the close packing of the B, C, 

and no-noise-reduction curves. The roll-
offs at very high and low frequencies 
with DBX are caused by built-in filters, 

designed to prevent the companding cir-

cuitry from being fooled by out-of-band 

information, such as infrasonic signals 
from warped discs or ultrasonic hash 

from RFI (radio-frequency interference). 

In all other respects, performance is 

consistently very good to excellent, and 

with the bias touched up, we were able to 

MULTIPLEX FILTER (abatable) 
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0 di 
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FLUTTER (ANSI weighted peak, 117P)  • 0 11% 

SENSITIVITY (re DIN 0 dB: 315 Hz)  120 mV 

INPUT OVERLOAD (at 1 kHz) 

INPUT IMPEDANCE 
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MAXIMUM OUTPUT (horn DIN 0 dB) 

10 oohs  
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R EP O RT P OLI C Y 

Equipment reports are based on laboratory 
measurements and controlled listening tests. 
Unless otherwise noted, test data are provided 
by Diversified Science Laboratories. The 
choice of equipment to be tested rests with 
the editors of HIGH FIDELITY. Samples normally 
are supplied on loan from the manufacturer. 
Manufacturers are not permitted to read re-
ports in advance of publication, and no report 
or portion thereof may be reproduced for any 
purpose or in any form without written permis-

sion of the publisher. All reports should be con-
strued as applying to the specific samples test. 
ed. Mica Ficiairr and Diversified Science 
Laboratories assume no responsibility for 
product performance or quality. 
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make convincing copies of just about 

anything we fed into the R-999X. As we 

have found with other recent decks in-

corporating circuitry for simultaneous 

DBX encoding and decoding (for off-tape 

monitoring during recording), certain 

types of program material with very 

wide dynamic range can provoke the 
DBX into audible hiss pumping, creating 

a halo of noise around isolated tran-

sients. This was particularly apparent on 

the superb Telarc CD of Copland's Fan-

fare for the Common Man and Rodeo. 

Copies of these were subjectively quieter 

with Dolby C than with DBX. With less 

demanding material, however, this rank-

ing usually was reversed. The moral, as 

always, is that you should choose your 
noise reduction on a case-by-case basis, 

which makes it all the more gratifying 

that Teac has supplied a full menu of al-
ternatives. 

From a human-engineering point of 

view, the R-999X is one of the best ma-

chines we have recently encountered. It 

is an absolute delight to use. This, to-

gether with Teac's customary high-

grade construction and the deck's poten-

tial for fine performance, make it a 

worthy contender.  • 

KEN WOOD KX-780 CASSETTE DECK 
Dimensions: 17% by 4 inches (front panel), 11 % inches deep plus cleari3nce 
for controls and connections. Price: S355. Warranty: "limited," one year parts 

and labor. Manufacturer: Trio-Kenwood Corp., Japan; U.S. distributor: 
Kenwood Electronics, 1315 E. Watsoncenter Rd., Carson, Calif. 90745. 

TIMER MODE (RECORD/ PLAY/OFF) EJECT AC POWER TRANSPORT CONTROLS 

TAPE TYPE (1/2/4) DOLBY (11/C/OFF) RECORDING LEVEL ADJUST IL R CH ) 
MONITOR TAPE/SOURCE 

I MIKE INPUTS HEADPHONES -OUTPUT LEVEL ADJUST Lt 
In the KX-780 (and the very similar automatic-reverse KX-790R), Ken-
wood has walked an exceedingly fine line 

down the middle of the road, avoiding 

both extravagance and minimalism in 

the three salient aspects of component 

design: features, technology, and price. 

The result is a good value in a deck that 

addresses the fundamentals without un-

due clutter—a task more difficult than it 

might sound, involving a host of judg-

ment calls, each with as many opportuni-

ties to disaffect as to satisfy. 

In basic description, the KX-780 is a 
three-head (monitoring) deck equipped 

with Dolby B and C noise reduction, mi-

crophone inputs, adjustable output level, 

and manual bias trimming and tape-type 

selection. Automated features include 
the usual timer functions, mute record-

ing, rewind-play, and what Kenwood 

calls "skip search." This is a random-ac-
cess mode that doesn't depend on record-

ed levels, but simply on the length of 

tape traversed. The former kind, which is 

commonplace these days, can cue up to 
the beginning of a song, which Ken-

wood's can't, but it also can be unreliable 

with classical music and generally is use-
less on speech tapes. 

To activate the Kenwood random ac-

cess, you start from PLAY and press ei-

ther fast-wind button. The counter in-

stantly displays "100" and counts down 

in either direction of tape wind. When it 

reaches "000," it reverts to its normal 
counter function (corrected for the new 

position on the tape) and the deck reverts 
to PLAY. If you want to skip farther be-

fore checking the content of the tape, ex-

tra presses on the same fast-wind button 

each add 100 to the counter total, post-

poning the return to playback according-

ly. Operation is thus quite straightfor-

ward. If you're used to open-reel decks 

or unautomated cassette models—and 
particularly if you don't use your deck 

strictly for collections of pop tunes—you 

may be more at home with this search 
mode than with a conventional music-

seek system. 

For recording, it's necessary only to 

press RECORD, but as a safeguard, the 

button will work only from STOP. If you 

want to prepare the deck for recording, 
you can press PAUSE and RECORD simulta-

neously, and it will enter the recording-

pause mode. However, with Kenwood's 
transport design, this doesn't give you 

significantly faster starts than you get 

from STOP, because both modes retract 

the head assembly, which takes almost 

one second to move back into position. If 
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you tap RECORD while recording, the deck 

will lay down a four-second blank and en-
ter the recording-pause mode; if you hold 

the button in, the blank will continue un-

til you let go. To recommence recording 

(or playback) from PAUSE, you simply 

press RECORD (or PLAY). 

At first glance, Kenwood's use of to-

tally separate left and right recording 
level controls may seem odd. It compli-

cates balance adjustment and makes per-
fect fades difficult to achieve in normal 

operation—that is, with the line inputs. 

With the mike inputs, however, the sepa-

rate controls make more sense, because 

balancing two microphones is more a 

question of juggling two independent 
sources. There is no mike/line switch as 

such; when you plug a microphone into 

one of the jacks, it automatically discon-

nects the line feed in that channel. So you 
can have a (mono) line feed in one chan-

nel and a live mike feeding the other. For 

example, you might record a live vocal 

over an instrumental piece in this way 

(although you'd have to switch your 

stereo system to mono to superimpose 

the vocal on the accompaniment in final 

playback). Here again, the separate level 

controls make sense. 
The owner's manual (a rather 

sketchy single-sheet folder) lists two 

sets of "reference tapes": three Ken-

woods (CD, MD, and ND) and their TDK 

equivalents (SA Type 2 ferricobalt, or 

"chrome"; MA Type 4 metal; and AD 

Type 1 ferric). Because the TDK formu-
lations are much more widely available, 

Diversified Science Laboratories chose 

to measure the KX-780 with them. DSL 

also used C-90s (by far the most popular 
length and our standard in testing both 

decks and blank tapes) instead of the C-

60s stipulated in the manual. 

The response curves, though gener-
ally very flat through much of the fre-

quency range, suggest that the deck is 

set up for tapes that are more sensitive 
than those we used. The C-60s might 

have delivered the extra output; so might 
the premium versions of the Type 2 and 

Type 1 tapes (SA-X and AD-X, respec-

tively). And in reading the curves, you 

must allow for the multiplex filter. It 
adds about 1/2 dB at 15 kHz and reduces 

output by 351/2 dB at 19 kHz when either 

Dolby option is engaged, but it is 

switched out automatically when the 

noise reduction is turned off. Thus, the 

solid curves for each tape type cannot be 

compared directly with the other two at 

the very tops of our graphs. 

All of the curves except those in the 
last graph were made with the bias con-

trol at its center detent. As you can see 

by comparing the plots in that graph 

with the solid (no noise reduction) curve 

of the one above it, the control offers 

enough adjustment range to flatten out 

the treble response of the ferric tape 
quite well (at the minimum bias setting) 

and to handle bias-hungry superpre-

miums (toward the maximum setting). 

The range is similar with the Type 2 fer-

ricobalt. Surprisingly, the lab could mea-

sure no effect on Type 4 tapes. But since 

these are perhaps the most consistent 

and certainly the least affected by a giv-

en bias change, they stand to profit less, 
as a group, from bias adjustment. 

There is no instrumentation for the 

bias adjustment, though with the sepa-

rate playback head in the KX-780, assess-

ment of its effect is relatively easy. You 

could use a signal generator and adjust 
the bias for equal output at, say, 1 and 15 

kHz. You could also listen to a signal 

loaded with highs (FM interstation noise 

is a good source as long as you keep over-
all level down around —20 dB or below to 

prevent high-frequency saturation) and 
A/B the source with the tape while 

you're recording, adjusting bias for 

equal brightness in the two. 

Working this way in our listening 
tests, we found that we could make quite 

respectable-sounding tapes on TDK D 

(the company's least expensive formula-

tion) by reducing the BIAS control to its 

minimum, though at the detent the 

sound was distinctly tubby and muffled. 
Levels, however, were noticeably lower 

off the tape than from the source, as a 

result of D's relatively low sensitivity. 

Conversely, superpremium formulas (we 
tried Maxell XL-IS ferric and XL-HS fer-

ricobalt) yielded excellent level matching 

and high-frequency balance at the BIAS 

detent. 
Thus, some improvement in treble 

response might have been achieved by 
experimenting with lowered bias in the 

lab tests, despite DSL's use of the refer-

ence formulations. But halting the down-
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Type 1 tape  + 6 d8 ((or +3 dB DIN) 
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ward trend of the Dolby C curves for 

Type 2 and Type 1 tapes would provide a 

more dramatic improvement in rated re-

sponse (based on the frequency at which 

it is 3 dB down) than in audible perfor-

mance, which, because the slope is so 

gradual, is considerably better than you 

might assume from the numbers alone. 

In other respects—noise, distortion, era-

sure, separation, and so on—the mea-

surements are very much what we've 

come to expect in a well-designed home 
deck. 

The side-by-side vertical level dis-

plays for the two channels are calibrated 

in relatively coarse increments: 3 dB per 
step from — 6 dB up, with additional 

markers at —10 and — 20 dB. (The ele-

ments light in pairs, giving the impres-
sion of finer divisions.) There are no dis-

play elements above +6 dB, which lights 

at the level of 3 percent third harmonic 

distortion with all of the formulations 

used in the lab testing, so there is no posi-

tive indication of when you're actually 

overloading the tape. As long as you let 
the +6 elements flash only briefly and 

infrequently, however, you should be all 

right. The natural tendency with this dis-

play is to peak at about +3, giving a little 

extra headroom. In live recording, in 

fact, the limiting factor is likely to be 

electrical overload of the mike inputs, as 

it is in most other consumer decks that 
are so equipped. 

But having microphone inputs at all 

is an extra these days, partly because se-

rious recordists usually prefer outboard 

mike mixers to the rudimentary controls 

built into all but specialized tape decks. 

Also an extra in this price class is the 

bias adjustment. Otherwise, the KX-780 

is essentially both simple and simple to 

operate. It shouldn't confuse even the 

greenest of neophytes, despite its overall 

quality and capability.  • 

DISTORTION (THD; at -10 dB DIN; 50 Hz to 5 kHz) 

Typo 2 tape 

Type 4 tap* 

Type 1 tape 

ERASURE (at 100 Hz) 

0 55% 

0.29% 

5. 0 37% 

Type 2 tape 

Type 4 tape 

CHANNEL SEPARATION (at 315 Hz) 

75 dB 

59 3/4 dB 

44 dB 

INDICATOR "BALLISTICS" 

Response time  8 msec   

Decay time  =240 msec 

Overshoot  0 dB 

SPEED ACCURACY (105 to 127 VAC)  04% Iasi  

FLUTTER (ANSI weighted peak; R/P)  ±0 16% 

SENSITIVITY (re DIN 0 dB; 315 Hz) 

line input 

mike input 

INPUT OVERLOAD (at 1 kHz) 

105 mV 

0 42 mV 

line input 

mike input 

INPUT IMPEDANCE 

32 mV 

line input 

mike input 

80k ohms 

54k ohms 

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE  1.750 ohms 

OUTPUT LEVEL (from DIN 0 dB)  0 59 volt 

SAE C-102 CASSETTE DECK 
Dimensions: 19 by 31/2 inches (front), 13 inches deep plus clearance for 
connections and rack-mount "ears." Price: $429. Warranty: "limited," one 

year parts and labor. Manufacturer: made in Korea for Scientific Audio 

Electronics, Inc., PO. Box 60271, Terminal Annex, Los Angeles, Calif. 90060. 

DISPLAY. REWIND/REPEAT PROGRAMMING CONTROLS 

DRAWER 
OPEN/CLOSE 

TRANSPORT CONTROLS  • 

RECORDING BIAS/ED OVERRIDE ("CHROME"/METAL)   

DOLBY NOISE REDUCTION (B. C ON/OFF), 120-0 SEC PLAYBACK ED: SEEK 

TRANSPORT MODE (MANUAL/AUTOMATIC) 

ON/STANDBY 

RECORDING MUTE 

,— RECORDING 
LEVEL ADJUST. 

(L. R CH.) 

The C-102 is a member of SAE's 
Direct-Line Series of components, 

sharing with the others a bold, high-tech 

look and circuit design that strives for 

minimal electronic clutter in the signal 
path (the idea behind the series title) to 

assure waveform integrity. If you want 
to use the C-102 free-standing, you can 

leave in place the black plastic plugs that 

fill the screw holes in its rack-mount 

faceplate and add supplied veneered-

plywood end blocks to dress up the chas-

sis. But either way, it's a striking piece. 

The two-head transport is mounted 

in a motorized drawer and works with 

the drawer open, closed, or even moving 

in between. With it open, you can flip a 

cassette quickly when it nears the end of 
a side during recording, but there's no 

dust protection if you regularly leave the 

drawer in that position. The transport 

controls, which are mounted on the 

drawer's front face, are fairly standard 

in operation. An exception, perhaps, is 

the RECORDING MUTE (next to ON/STAND-

BY, below the recording level controls), 

which is totally manual: It cuts off the 

input signal for as long as you hold it 
down. The length of the mute and the 

switch to RECORDING PAUSE at its end, if 

that's what you want, are entirely up to 

you. 

Equally unusual, and eminently 
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practical, is the tape counter, which has 

three display modes. The default option 
reads hub turns relative to a zero point, 

which you can reset wherever you want. 

It keeps track of the tape's position in 
any transport mode and even while other 

display options are in use. If you press 

DISPLAY SELECT once, a tape length ap-

pears in the readout. With TAPE SIZE, you 

can step it through its repertoire: C-46L 

(large hub), C-60 (or standard C-46—or, 

presumably, C-30, whose tape thickness 

and hub diameter also are essentially the 

same as those in a C-60), C-90, and C-120. 

If the transport is moving (or once it 
starts), this display will flash several 

times and then show you how many min-

utes and seconds remain on the tape. The 

final display option is elapsed recording 

or playback time since the last resetting, 
which occurs automatically when you 

touch one of the fast-wind buttons or DIS-

PLAY SELECT. 

There are three modes of automatic 

operation: "ready" (more commonly 

known as "auto-stop"), which stops the 

rewinding transport when it reaches 

counter zero; "stop" (usually called 
"auto-play"), which switches to PLAY in-

stead of STOP;  and REPEAT,  whose 

automatic-rewind trigger point is set by 

pressing ENTER. If you have set this end 

"address," the transport will simply halt 

when it reaches that spot in the "stop" 

mode—hence the somewhat confusing 
terminology. If you switch back to man-

ual operation, the C-102 will remember 
the end setting so that you can revert to 

an automatic mode later if you want. The 
"MSS" (music search system) causes the 

deck to skip over the contents of from 

one to 20 selections when you press ei-

ther fast-wind button from PLAY, return-
ing it to playback at the next interselec-

tion blank. You set the number of 

selections to be skipped by tapping the 

MSS button the appropriate number of 

times, which then registers in the display 

window. 
Tape-type selection—that is, setting 

of bias and EQ—is automatic, based on 
the standard keyways at the back of the 
cassette shell. If you're recording, you 

can override the deck's choice by punch-

ing up "chrome" (Type 2) or metal (Type 

4) bias, each with its standard high-

frequency pre-emphasis for 70-microsec-

ond playback. In playback, there's anoth-

er override option: 120-microsecond 

("standard") de-emphasis for Type 2 or 
Type 4 cassettes. Most prerecorded 

chrome cassettes are equalized for this 

setting, but they have keyways like 

those in "standard" ferric cassettes (that 
is, for recording prevention only), so they 

don't need the switching option. And be-
cause the C-102 can't record at bias set-

tings appropriate for Type 2 or Type 4 
with EQ for the 120-microsecond play-

back option, its intended function is 

somewhat mysterious. The owner's man-

ual (which is well written, but not partic-
ularly discursive) says only that "this 

feature is provided as a convenience to 
those wishing to listen to their tapes with 

high frequency .... boost." 
The manual stipulates no specific 

tapes, but SAE suggested three TDK 
formulations for Diversified Science 

Laboratories' tests: SA chrome-compati-

ble ferricobalt for Type 2, MA metal for 

Type 4, and AD ferric for Type 1. The re-

cord/play curves suggest that the deck 

is adjusted for a somewhat less sensitive 

Type 2 tape, with an even slighter dispar-

ity for Type 4, and that the bias is on the 
low side for MA. As you can see from the 

curves for the Type 4 tape, the high-

frequency rolloff apparent with the oth-
er two formulations is not imposed by 

the multiplex filter, which is switched 

out when you turn off the noise reduc-

tion. Response is quite flat within the ef-

fective passband for each tape. And play-
back response measures well with the 

lab's standard BASF test tape, despite 

noticeable azimuth disagreement be-

tween it and the deck. 
The flutter figure is particularly fine 

for a deck in this price class. Other mea-

surements represent approximately av-

erage performance, which is to say that 
they're very good. The metering also is 

quite good. It is calibrated for a 0 indica-
tion a few dB below the DIN standard, so 

that the + 3 element lights for DIN 0 dB 

with Type 2 and Type 4 tapes and the +5 
LED for Type 1, presumably to encour-

age somewhat conservative recording 
levels, out of deference to the relatively 

restricted headroom of some ferric 

tapes. (However, AD proved to have the 

highest midrange headroom of the three 
tapes used for the lab tests, actually 

PLAYBACK RESPONSE (BASE test tape. -20 c113 DIN) 

DB 

0 r 

H2 20  SO  100 200  500  1 K  20  50  10K 2011 

L ch 

Reit 

 t   

+2, -1 I/1 dB. 315 Hz to 18 kHz 

+0 -21/4 03, 315 Hz to 18kHz 

RECORD/PLAY RESPONSE. TYPE 2 TAPE (-20 A) 

08 

0 

5 

HZ 20 SO  100 

ch  

Rd. 

with Dolby B miss reduction   

  R ch  +2. -3 dB. 32 Hz to 14 kHz   

with Dolby C noise rodectio•   

— • —  R ch  + 2 11 -3dB, 32 Hz to 14 5 kHz 

RECORD/PLAY RESPONSE. TYPE 4 TAPE (-20 dB) 

08 

0 

- 5 

HI 20  SO 100 200 

200  SOO  1K  26  56  106 2011 

+ I/7 -3 de. 34 Hz to 14 5 kHz 

+1, -303, 32 Hz to 15 5 kHz 

L ch 

R ch • ' -3dB. 32Hz to 19.0 kHz  

with Dolby B noise reduction 

  R ch  +2 1/7, -3 dB. 32 Hz to 17 kHz  

with Dolby C noise reductios   

— • —  Rob  4- 4 1,4 -3dB 32 lir to 17 5 kHz 

RECORD/PLAY RESPONSE, TYPE 1 TAPE (-20 dB) 

SOO  I K  26  SK  10K 2011 

4 )4. -3 dB, 33 Hz to 20 kliz 

08 

0 

C  t 

M2 20 SO  100 

  L ch 

R ch 

with Dolby B noise reduction 

200  SOO  IC  26  56  10K 2011 

+ 1 1(4. -3dB, 34Hz to 17 kHz 

•I. -3 dB. 33 Hz to 14 5 kHz  

R  + 112. -3 dB. 33 Hz to 13 5 kHz 

with Dolby C noise reductiou 

— • —  R ch  + 112. -3 dB. 33 Hato 13 5 kHz 

S/N RATIO (re DIN 0 dB; RIP: A-weighted)   

  Type 2 tape  _Type 4 tape  Type 1 tape 

without Noise reduction 

56  oft  53 112dB  53 1/2 dB 

with Dolby B noise reduction 

66 14 dB  63 1/2 dB 63 1/2 dB 

with Dolby C noise reduction 

75 dB  72 1,4 dB  72 1/4 de 

INDICATOR READINGS FOR DIN 0 DB (315 Ni) 

Type 2 tape  + 3 08 (with 1 5% THD( 

Type 4 tape  + 3 di (with 1 7% HID) 

Type 1 tape  +5 de (with 0 Eil% THD) 

INDICATOR READINGS FOR 3%  DISTORTION (315 Hz) 

+ 5 dB (1o, +2 dB DIN) 

+5 dB Du +1 ,/2 dB DIN) 

Type 2 tape 

Type 4 tape 

Type 1 tape  Peak (lot + 2 3/4dB DIN) 

DISTORTION (THD at 10 dB DIN; 50 Hz to 5 Ma) 

Type 2 taps 

Type 4 tape 

Type 1 tape 

ERASURE (at 100 Hz) 

S 0 59% 

S. 0 57% 

0 50% 

?• 75 dB  

CHANNEL SEPARATION (at 315 Hz)  40dB 
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"falling off the top" of the display's cali-

brated range when driven to 3 percent 

third harmonic distortion.) 

The display LEDs are green at and 

below the 0-dB mark and red above, in 

the range where signal maxima must fall 

if you're to get good dynamic range in 

your tapes. They light at signal incre-

ments of 1 dB between —1 and +1 (with 

respect to the marked 0 dB), for excellent 

resolution in this area. Outside it, 2-dB 

steps reach to — 7 and +5 (the highest 

calibrated element). The most sensitive 

indicator—that is, the one requiring the 

least signal in order to light—is at — 20. 

The least sensitive, which is set apart 

from the calibrated range, is marked 

simply "peak." 

The C-102 exudes a strong—and to 

us, appealing—sense of individuality, 

particularly in its styling. We were 

pleased with the tapes we made on it, 

staying fairly close to the formulations 

used for the lab testing. And we were, if 

anything, even more pleased with the 

way the deck operated once we had as-

similated its unusual control and display 

elements.  • 

INDICATOR BALLISTICS" 

Response time 

Decay time 

Overshoot 

SPEED ACCURACY (105 to 127 VAC) 

FLUTTER (ANSI weighted peak; RIP) 

SENSITIVITY Ire DIN 0 dB; 315 Hz) 

INPUT OVERLOAD (at 1 kHz) 

INPUT IMPEDANCE 

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE 

OUTPUT LEVEL (from DIN 0 dB) 

1 6 msec 

250 msec 

0 dB 

0 7% fast  

t 0 095% 

90 mV 

> 10 volts 

511t ohms 

990 ohms 

0 79 volt 

TECHNICS RS-B85 CASSETTE DECK 
Dimensions: 17 by 31/2 inches (front), 10 1/2 inches deep plus clearance for 

controls and connections. Price: $480. Warranty: "limited," two years parts 

and labor. Manufacturer: Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Japan; U.S. 

distributor: Panasonic Co., Division of Matsushita Electric Corporation of 

America, 1 Panasonic Way, Secaucus, N.J. 07094. 

AC POWER 

TIMER MODE 

EJECT 

HEADPHONES 

MUSIC SEEK 

COUNTER MODE CONTROLS   

NOISE REDUCTION (DEM DOLBY C, 
DOLBY B OFF) 

  MONITOR TAPE SOURCE 

L L  BIAS ADJUST 

TRANSPORT CONTROLS  AUTO RECORDING MUTE 

  RECORDING 
LEVEL ADJUST 

BALANCE 
ADJUST 

OUTPUT 
LEVEL ADJUST 

Technics has consistently champi-
oned DBX noise reduction in cas-

sette decks. In the RS-B85, it combines 
that system with both Dolby B and C in a 

medium-price deck equipped with a moni-

toring head—and therefore requiring 

double circuitry (for simultaneous re-

cording and playback) for all three noise 

reducers. It also incorporates the latest 

technical refinements from Technics: lin-

ear feedback to lessen harmonic distor-

tion, compensation circuitry to reduce 

the typically rather high phase shift gen-

erated by analog tape equipment, and 

AX amorphous crystal heads. 

Essentially, however, the RS-B85 is a 
relatively simple deck. Although it has 

more than the minimum complement of 

features, their deployment clearly is 

geared for recordists who might shy 

away from a high-tech approach. So is 
the owner's manual. It touches on the sa-

lient aspects of the theory behind the de-

sign, but the touch is exceedingly light. 

Even when it comes to instructions for 

using the bias adjustment, the manual 

manages to convey the essentials in a 

few upbeat sentences that are both clear 

and sensible without so much as hinting 
at what bias is or how it works to accom-

plish what it does. 

A number of convenience features 

are included, most in quite simple form. 

Press AUTO MUTE at the end of the selec-
tion you're recording, and the RS-B85 in-

serts a four-second silence before halt-

ing in RECORDING PAUSE. Turn on the 

random-access feature ("music select"), 

and the deck seeks out the nearest of 

these blanks when you press either fast-

wind key. When the music-select is off 

and the deck is in PLAY, the fast wind will 
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continue only as long as you press the 

key; when you release it, the deck re-

verts to playback. The monitor automati-

cally switches to SOURCE when the RS-

B85 goes into the recording mode and to 

TAPE for playback, but you can always 

override its setting manually. 

In addition to the usual arbitrary 

numbers, the counter offers a second 

mode: a time-remaining display. You set 

it manually for the tape length with the 

tape fully rewound, from which point it 

counts down in minutes and seconds. It 

doesn't actually measure the length of 

tape remaining, so it can't tell you wheth-

er you'll be able to squeeze an extra min-

ute or two onto a side (as you sometimes 

can), and it keeps track only of the time 

you spend in PLAY or RECORD, so fast-

winding throws off its calibration. But it 

can be useful. The deck also has a provi-

sion for adding an outboard timer to com-

mence recording or playback automati-

cally. 

The manual gives no hint of which 

tape brands are particularly well suited 

to the RS-B85. Diversified Science Labo-

ratories took its cue from three cassettes 

that were packed with the test sample, 

using TDK SA ferricobalt for Type 2 

("chrome"), MA metal for Type 4, and 

AD ferric for Type 1. In all cases, it kept 

the bias control at its center detent, as 

the manual says to do as normal practice. 

(Adjustment is by ear; only when a deck 

provides a more objective procedure does 

DSL use it as a matter of course.) 

The results with SA are disappoint-

ing, because the detent setting delivers 

enough bias to roll off the high frequen-

cies. The multiplex filter, which is down 

37 dB at 19 kHz and therefore takes its 

own bite out of extreme treble response, 

is cut out automatically when the noise 

reduction is turned off, so the solid trace 

in the graph shows response without the 

filter. Reducing the bias can radically im-

prove on the measured results, as our lis-

tening tests demonstrated. 

We experimented with Type 1 tapes, 

in particular, because of the greater 

available range of ideal bias points and 

because both Dolby C and DBX push the 

inherently higher playback hiss levels of 

these tapes down out of the way of the 

music. Though the lab's AD doesn't ap-

pear to be as severely overbiased as its 

SA, the results clearly could be improved 

by bias adjustment. And in the listening 

room, we confirmed that a particularly 

hot ferric (we used Maze11 XL-IS) will de-

liver its best results at or very near the 

BIAS detent. Conversely, we were able to 

get gratifying results with TDK D (a 

budget ferric) by setting the bias control 

about halfway between its minimum and 

the detent. 

Technics has chosen not to provide 

bias adjustment for metal tapes because 

of their relatively high degree of mutual 

similarity, requiring little change from 

one to another. Unfortunately, the cho-

sen bias point seems a little high for MA, 

rolling off the treble response a bit— 

though not nearly to the same extent as 

that of SA at the BIAS detent. High-

frequency headroom, as revealed by re-

sponse sweeps at DIN 0 dB, is surpris-

ingly good, considering the inherently 

high bias points, which introduce prema-

ture self-erasure. With the same tapes 

and lower bias or the same bias and hot-

ter tapes, therefore, headroom should be 

excellent for a deck with no special 

headroom-extension circuitry beyond 

that designed into Dolby C at extremely 

high frequencies. 

The metering seems designed to in-

crease headroom even further unless 

you pay due attention to the manual. The 

"0 dB" of the level display is set very 

low: 8 dB below DIN reference level. If 

you record so that maxima fall near this 

marked 0 dB, you'll be wasting a good 

deal of the recorder's dynamic range. 

The manual, however, says you can let 

peaks run to +4 with Type 1 or Type 2 

tapes and +6 with Type 4, with occasion-

al excursions a dB or two higher. And the 

DBX noise reduction, whose companding 

action pulls down high-level signals dur-

ing recording, enables you to run a cou-

ple dB hotter yet. These recommenda-

tions put maximum signal levels up near 
DIN 0 dB, which still leaves additional 

midrange headroom for unnoticed peaks, 

as you can see in the data for indicator 

readings at 3 percent distortion (so-called 

maximum recorded level). 

The display graphics also encourage 

recording above the 0-dB mark, coloring 

the range below white; that from 0 to 

+6, amber; and that above +6, red. The 
display advances in 2-dB steps from — 8 

PLAYBACK RESPONSE (BASF test tape, -20 dB DIN) 

-s 
I.S .."111M.eeS111 f 

HZ 2200   SO  100 200  SOO  10  20  SK  100 200 

eh  +2 1/4, -1 /2 dB. 315 Hz to 18 kHz 

  R  +I 314. - I/70.3151910 18 kHz 

RECORD/KAY RESPONSE. TYPE 2 TAPE (-21 dB) 

DO 

0 

-S 

IN NS 4), 

4.1••••• 

142 20 SO  100 

ch 

R ch 

200  SOO  10  20  50  100 200 

+0. -3 dO. 26Hz to 10 kHz 

+ 0, -3dB. 20 Hz m 10 kHz 

with Dolby 11 noise reduction 

R ch  + 1/4. -3 dO. 20 Hz to 9 kHz 

with Dolby C noise reduction 

— • —  R ch  + 3/4. -3 de. 20 Hz to 6 5 kHz 

with DIX Reiss Muslim 

+I, -3 dB, 31 Hz to 8.5 kHz 

RECORD/PLAY RESPONSE. TYPE 4 TAPE (-211 6) 

5 

• NS 

•••   
142 20 SO 100 

I. eh  

R ch 

200  SOO  IC  20  SK  100 2011 

+ 1/7.  -3 dB. 27 Hz to 20 kHz 

+0. -3 dB. 20Hz to 17 kHz 

with Dolby 11 seise reduction 

+ 1/4, -3 dB, 20 Hz ta 12 kHz 

with Dolby C Noise redaction 

— • —  ch  + I/7. -349. 20 Hz to 11 5 kHz 

with DBX noise redaction 

- • • - R ch + 0. -3dB. 32 Hz to 8 kHz 

RECORD/PLAY RESPONSE. TYPE I TAPE (-21 dB) 

06 

0 

-5 

RS IISS 

'4 -4.11111111 

KZ 20 50  100 

ch 

200  600  10  250  SK  t OK 200 

+0. -3dB. 27Hz to 17 kHz 

R ch  +O. -3 dB. 25 Hz to 15 5 kHz 

with Dolby B seise Wadies 

+ 1/4. -3 dB. 25 14z to 12 kHz 

with Dolby C Wee redaction 

— . —  R ch  + 1/2. -3 da 2511: to 10 kHz 

with DBX ;wise rattan'',   

+ 1/7,  -3 dB. 32 Hz to 12 kHz 

BIAS ADJUSTMENT RANGE (-z• dl; Type 1 tape) 

0: •S •OS ,S, 

142 20 SO 100 200  500  1K  20  50  10K 7050 

muumum senmg 

  mnmum seta% 

S/N RATIO Ins DIN 11 di; R/P: A-weighted)   

Type 2 tape  Type 4 tope  Type 1 tape 

minima noise reduction 

56 3/4 dB  53 dB 53 1/7 dB 

with Dolby B noise reduction 

66 3/4 dB  63 3/4 da  63 117 dB 

with Dolby C noise reduction 

74 1/7 dB  71 1/7 dB  71 3/4418 

with DIX mese reduction 

80 dB  78 IQ dB  BO I/4 dB 

INDICATOR READINGS FOR DIN 0 DB (315 Hz) 

Typo 2 tripe + 8 dB (wan I 5% 11101 

Type 4 tope  +8 dB  rwah 0 66% THDI 

Type I tops  +8 dB (*A 1 2% THI) 
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to + 8. There are additional calibrated 
steps at —12, +12, and + 18 and uncali-

brated steps below —12, as well as one at 

—40 at the bottom end of the scale. The 

attack and release times both are quick, 

but maxima remain visible longer— even 

for signals below 0 dB, where more typi-

cal peak-hold indicators no longer func-

tion. All told, the metering design seems 

well calculated, despite its somewhat 

nonstandard approach. 

In other respects, the RS-B85 is fair-
ly typical of decks in its price class. The 

beginning recordist (for whom the man-
ual, in particular, seems tailored) will 

INDICATOR READINGS FOR 3% DISTORTION (315 Hz) 

Type 2 tape 

Type 4 tape 

Type 1 tape 

+ 12 dB ttot + 2 I/4 dB DINI  

+ 18 dB Itot + 6 3/4 dB DIN, 

+ 12 dfIlloi +2 1,1dB 0100 

find that it delivers a number of fea-

tures—for both good performance and 

handy operation—that aren't available in 
many comparably unintimidating mod-

els. In the end, however, it is Technics's 

inclusion of all three standard noise re-

duction options in a medium-price moni-

toring deck that defines the RS-B85's 

appeal.  • 

DISTORTION (THO at -10 dB DIN; 50 Hz to 5 kHz) 

Type 2 tape 

Type 4 tape 

Type 1 tape 

ERASURE (at 100 Hz) 

CHANNEL SEPARATION (at 315 Hz) 

• 0 45% 

0 32% 

0 34% 

"? 62 112 dB 

51 , dB 

INDICATOR "BALLISTICS" 

Response time 

Decay time 

Overshoot 

SPEED ACCURACY (105 to 127 VAC) 

FLUTTER (ANSI weighted peak; R/P) 

SENSITIVITY (re DIN 0 dB; 315 Hz) 

INPUT OVERLOAD (at 1 kHz) 

INPUT IMPEDANCE 

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE 

MAXIMUM OUTPUT (from DIN 0 dB) 

17 msec   

=250 msec 

0 dB 

04% last 

0 18% 

110 mV 

10 volts 

52k ohms 

1 430 ohms 

0 70 volt 

CANON VR-E10 8mm PORTABLE VCR 

AND VT-E10 TUNER/TIMER 
Dimensions: VCR, 6% by 21/2 inches (front, cassette well closed), 71/2 inches 
deep (without battery pack); tuner/timer, 71/2 by 21/2 inches (front), 10% 
inches deep plus clearance for connections. Price: VCR, $900; tuner/timer, 
$300. Warranty: "limited," one year parts, 90 days labor. Manufacturer: made 
in Japan for Canon U.S.A., Inc., Video Div., 1 Canon Plaza, Lake Success, 
N.Y. 11042. 

BENEATH DOOR: PRESET TUNING,  
TIMER PROGRAMMING CONTROLS 

ON SIDE: 
CHARGER 
CONNECT-.--m--

MODE 
(CHARGE/ 
OPERATE/ 
TIMER) 

STATION PRESETS 

LI TRACKING ADJUST 

REMOTE  CONTROL SOCKET 

 CAMERA SOCKET 

-  ON SIDE VIDEO 
IN. OUT, 
RE OUT. 
ADAPTER 
SOCKET 

1- - TRANSPORT, 
INDEX. SEEK 
CONTROLS 

POWER 
ON OFF 

If you've been reading us regularly, you're probably aware that there's a 

new video recording format on the 

street: 8mm (quarter-inch), which uses 
tape cartridges not much larger than an 

ordinary audio cassette. Prototype 8mm 

VCRs were demonstrated quite some 
time ago, but only in the past year or so 

has the equipment become available to 

consumers. 
Despite superficial differences, an 

8mm VCR works much like a Beta or 

VHS deck. All three transpose the chro-

ma information into a baseband signal 

and use an FM carrier to record the lumi-

nance signal, both laid down in diagonal 
stripes across the tape by a pair of rotat-

ing heads. Because 8mm tape is only 

about half the width of ordinary consum-

er videotape, the information density of 
the recorded signal is much higher and 

therefore requires more exotic formula-

tions. The most common is a metal-
particle (MP) tape similar to that used in 

Type 4 audio cassettes. (The half-inch 

Beta and VHS tapes are more akin to 

Type 2 audio formulations.) Still-more-
advanced metal-evaporated (ME) tapes 
have been developed, permitting even 

higher recording densities, but the 

Canon unit is designed for the less ex-

pensive and more readily available MP 

product. 
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Three audio recording methods are 

sanctioned by the 8mm standard: mono-

phonic linear recording along the edge of 

the tape, monophonic audio frequency-

modulation (AFM) recording, and stereo 

PCM (pulse-code modulation) digital re-

cording. Of these, only the second must 

be included in a VCR claiming adherence 

to the standard, and this is the only sys-

tem the Canon VR-E10 provides. It is 

very similar to Beta Hi-Fi (and, to a less-

er extent, VHS Hi-Fi) but with just a sin-

gle channel. Since AFM is head and 

shoulders above edge-track recording 

with respect to frequency response, dy-

namic range, and pitch stability, the only 

rationale for including linear recording 

in an 8mm deck would be to back up the 

AFM system in case of a dropout. Al-

though dropouts have been a minor prob-

lem with some of the Beta and VHS Hi-Fi 

recorders we've used, we experienced no 

such difficulties with the VR-E10 in the 

time that it was available to us. We test-

ed the VR-E10 in conjunction with its 

companion VT-E10 tuner/timer. When 

they are used together, the recorder is 

powered from the line-operated tuner, 

but you can run the VCR alone from a 

rechargeable battery pack (BP-E10), a 

car battery (via a CB-E10 adapter cable), 

or Canon's VP-E10 AC power supply. 

Despite its remarkably small size 
and light weight, the VR-E10 has 

just about every feature you could ex-

pect in a portable VCR. Front-panel con-

trols are cleanly spaced and lie nicely un-

der the fingers, and most of the basic 

functions are self-explanatory. Three, 

however, deserve special mention. 

Pressing REPEAT during playback 

causes the deck to rewind with a visual 

review of the program. This is similar to 

a conventional review function (available 

on the VR-E10 by touching REWIND dur-

ing playback). The difference is that 
when you release the REPEAT, the re-

wound segment is shown five times be-

fore normal playback resumes. You can 

defeat this sequence by pressing PLAY. 

Pushing INDEX SEARCH during play-

back rewinds the tape to the point at 

which the deck last entered M USE or RE-

CORD and initiates playback from that 

point. You can index forward by press-
ing both INDEX  SEARCH  and FAST-

FOR WARD/SEARCH. AUTO SEARCH works 

from either sToP or PLAY, fast-winding 

the tape to the beginning of the next 

blank segment and then putting the deck 

into PAUSE. If you press REWIND/REVIEW 

after AUTO SEARCH, the tape rewinds to 

the previous blank segment. All trans-

port functions—including im DEx, AUTO 

SEARCH, and REPEAT —are accessible via a 

wired remote-control unit that plugs into 

a minijack below the display panel. 

The VR-E10's LCD panel offers mul-

tiple functions. First is a four-digit tape 

counter that doubles as a time-remaining 

indicator when you hold down the appro-

priate button. It registers in 10-minute 

increments when more than 50 minutes 

are left, in 5-minute increments down to 

10 minutes remaining, and in 1-minute 

steps below that; when the tape runs out, 

the display reads "END." Another but-

ton resets the counter, and a third acti-

vates the MEMORY, turning on an Min the 

display. It stops the tape automatically 

at counter zero when rewound. 

Condensation ("dew") on the rotat-

ing heads causes a flashing d to appear 

in the display and turns off the recorder. 

If you are using a compatible camera 

with the VCR, a block S comes on when 

the camera is in its standby mode. Two 

bars and the legends E and Findicate the 

battery's state of charge. Both bars and 
legends appear with a fully charged bat-

tery; as it runs down, the Fand right bar 

disappear, and as it approaches complete 

discharge, the E blinks. Finally, the dis-

play blanks out and a flashing b appears. 

The VR-E10 connects to the VT-E10 

tuner/timer via a multiconductor power/ 

signal cable and a patch cable that car-

ries the VCR's RF output (on Channel 3 

or 4) back to the tuner, from which it can 

be routed to a TV set. If you're not using 

the VT-E10, the VCR can drive a TV set 

directly from its RF output (a standard F 

connector) or a monitor and amplifier 
from direct audio and video outputs (pho-

no jacks). There are no direct audio or 

video input jacks on the VCR. It can re-

cord only from a camera, the TV tuner of 

the VT-E10, or the line input jacks pro-

vided on the VT-E10. A slide switch on 

the back of the tuner/timer determines 

whether the signals from the tuner or 
from the line inputs are fed to the re-

corder. 

VCR SECTION 
All measurements were made at the direct audio and video outputs with 
test signals mimed nuough the direct audio and video inputs The 0 dB 
reference input level is 10 dB above the voltage at which the automatic 
level control (W I produces 3 dB of compression at 315 Hz The 0 dB 
reference output level is the output voltage from a 0 dB input 
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200  SOO  I it  S4It 101, 200 
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DISTORTION (THD at 10-dB input 50 Hz to 5 kHz)   

1 88V 
FLUTTER I ANSI weighted peak. R tP)  0 010% 
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AUDIO OUTPUT LEVEL (Irom 0-dB input. 315 Hz) 

80 volt 
AUDIO INPUT IMPEDANCE  160k ohms 

VIDEO RECORD/PLAY RESPONSE 

at 500 kltz 

at 1.5 MHz 

at 2.0 MHz 

at 3.0 MHz 

LUMINANCE LEVEL 

GRAY-SCALE NONLINEARITY (worst case) 

1dB 

  7 dB 

14 dB 

10% high 

:7.16% 

CHROMA LEVEL  3 dB low 

CHROMA DIFFERENTIAL GAIN  = 5% 

CHROMA DIFFERENTIAL PHASE  
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TV TUNER SECTION  
All mi.  ',men at the direct audio and video outputs 
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AUDIO OUTPUT IMPEDANCE  100 ohms 
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-3dB 
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The VT-E10's RF inputs and outputs 

are 75-ohm F connectors for VHF, 300-

ohm binding posts for UHF. Channel se-

lection is via 14 front-panel pushbuttons; 

there is no remote control for this func-

tion. The tuner is factory set for VHF 

Channels 2 through 13 and UHF Chan-

nels 14 and 15, but it can be repro-

grammed with controls hidden under a 

top-panel cover. Each pushbutton has its 

own tuning control and a three-position 

switch that determines the band in which 

the control functions: low VHF (Chan-

nels 2 through 6), high VHF (Channels 7 

through 13 and CATV Channels A 

through I and J through W), or UHF 

(Channels 14 through 83). The VT-E10's 

4-event/14-day programmer and digital 

clock also are set with controls under the 

top cover. A display indicates the time of 

day, the day of the week, and the pro-

grammer status. The programmer will 

retain its memory through a ten-minute 

power outage, but if power is cut off dur-

ing timer recording, the system shuts 

down and does not resume recording 

when power is restored. 

Tuner performance is very good. Di-

versified Science Laboratories' tests 

show video response extending slightly 
beyond the color-burst frequency (3.58 

MHz), which implies a horizontal resolu-

tion of about 300 lines if the signal is fed 

directly (not off tape) to a good monitor. 

Luminance level is a trifle high and chro-

ma level a trifle low, but both are closer 

to the mark than average and easily cor-

rected at the monitor. Average chroma 
phase error is low, and the spread (uncor-

rectable error) is a negligible ±21/2 de-

grees—almost perfect performance. 

Chroma differential phase also is admi-

rably low, and the differential gain is 

confined to the highest luminance level 

and thus affects only the brightest 

scenes. This indicates that hue and color 
saturation do not vary significantly with 

brightness. All in all, the VT-E10 is capa-

ble of admirable color rendition. 

Audio performance also is a step 
above the norm. Frequency response 

slopes very gradually but is still surpris-

ingly good for a TV tuner. Despite the 

extended high-frequency response, the 
horizontal-scan component at 15.7 kHz is 

well suppressed, and overall noise is 

quite low on normal pictures, although 

repetitive images like those in test pat-

terns produce a good bit of buzz. Output 

level and impedance are well suited for 

driving typical equipment. 
Probably because the VR-E10 is con-

ceived primarily as a portable VCR, au-

dio recording level is governed by an 

automatic level control (ALC); there is no 

manual option. Accordingly, DSL estab-

lished a reference input level 10 dB above 

the ALC's 3-dB compression point. Al-

though a substantial input (2.16 volts) is 

required to reach this recording level, 

the knee of the ALC curve occurs at 

about 680 millivolts (mV) and the slope 

above the knee is somewhat more gradu-

al than average. This means that at typi-

cal levels the VR-E10 probably will be re-

cording below the knee of the ALC 

curve, trading a slight bit of signal-to-

noise (S/N) ratio for more perfect dy-

namics and lower distortion. The ALC is 

there mainly to prevent overload from 
very strong signals. 

The A-weighted S/N ratio is almost 

77 dB, so trading off a few dB for better 
dynamic rendition is a wise choice. Dis-

tortion at the knee of the ALC curve is 

well below 1 percent from 100 Hz to 6.3 

kHz and less than 2 percent at 50 Hz and 

10 kHz. At typical recording levels, dis-
tortion is likely to be even less. Input im-

pedance is very high, so there's no worry 

about loading the driving source. 

Frequency response is much better 
than Canon specifies—within +0 

dB, —2'/ dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Un-

fortunately, the 8mm standard does not 

spell out the characteristics of the noise 
reduction system to be used in AFM re-

cording, leaving open the question of 

compatibility between machines. Canon 

advises us that the system used in the 

VR-E10 is a linear compander similar to 

(but apparently not identical with) DBX. 

As we would expect with such a system, 

there was no evidence of mistracking 

over DSL's 40-dB test range. The only 

anomaly we noted was a ± 1/2 -dB re-
sponse ripple at the lowest test level. The 

lab could not identify the source of this 

effect but speculates that it may have 

been caused by crosstalk from the adja-

cent track on the tape. In any event, the 

phenomenon is so small and occurs at 

such a low level that it cannot be heard. 

CHROMA DIFFERENTIAL GAIN  =213% 

CHROMA DIFFERENTIAL PHASE  ±4* 

CHROMA ERROR 

rsd 

level  phase_ 

— 3/4 dB  -1- 4' 

magesta —1 3)4 dB  +4* 

—i 3/4d0  +3* 

clas  —2 dB  +r 
groom  —2 dB  + r 

Mow  —2 dB   

m an wet  —1 lid dB  +5 lir 

sucenecHile saw  ± 11863  ±2 lir 

Flutter is below our reporting limit. 

Considering the high recording den-

sity used in the 8mm format, video re-

sponse is respectable—down 7 dB at 1.5 

MHz. This translates to a horizontal res-
olution of about 120 lines, compared with 

approximately 160 lines for the best Beta 

and VHS decks. Luminance level is about 
1 dB higher than standard, and gray-

scale linearity is adequate. Chroma level 

(color saturation) is 3 dB low, but the 
phase response (hue) is essentially per-

fect. Chroma noise also is very low— 

comparable to or better than that of half-

inch VCRs. Chroma differential gain and 

phase, too, are at least as good as you'd 

expect from a Beta or VHS recorder. 

What this all boils down to is a picture 

with excellent color rendition but with 

somewhat less sharpness than that pro-

vided by a conventional VCR. 

If your main use for a VCR is time-

shifting and broadcast recording, the 
longer recording time and better resolu-

tion of a good Beta or VHS deck out-

weigh the advantages of Canon's 8mm 
system. Moreover, a half-inch Hi-Fi re-

corder can give you stereo audio with fi-

delity comparable to that of the mono-

only VR-E10, and without limiting or 

compression. However, for portable re-

cording with a good camera, the Canon 

VR-E10 has a lot going for it. It's small 

and light and has excellent audio perfor-
mance, respectable video resolution, and 

fine color reproduction. And with its 
companion VT-E10 tuner/timer, it can 

serve as a broadcast recorder for pro-

grams that are not more than 90 minutes 

long. Check it out. Until you've lugged 

around a Beta or VHS portable for a day, 

you can't fully appreciate the benefits of 

the 8mm format.  • 
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Do you hear bullets ricocheting across your 
living room, or turbulent waterfalls crashing 
down the stairs when you watch TV? 

If you hear dump trucks 
roaring across your living 
room, cannons exploding 
all around you, and rain 
drops splattering the floor 
when you watch TV, then 
you probably already have 
a Teledapter. However, if 
you don't, read on. 
If you have a TV and a stereo 

system you can enjoy the excitement 
you've been missing...now! The Teledap-
ter's unique electronics will combine your 
TV and stereo into a powerful entertain-
ment center that would easily cost thou-
sands of dollars. 
Imagine having the best front row 
seats in town for ball games, musicals, 
and movies. 
Teledapter works with any TV, VCR, 
or satellite receiver, regardless of age or 
model, and conveniently plugs into the 
auxiliary, tape, or tuner input on any 
stereo amplifier or receiver system. 
All TV, satellite, cable, and VCR pro-

grams will have the same powerful sound 
as your stereo system and speakers. 

FEATURES 

Stereo Plex TM Circuitry is for all 
those mono TV's and VCR's. It trans-
forms their mono sound into sparkling 
two-channel stereo effects. Got a stereo 
TV or VCR? No problem. Just plug 
them in. Since most TV and cable 
programming is mono, the Stereo-Plex 
circuitry will pick up where your stereo 
TV or VCR stops short. 
Mono sounds, even 
when played through 
two speakers, appear to 
come from one direc-
tion (the center). 
Stereo sounds come from two directions. 

The stereo/mono 
test is really simple; 
plug the Teledapter 
up, push the mono-
stereo button on 

V=V  1 1=1 

MIMEO 

BEI M 

your stereo. When you go from mono to 
stereo, listen to the sounds spread out 
across the room. Perform the test with-
out a Teledapter and a mono signal will 
remain in the center. 

Ambiance and 
Spatial Circuits ex-
pand a stereo signal 
to greater separation 
than it normally has. 
At the same time, indirect delayed sig-
nals and echoes are accentuated. 

DNR® is the latest marvel in noise 
reduction. It works with all mono or 
stereo programs, and preserves the Tele-
dapter's excellent 20 to 20,000Hz fre-
quency response. 

Tape Monitor Loop allows all the 
features of Teledapter to be used with all 
other stereo or mono components, FM, 
tapes, records, AM, etc. 

Other Features include up to four 
mono or stereo inputs, input level con-
trol, isolated and protected low imped-
ance input, and a beautiful walnut and 
anodized aluminum cabinet. This unit 
will serve you for years. 

M O O ))) ((( 

NO MAGIC—JUST HIGH TECH  

Technology using the 
latest integrated circuits 
and manufacturing 
techniques, are com-
bined in an instrument 
designed and built in America, from the 
company that invented Good TV 
Listeninr 

THE 
MANUFACTURER 

For over 12 years 
we've manufactured 

TV audio products for 
home and industry 
with the best stand-
ards we know. 

Offering our products direct enables 
you to make sure that the sales person 
you speak to is able to answer your ques-
tions knowledgeably. And if a Teledapter 
ever needs service, it will be done quickly, 
and it will be done correctly. 
Teledapter comes complete with all 
cables, instructions, and a FREE HELP-
line phone number. 

*DNR is a registered trade mark of National Semicon-
ductor Company 

TRY THE TELEDAPTER 
AT NO RISK 
Take the first 30 days with Teledap-
ter  n' as a test. If you're not com-
pletely satisfied, return it for a com-
plete refund and your mailing costs. 
You can't lose. 
Teledapter." is also backed with a 
two-year warranty on parts and labor. 

Teledapter  rm TE-600, $145.00 plus 
$4.00 postage and handling. 

TOLL FREE 1-800-251-8608 
In Tennessee Call Collect 
1-615-381-9001 

VISA  24 HOURS MasterCard 

Send mail orders to address below. 
Credit card and money orders 
processed immediately. Checks 
require 18 days. 

R111011DEI 
NATIONAL CORPORATION 
Department 203 
Highway 99 East • P.O. Box 1316 
Columbia, TN 38402 
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A Studio Grows 
In Brooklyn 

Since the halcyon days of 

bebop, Max Roach has been 

an incendiary dru mmer and 

a catalyst for musical and 

social change. His land mark 

recording, 1961's Freedom 

No w Suite, was one of the 

first jazz recordings to link 

the U.S. civil rights move-

ment with the anticolonial 

struggles of Africa. Some 20 

Worthy Cause: 
American Music 

The letter from American Ex-

press arrived at my office last 

week. There was a press re-

lease inside, saying that Angel 

EMI's world-premiere record-

ing of recently commissioned 

violin concertos by Earl Kim 

and Robert Starer—written 

for Itzhak Perlman and re-

corded by him and the Boston 

Symphony Orchestra under 

Seiji Ozawa—had been made 

possible by grants from the 

American Express Founda-

tion and the National Endow-

ment for the Arts. 

The release included a 

quotation from Susan Bloom, 

vice president for cultural 

affairs at American Express, 

that said in part, "We are de-

lighted and proud that the 

foundation's first recording 

grant has made the music of 

Mr. Starer and Mr. Kim avail-

able to the public...." Well, 

the public—record-buying or 

otherwise—has known the 

Edited by 

Georgia Christgau 

and Ted Libbey 

years later, Roach put to mu-

sic portions of Dr. Martin Lu-

ther King's fa mous "I Have a 

Drea m" speech, reaffirming 

his  co m mit ment  to  the 

merger of art and politics. 

Though his someti mes out-

spoken views have earned 

hi m the ire of the recording 

industry, he re mains a para-

gon and creative force of 

jazz dru m ming. 

Roach is still a favorite in 

Brooklyn, too,  where  he 

gre w up. Last January 15 

(King's birthday), the resi-

dents of Bedf ord-Stuy ve-

sant toasted their native son 

with a celebration of his own 

sixty-first birthday. But the 

event, which attracted more 

than 200 people (a mong 

the m,  Art  Blakey,  Cecil 

Payne, Walter Davis, and 

Otis  Black well),  was  as 

much party as homecoming. 

See, Roach had spent the 

previous two weeks record-

ing an album with his double 

quartet —a group including 

music of Starer and Kim for a 

long time, but at least Ameri-

can Express has its heart in 

the right place. 

There is no shortage of 

good music written by Ameri-

can composers (and played by 

American performers) that de-

serves to be made "available 

to the public." For example, 

what foundation is ready to 

step in and underwrite a re-

cording of Gunther Schuller's 

concertos for contrabassoon 

and for bassoon? Both were 

commissioned by the National 

Symphony Orchestra, and the 

former is the first contrabas-

soon concerto ever composed. 

The other work received its 

premiere in May with the or-

chestra's principal bassoonist, 

Kenneth Pasmanick, serving 

as soloist. 

Another venture that 

should be supported while the 

time is ripe is Marilyn Costel-

lo's planned recording of harp 

works by Carlos Salzedo. 

April 6 marked the centennial 

of Salzedo's birth; he is one of 

the most impressive figures in 

the history of the harp, and he 

made important contributions 

to the American musical scene 

as composer, performer, and 

pedagogue. Costello, principal 

harpist of the Philadelphia 

Orchestra, was one of his stu-

dents. I have heard her demo 

tape of selected Salzedo com-

positions, and she plays them 

marvelously. 

With the emphasis in the 

recording industry increasing-

ly on safe bets, it's important 

for institutions that care about 

the future of American music 

to fund projects that might 

otherwise be shelved as un-

profitable. It is a worthy ges-

ture of Perlman and the Bos-

ton Symphony to lend their 

prestige to the music of living 

Americans—but it should not 

be necessary to have big 

names on the contract before 

a record label will rise to the 

occasion. There are many less 

well-known, but no less ac-

complished, artists out there 

who, as advocates of the 

American composer, should be 

heard.  Ted Libbey 

Odean Pope, Tyrone Brown, 

Cecil  Bridgewater,  and 

strings led by his daughter 

Maxine —at a unique, and 

uniquely local, studio. 

The Platinu m Factory, 

built six years ago with a 

grant fro m CBS, is a first-

class operation staffed by 

professionals (stressing lo-

cal talent and technicians) 

that charges  reasonable 

rates. According to director 

Derek McDowell, the grant 

was the first of its kind. It 

provides  for  so mething 

called  a  "Breakthrough 

Package," which each Sun-

day makes the 24-track stu-

dio available to a band for 

five hours for making de mo 

tapes (at a mere $250). Just 

recently, Strafe recorded 

the cult hit "Set It Off" on Jus 

Born [reviewed in Vince 

Aletti's "12-inch Report," 

June] and its new A&M sin-

gle, "Re-act (Just Play the 

Music)," at the studio. Other 

artists who have graced the 

pre mises  include  Randy 

Weston,  Betty  Carter, 

Mtu me, and Hugh Masekela. 

Part of Roach's use of 

the Factory involves his de-

sire to search out and pro-

mote musically gifted local 

youngsters. "I've always 

had it in the back of my mind 

to start a school," he clai ms, 

"and Brooklyn would be ide-

al, or maybe Harle m. But I 

travel so much, and teach-

ing is a full-ti me job as it is. 

The real hurdle is finding the 

money so I can get the facili-

ties. There's a lot of good 

people around New York 

who could do the teaching." 

Don Palmer 
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The Bond 

Dra wing a Bead 

On the 007 

Soundtracks 

by Noah Andre Trudeau 

I C  A  L 

Awell-dressed figure walks casually into view on the screen; he 
turns, genuflects slightly, and fires at the movie audience. That scene 
may well be the most celebrated of cinematic rituals. Recreated with 
modest variations since the early '60s, it has heralded 15 

James Bond films (not counting the satirical Casino 

Royale) that have defined a genre, from Dr. No to the 

latest adventure, A View to a Kill. 

Accompanying this ritual is some distinctive and 

stylish music. Indeed, it's fair to say that the "sound of 

Bond" is as much a part of 007's image as are Q's lethal 

devices, Moneypenny's frustrated flirting, or the outra-

geous villainy of the protagonist's adversaries. Each of 

the Bond films has had an original score and a sound-

track recording. Examining the scores in the aggregate, 

and noting that there are certain thematic motives 

threading their way through all but one of them, the 

reviewer is tempted to make comparisons that are, well, 

just one step short of Wagnerian. 

Dr. No (1962) launched the Bond "cycle." Say a 

quick hello and goodbye to Monty Norman, who turned 

in a routine jazz-rock score interlaced with lots of calyp-

so music (Liberty LT 50275). Norman would be com-

pletely forgotten today save for his creation of the now 

famous "James Bond Theme." But at least one Bond 

film expert disputes Norman's authorship. In his other-

wise authoritative book The James Bond Films (Arling-

ton House), Steven Jay Rubin claims: "Although Monty 

Norman is credited as the music composer on Dr. No, it 

was John Barry who created the striking ... theme that 

became the instant trademark of the series." Rubin ex-

plains that Dr. No producers Albert Broccoli and Harry 
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Saltzman, unhappy with the theme Nor-

man had penned, turned on short notice to 

Barry, who "was simply handed a timing 

sheet and told to come up with a two-and-a-

half-minute theme...." What's more, part 

of the theme allegedly came from an earli-

er Barry pop number called "Bea's 

Knees," "which featured that same dis-

tinct plucked guitar." The hard evidence is 

conflicting. Every subsequent Bond 

soundtrack clearly attributes the "James 

Bond Theme" to Norman. Yet the screen 

credits for Dr. No list Eric Rodgers as the 

conductor and Burt Rhodes as the orches-

trator for Norman's score, with the fur-

ther note, "The James Bond Theme played 

by John Barry and Orchestra." 

From Russia with Love (1963) really 

introduced Englishman John Barry to the 

world (Liberty LT 55114). Barry had had 

three partial film-score assignments under 

his belt before Dr. No and a varied jazz-

rock career before that. His family operat-

ed several movie houses in Britain, so 

there was celluloid in his blood from an 

early age. Beginning a music career with a 

beat group in Soho, he later formed the 

John Barry Seven, a backup band for sing-

er Adam Faith. Although Barry had been 

tapped to supply some cues for a trio of 

minor films in the early '60s, From Russia 

with Love was his first major credit. 

It was a devastating debut. The sound 

Barry creates for Bond is at once distinc-

tive, appealing, and tremendously effec-

tive, an explosive mixture that turns away 

from the traditional Hollywood string 

dominance of the time to find its strength 

in virtuoso brass writing, clever percus-

sion doublings, and adroit use of harmon-

ics. In lieu of composing a lot of tunes, 

Barry provides a seemingly inexhaustible 

series of fascinating episodic cues. He also 

sets a precedent with his clever, at times 

brilliant, integration of the Bond theme 

into the fabric of the score. (And he in-

cludes a syncopated, marchlike cue called 

"007," destined to become one of the sec-

T  H  E  S  C  O R 

REST SCORES 

Goldfinger. 
From Russia with Love. 
On Her Majesty's Secret 
Service. 

Thunderball. 
Octopussy. 

ondary leitmotifs in his scores to follow.) 

In addition, From Russia with Love 

contains the first Bond title song. Penned 

by Lionel Bart and performed by Matt 

Monro, this ballad establishes the curious 
tradition of the Bond song whose lyrics 

have little, if anything, to do with the 

film's story. All of the songs up through 

the one for Octopussy, together with the 

Norman/Barry theme from Dr. No, are 

now available in a collection called James 

Bond: 13 Original Themes (Liberty LO 

51138). The tradition carries on to this day 

in Duran Duran's "A View to a Kill," 

which the band co-wrote with Barry. [At 

press time, his full soundtrack to the 

newest film was unavailable for review.] 

Goldfinger (1964) is one of the best 

Bond movies and soundtracks (Liberty 

LW 55117). From the first note of the title 

song, lustily belted out by Shirley Bassey, 

Barry's score delivers the goods. There's 

some pre-minimalism in a cue titled 

"Dawn Raid on Fort Knox," where Barry 

holds us spellbound for six minutes and 40 

seconds with a seemingly mindless ostina-

to just lightly garnished at key psychologi-

cal moments. A German pressing of this 

score (United Artists 05447303) contains 

four cuts not found on the American 

pressing (and omits one that is), making it 

necessary to own both soundtracks. 

Gadgetry began to dominate the story 
line with the release of Thunderball 

(1965), but Barry's scoring remains purely 

instrumental and blessedly ungimmicked 

(Liberty LT 55132). His habit of succes-

sively repeating simple motivic ideas, cou-

pled with a softly focused recorded sound, 

effectively creates a wavery, watery musi-

cal canvas for the film. He even manages 

to incorporate the dry-bones timbre of a 

harpsichord into some of the cues, with 

magical effect Tom Jones gives a charac-

teristic, if not especially inspired, perfor-

mance of the title song, with lyrics by Don 

Black. Although the printed contents are 

identical for the mono and stereo domestic 

versions of this soundtrack, the instru-

mental introductions to the cut called "Mr. 

Kiss Kiss Bang Bang" are different 

The good news about Barry's score 

for You Only Live Twice (196'7) is that he 

explores new musical ground and touches 

upon an uncommonly wide range of moods 

(Liberty LT 50289). To complement a film 

set mostly in Japan, Barry deploys tradi-

tional Japanese instruments within the 

conventional orchestra in ways that are re-

freshingly uncliched. The bad news is that 

the album sounds as if it were recorded in 
a phone booth. Nancy Sinatra's detached, 

emotionless rendition of the title song (lyr-

ics by Leslie Bricusse) does only minor 

damage to Barry's haunting tune. 

Exit Sean Connery, enter George Laz-

enby for On Her Majesty's Secret Service 

(1969). Fortunately, Barry remained on the 
scene to produce one of his most visceral 

scores (Liberty LT 51134). Still reaching in 

new directions, he uses electronics (a syn-

thesizer, I think) for the first time. These 

sounds are part and parcel of the whole 

score, which is largely instrumental, and 

the combination is a complete success. To 

evoke the film's mountaintop setting, Bar-., 
ry places some of his instruments derrii.re 

la scene (as Berlioz would have said it). 

Barry and lyricist Hal David wrote what 
was supposed to be the opening song, "We 

Have All the Time in the World." An ailing 
Louis Armstrong was asked to sing it and 

gratefully accepted. (Remembers Barry: 

"At the end of the recording session in 

New York City, he came up to me and said, 

'Thank you for this job.' ") Too heavy to 

open an action/adventure flick, the song 

was buried in the middle of the film, 

though it did become a No. 1 hit in Italy. 

A bored-looking Connery came back 

for Diamonds Are Forever (1971), and, 
sad to say, his cinematic adventures are 

tracked by a bored-sounding Barry (Liber-

ty LT 50301). Even Bassey's powerfully 

(Continued on page 80) 

E  O N  B O N D   

WORST SCORES  BEST TITLE SONG 

Dia monds Are Forever.  Goldfingar 
The Man with the  (sung by Shirley Bassey) 
Golden Gun. 

For Your Eyes Only. 
Dr. No. 
Never Say Never Again. 

WORST TITLE SONG 

Never Say Haver Again 
(sung by Lani Hall) 
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T H E  P O R T A B L E  M O Z A R T 

A 18-pack to Go 
MOZART: 

Chambor Works, Concertos, Serenades, Symphonies, Requiem. 

Various artists Gregor Benko, prod Time-Life Music PMZ 4T-01/16 (A). 
(541 N. Fairbanks  , Chicago. III 60611.) 

Once I tried to answer (positively, natch) the not-entirely-

preposterous question "Would Mozart Have Been a Hi-Fi Fan?" 

(January 1956). And much of the "letterary" and biographical evi-

dence I advanced then still bolsters the belief that Wolfgang's in-

exhaustible enthusiasms, sonic and otherwise, surely would have 

made him an adherent of the "Walkabout" stereo, and inclined him 

toward a type of per-

sonal listening un-

imaginable in the 

18th century. How a 

Walkman and a sup-

ply of cassettes 

would have thwart-

ed the tedium of the 

extended coach trips 

Mozart and contem-

porary travelers had 

to endure! 

Well, we have 

the advantages Mo-

zart lacked—now ex 

tended to include a 

handily  encased 

small Mozartean li-

brary to thwart the 

tedium of our own 

travels and peram-
bulations. The pres-

tigious Time-Life mass-sales promoters, realizing the current mar-

ket potential, have just launched their first tape-only project: The 

Portable Mozart, a 16-cassette collection complete with carrying 

case ($150, plus $10 shipping). Bonuses included are a player with 

lightweight headphones and the Arthur Hutchings book, Mozart: 

The Man, The Musician, that was an added attraction of an earlier 
Time-Life (primarily LP) Mozart subscription project. As usual, 

the recorded performances are all reissues of commercial pro-

grams previously released—in this case under the London, Argo, 

and Oiseau Lyre labels, most with different couplings or as parts 

of sets. 

All endeavors of this kind seek a mass public of young or nov-

ice listeners; The Portable Mozart targets those so new to cas-

settes that they may not even have a player. But veteran collectors 

of tapes, as well as of discs, have no cause to sneer and good rea-

son to be interested. For not only are almost all the selections re-

warding in themselves, but a third of them are otherwise currently 

unavailable (in this country at least), and some have never been, or 

no longer are, issued in the U.S. in any tape format. 

More important, however, the present reissues are all real-

time duplications on Agfa-Gevaert PE 627 chrome tape with Dolby 

B noise reduction, in transparent screw-type shells. Technological-

ly, they are uniformly as fine as any cassettes available today, 

sounding either markedly or slightly superior to the originals (de-

Mozart with all the fixin's: biography, ta pe playor, music, and carrying case 

by R. D. Darrell 

pending upon their age), as I've confirmed by direct comparison 

with those I've treasured since they first appeared. 

Helpfully informative music notes (by Frank Cooper and our 

own Ted Libbey), in small but not minuscule type, accompany each 

cassette and include texts for the one vocal work, the Requiem. 

Not surprisingly, recording dates are not provided, but I've dug up 

at least approximate release years—mostly from the '70s and late 

'60s, with only a few issued as early as 1960 or as recently as the 

'80s. But the actual age rarely can be guessed by listening: The 
engineering is con-

sistently good for its 

time, and the trans-

fer editing (by Den-

nis Drake) is truly 

state-of-the-art. I en-

countered only one 

jarring sonic con-

trast, between the 

somewhat anemic 

Aeolian String Quin-

tet sound in the K. 

516 Quintet and 

Radu Lupu's ring-

ingly solid piano 

time in the succeed-

ing K. 380 Sonata for 

Violin. 

The account of 

that same String 
Quintet strikes me 

as the sole truly un-

satisfactory reading in the whole set: an unimaginatively routine 

approach to a supreme musical masterpiece. Elsewhere, there are 

a couple of instances in which I find few insights in interpretations 

by such stars as Herbert von Karajan, Zubin Mehta, and Georg 

Solti. But for the most part, empathetic interpreters prevail. And if 
the majority of them represent the graciousness and warmth of 

the Viennese School, that undoubtedly enhances the appeal of the 

set to newcomers to Mozart. Anyway, no purist can complain that 

newer schools aren't well represented by conductors Peter Maag, 

Neville Marriner, and Christopher Hogwood, as well as by a good 

many soloists. 

But on to specifics... 

Chamber Works. This is the repertory, Mozartean or other-

wise, I find ideal for walkabout listening. I'd like even more of it 

here, but we are proffered such great longtime favorites as the 

Alfred Boskovsky/Vienna Octet performance of the Clarinet 

Quintet (c. 1960), the Vladimir Ashkenazy/London Winds reading 

of the K. 452 Piano Quintet (c. 1966, no longer available), the Szy-

mon Goldberg! Lupu account of the K. 380 Violin Sonata (c. 1975), 

and Alicia de Larrocha's Piano Sonatas K. 282,331,332, and 545 (c. 

1974-80). Plus first-rate Musikverein (formerly Kuehl) Quartet 

versions of the great K. 453 Hunt and K. 465 Dissonant Quartets 

(1980-81, never released in the U.S.). But minus, as it were, the 
(Continued on page 50) 
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(Continued from page 4.9) 

aforementioned Aeolians' G minor String 

Quintet (c. 1978). 

Concertos. Mozart specialist Maag 

conducts the London Symphony in the 

Clarinet Concerto (with Gervase de Peyer, 

c. 1960) and in Horn Concertos Nos. 1 and 4 

with Barry Tuckwell (c. 1960-64). The 

First Violin Concerto and violin/viola Sin-

fonia concertante are in my personal-

favorite versions, both with the Academy 

of St. Martin-in-the-Fields: Iona Brown is 

soloist/conductor in the former (1983; the 

only, unacknowledged, digital recording 

here), and Alan Loveday and Stephen 

Shingles perform with Marriner in the lat-

ter (c. 1971). 

The exceptionally engaging piano con-

certo representation is topped by an out-

standing recorded performance inexplica-

bly allowed to go out of print: the Clifford 

Curzon/Istvan Kertesz/LSO No. 23, K. 
488 (c. 1968). The others represent an entic-

ing range: Ashkenazy, with Kertesz and 

the ISO in No. 9 (c. 1967, no longer avail-

able) and doubling as Philharmonia con-

ductor in Nos. 19 and 21 (c. 1981 and c. 

1967, respectively); Bernstein, as soloist 

and Vienna Philharmonic conductor in his 

favorite (and mine), No. 15 (1967); de Lar-

rocha, with Solti and the Israel Philhar-

monic in No. 27 (c. 1979); and Julius Kat-

chen, with Karl Munchinger and the 

Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra in No. 20 (c. 

1967, no longer available). 

Serenades. Rococo alfresco music is 

by nature ideal for walkabout listening; 

Mozart's delectable examples are sheer 

joy at any time. Time-Life Music wisely 

resurrects three exemplars lately unavail-

able: No. 7, Haffner, by Miinchinger and 

the Vienna Philharmonic (c. 1961); No. 8, 

Notturno, by Marriner and the St. Martin 

Academy (c. 1972); and No. 9, Post horn, 

by Willi Boskovsky and the Vienna Mozart 

Society (c. 1973). But couldn't a less high-

tension No. 13, Eine kleine Nachtmusik, 

be found than that by Solti and the Israel 

Philharmonic (c. 1960)? 

Symphonies. Again, a magisterial re-

cording gone out of print: Benjamin Brit-

ten's memorable English Chamber Or-

chestra account of No. 38, Prague (c. 

1972). The three last masterpieces are in 

star conductors' virtuoso versions quite 

likely to impress a mass public: the Meh-
ta/Israel Philharmonic traversal of No. 39 

(c. 1977), the Giulini/New Philharmonia 

reading of No. 40 (c. 1966), and the Kara-

jan/Vienna Philharmonic interpretation of 

No. 41, the Jupiter (c. 1964). I find richer, 

far more piquant rewards in the earlier 

works as performed by such specialists as 

Hogwood and Marriner: the former with 

his Academy of Ancient Music in No. 22 

(the only period-instrument performance 

here; from 1979, in Vol. 3 of the complete 

symphony series); the latter with his St. 

Martin Academy in No. 16 (c. 1968, never 

released in the U.S.) and in the more-

Sinfonia-than-Symphony No. 26 (c. 1970, 

no longer available). The somewhat more 

romantic Austrian style is well represent-

ed by Kertesz and the Vienna Philharmon-

ic in the "Little" G minor, No. 25 (c. 1974, 

no longer available), while Old and New 

World sensibilities meld harmoniously in 

the Bernstein/Vienna Philharmonic ac-

count of No. 38, Linz (1967). 

Requiem. The one vocal work includ-

ed (for its Amadeus-fostered interest?) is 

the valedictory K. 626 Mass in what many 

consider the best-recorded Siissmayr ver-

sion with Franz Beyer revisions: Marriner 

conducts the ASMF Chorus and Orches-

tra, with soloists Ileana Cotrubas, Helen 

Watts, Robert Tear, and John Shirley-

Quirk (1977). 

The whole Portable Mozart strikes 

this avowed tape and Mozart proponent as 

an uncommonly imaginative mass-mer-

chandising venture: It's a potent boost for 

the walkabout and travel-listening vogue 

and a reissue anthology offering a high 

percentage of recorded performances of 

lively interest to any listener. If the pri-

mary appeal is to beginners, there is a lot, 

too, for longtime collectors who don't al-

ready have the originals or, more likely, 

who have them only on disc or in earlier 

versions technologically inferior to the 

present, high-quality cassettes.  • 

N O '  S  F R O M 

More News From Britain 

U N D E R G R O U N D 

LONDON —Everyone hopes that the prob-

lems of budgeting for recordings in the 

1980s will not slow up for long the opera 

program, particularly as the scope of the 

Compact Disc medium expands. What has 

surprised some listeners is the way that 

digital transfers of recordings 25 or more 

years old are coming up sounding as fresh 

as, if not fresher than, the latest efforts, 

recorded with the help of modern technol-

ogy but generally with far less session 

time. EMI was hoping to issue a CD ver-

sion of Herbert von Kamjan's classic 1956 

recording of Richard Strauss's Der Rosen-

kavalier with Elisabeth Schwarzkopf, 

Christa Ludwig, and Teresa Stich-Randall; 

a digital transfer was made that has now 

been released on LP. But contract details 

drawn up in 1956 made no mention of the 
CD medium-to-come, and a spoke—tempo-

by Edward Greenfield 

mry, it is hoped—was put in the wheel of 

that project. 

Klaus Tennstedt's recording for EMI 

of the Bmhms Requiem, made last year 

with the London Philharmonic Orchestra 

and featuring Jessye Norman as one of 

the soloists, has now acquired its sched-

uled coupling, the rarely heard Schick-

salslied. In addition, Tennstedt has record-

ed the Alto Rhapsody with Waltraud 

Meier as soloist. 

EMI has also been pressing ahead 

with various series with Simon Rattle. The 

conductor has recorded Sibelius's First 

Symphony with the City of Birmingham 

Symphony Orchestra and Shostakovich's 

Tenth with the Philharmonia Orchestra. 

Most of EMI's recent projects with Ric-

cardo Muti have involved the Philadelphia 
Orchestra. Latest works covered include 

Scriabin's Symphony No. 1 and Berlioz's 

Symphonie fantastigue. 

Vladimir Ashkenazy has been busy 

following up on his Rachmaninoff series 

for Decca/London (with the Concertge-

bouw Orchestra) not only as conductor for 

the symphonic cantata The Bells, but as pi-

ano soloist in a new series of the concertos 

with Bernard Haitink conducting. EMI's 

sessions with Andrei Gavrilov playing 

Chopin (the Ballades)became a news sto-

ry when at their completion it was an-

nounced that the pianist and his wife had 

applied to stay in Britain for a year instead 

of returning to Russia. EMI is also record-

ing Daniel Barenboim again. As with his 

recent Beethoven sonata series for Deut-

sche Gmmmophon,Barenboim's projected 

set of the Mozart piano sonatas will be re-

corded in Paris.  • 
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Ho mage to 

Bach and Handel 

When the definitive book on the develop-

ment of the early-music movement in the 

20th century is finally written, doubtless it 

will contain several long chapters devoted to 

the work of the Austrian cellist Nikolaus 

Harnoncourt and the Dutch harpsichordist 

Gustav Leonhardt. There were early-music 

champions before these two, of course—per-

haps the figure most deserving of the adjec-

tive "seminal" is the British instrument-

builder,  lutenist,  and  self-taught 

musicologist Arnold Dolmetsch, whose 1915 

The Interpretation of the Music of the 17th 

and 18th Centuries was the first modern 

study, in any language, to treat in systemat-

ic fashion the matters of tempo, rhythm, and 

instrumentation in Baroque music. 

A tradition of "authentic" performance 

practice, built largely on the foundations laid 

by Dolmetsch, was already going strong in 

England by the time Leonhardt and Harnon-

court were born, in 1928 and 1929, respective-

ly. A few years later, in 1933, the continental 

school of early music—more rigorous in its 

scholarly approach and more extreme in its 

opinions regarding phrasing and articula-

tion—was established at Basel, at the Schola 

Cantorum, cofounded by conductor Paul 

Sacher and cellist August Wenzinger. 

Leonhardt studied at the Schola Canto-

rum, with Eduard Mtiller, from 1947 to 1950. 

Harnoncourt did not attend the Schola, but 

his first teacher was Paul Grtimmer, a Ger-

man cellist who often visited Switzerland 

and who, like Wenzinger, supplemented his 

cello-playing activities with authoritative 

performances on the viola da gamba. After 

leaving the Schola, Leonhardt spent several 

years teaching harpsichord at the Vienna 

Academy of Music. In 1955 he returned to 

Holland, and it was in that year, in Amster-

dam, that he formed the period-instrument 

ensemble known as the Leonhardt Consort. 

Harnoncourt was a student at the Academy 

when Leonhardt was on the faculty there; 

from 1952 to 1969 he held a position as cellist 

with the Vienna Symphony Orchestra, but 

he had enough energy to spare to organize, 

in 1953, an early-music group he called the 

Concentus Musicus. Leonhardt's interests 

focused on the 17th- and 18th-century reper-

tory, particularly—and naturally—on music 

that prominently featured keyboard instru-

ments. In the beginning, at least, Harnon-

court's tastes were more catholic, and when 

the Concentus Musicus first began concert-

izing, in 1957, the programs typically includ-

ed works that ranged from the early Middle 

Ages to the High Baroque. By the early 

1960s both groups were specializing, more or 

less, in the music of Bach, Handel, and their 

contemporaries; it was with this material 

that they launched the series called Das Alte 

Werk for the German Teldec label, and the 

rest, as they say, is history. 

Teldec's new 30-disc Bach and Handel 

edition is as much a tribute to the pioneering 

efforts of Leonhardt and Harnoncourt as it 

is to the composers, whose tricentennials are 

being celebrated this year. The oldest record-

ing in the lot—and the only one that does not 

feature period instruments—is the set of 12 

Handel organ concertos committed to vinyl 

by Karl Richter in 1959. The supporting en-

semble is not identified, but one might as-

sume that it is one of the original versions of 

the Munich Bach Orchestra, which Richter 

founded shortly after his 1956 appointment 

as professor at the Hochschule fur Musik in 

that city and with which he embarked, in 

Concentus founder Harnoncourt 

1961, on a long relationship with Deutsche 

Grammophon's Archiv series. There is an ex-

traordinary difference between the sound of 

the orchestra heard on the Richter recording 

and that of the one accompanying Leonhardt 

on the next oldest selection, a 1962 version of 

Bach's Harpsichord Concerto in D, B.W.V. 

1054. It has to do with more than just pitch 

level, timbre, and sonic weight; the five mem-

bers of the Leonhardt Consort play on origi-

nal or restored 17th- and 18th-century instru-

ments, tuned almost a half step below 

"modern" pitch, with gut strings and with 

bows considerably shorter than those used 

by their more numerous Munich counter-

parts. One finds in the Leonhardt recording 

some of the first recorded signs of the delib-

erately abbreviated phrases, gently-swelled 

sustained notes, "sighing" dactyl figures, 

and other niceties that during the next dec-

ade would become equated with "authentic-

ity" in Baroque music performance. By 1967, 

the date of the earliest recordings (of the 

Bach orchestral suites) by which Harnon-

court is represented here, the vision of Ba-

roque music shared by Leonhardt and Har-

noncourt had evolved, in essence, to its 

present state. It is a performance style not to 

everyone's taste: The French surgeon and 

amateur music-critic Gerard Zwang, in his 

1977 book A Contre-bruit, called Leonhardt 
and Harnoncourt "polluters of the musical 
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Smart Sound Detonator 
Obliterate the wall between you and the individual instruments in your music. Infuse your own 
stereo system's sound with a breathtakingly vibrant 30 to 50% improvement in sound quality that 
you can measure with this superb BSR Equalizer/Spectrum Analyzer limited$149 close-out 

By Drew Kaplan 

Close your eyes. Touch a button. And 
you'll hear your stereo system literally 
explode with life. 
You'll hear the gentle brushes on a 

snare drum, the startling bone-jarring 
realism of a thunder clap, or the excite-
ment of a full cymbal crash. 
You'll hear string basses and other 

deep low instruments emerge from bass 
(that will sound murky by comparison), 
with such clarity and such definition that 
you'll feel you can almost touch each 
instrument. 
This astoundingly distinct yet power-

ful bass adds such a full bodied warm 
feeling to your music, you'll feel as if 
you've been lovingly wrapped in a warm 
soft blanket on a cold winter's night. 
But don't take my word for the sound 

quality improvement With the Pink Noise 
Generator, Calibrated Electret Condenser 
Mike and the 220 Element Spectrum An-
alyzer, you can instantly measure each 
and every improvement you make. 
Plus, there's more. A subsonic filter 

effectively adds the equivalent of many 
watts onto the power of your amplifier. 
Plus, with its provision for two sepa-

rate tape decks including two way dub-
bing, you'll have much more than just 
greatly improved sound. 
You can count on great sound from 

this top of the line Equalizer/Analyzer. It 
has a frequency response from 5 hz to 
100,000hz ± 1 db. And, it has an incred-
ible 100db signal to noise ratio. 
BSR, the ADC equalizer people, make 

this super Equalizer/Analyzer and back 
it with a 2 year standard limited warran-
ty. Our $149 close-out price is just a 
fraction of its true $379 retail value. 

FIRST THE EQUALIZER 
YOUR STEREO'S HIDDEN SOUNDS 
Your stereo can sound incredibly bet-

ter. Just a 5 b roll-off at the high end, up 
around 14,000 hz to 16,000hz, can just 
decimate the harmonics that give you 
the open feeling you'd experience at a 
live concert. A similar roll-off at 60hz, 
causes the fundamental bass notes to 
just fade away into the 'murk'. 
An equalizer isn't some magical device 

that manufactures sounds that don't ex-
ist. Most of the frequencies that will 
make your music really vibrant, are actual-
ly already recorded in your music. 
You'll be able to prove this with a few 

simple tests we'll try when we discuss 
the Spectrum Analyzer. 
You see, certain frequencies are sim-

ply not reproduced with as much volume 
as are the mid-range frequencies which 
stretch from about 800hz to 2,000hz. 
An equalizer simply lets you establish 

accurate control of all frequencies to fit 
your equipment, your recordings, your 
taste, and your listening environment 

TOTAL MUSICAL CONTROL 
And, what a job it can do. It's totally 

unlike bass and treble controls which 
simply boost everything from the mid-
range down for bass, or everything up 
for treble. You can boost the low-bass at 
31.5hz, 63hz and/or 125 hz to animate 
specific areas or instruments. 
And, when you boost the part of the 

bass you like, you don't disturb the mid-
range frequencies and make your favorite 
singer sound like he has a sore throat. 
The high frequencies really deter-

mine the clarity and brilliance of your 
music. The problem is that highs are 
very directional. Wherever you move in 
your listening room, you'll find a big dif-
ference in high end response, as you'll 
see when we test the Analyzer. 
No recording engineer or equipment 

manufacturer can even begin to control 
your listening environment. 

You can control the highs at 4,000hz, 
8,000 hz and/or 16,000 hz, to bring crash-
ing cymbals to life at 16,000hz while at 
the same time you can cut tape hiss or 
annoying record scratches at 8,00C hz. 
But there's more. Don't leave out the 

mid-range. You can boost trumpets at 
300 to 500hz or a clarinet at 1000hz. 
You can boost or cut any part of the fre-
quency spectrum a full ± 15db. 

TAPE DECK HEAVEN 
You can push a button and transfer all 

the equalization power to the inputs of 
two tape decks. Now you can pre-equalize 
your cassettes as you record them 2nd 
get all the dramatically enhanced sound 
recorded right on your cassettes. 
This is an especially great feature w'ien 

you play your cassettes on bass-starved 
portables or high-end starved car stereos. 
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SI MPLY PLUG IT IN 
Use your tape monitor circuit, but don't 

lose it. Now your one tape monitor .3ir-
cuit lets you connect two tape decks. 
Just plug the equalizer into the tape 

'in' and 'out' jacks on your receiver or 
preamp. We even supply the cables. 
As you listen to your records. FM or 

any 'Aux', any time you push the tape 
monitor switch on your receiver you'll 
hear your music jump to life. 
The output from your receiver is always 

fed directly to your tape deck(s) for re-
cording, and with the touch of a button, 
you can choose to send equalized or non-
equalized signal to your deck(s). 
When you want to listen to a tape 

deck, just select which tape deck you 
want, turn the switch on the equalizer, 
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and your tape deck will work exactly as 
it did before. Except, now you can listen 
with or without equalization. 
Look at this. You can dub tapes from 

deck 1 to deck 2, or from deck 2 to deck 
1 with or without equalization. 

THE SUBSONIC FILTER 
Much of the power drawn from your 

amplifer is used to drive your woofers. 
When you drive the amplifier too hard, it 
clips and you end up with distortion. 
A subsonic filter removes a lot of non-

musical material you can't hear that exists 
below 20hz. So, it relieves your amplifier 
of a lot of work. It doesn't actually create 
more watts (Please, no letters from my 
'technical' friends) for your amplifier. 
But, its like turning off the air con-

ditioning in your car. It saves you using 
about 7hp of what you have. And there-
fore, you'll have more watts for clean 
powerful sounding music. 

THE SPECTRU M ANALYZER 
Now you can scientifically analyze 

your stereo listening room and test your 
equipment by using BSR's Real Time 
Frequency Spectrum Analyzer. 
Plus, you'll see your music not as a 

single level on a VU meter, but as a 
kaleidoscopic parade of 10 individual 
20 element VU meters. 
Each is tuned to a specific octave of 

the sound spectrum. An eleventh 20 ele-
ment meter averages all levels. 
The effect is awesome. You can visual-

ly isolate a string bass or cymbal, and 
actually see each individual instrument 
almost as a wave moving across the 220 
individual florescent elements. 

THE MOUTH AND EARS 
It talks. The Analyzer speaks with a 

voice of pure calibrated Pink Noise. Pink 
Noise is the standard composite'sound' 
of all frequencies used for testing in labs 
around the world. All frequencies from 
20 hz to 20,000 hz are generated at the 
exact same level at the exact same time. 
It listens too. If you are testing a cas-

sette or a component in your system, 
use the 'Line Button'. If you're testing 
your whole system with speakers, use the 
matched calibrated electret condenser 

microphone (included). Either way, you'll 
have a quick, easy and accurate way to 
evaluate the total sound of your system. 

HO W TO TEST 
SPEAKERS, EQUIPMENT AND TAPE 
Testing your speakers in your listen-

ing room is the really crucial test. Simply 
place the calibrated microphone where 
you normally sit to listen to your stereo. 

44.• 

At the end of an 18 foot cord is the ear of the System. 
Just clop the mike wherever you sot and test your room. 

Turn on the Pink Noise. You can switch 
to Left Channel, Right Channel or both. 
There's a meter range button, a sen-
sitivity control, and even a switch that 
lets you freeze the meter. 
Just sit down at the equalizer. Start 

with one channel. You'll see all 10 octave 
bands on the meter. Just slide the cor-
responding controls to increase or de-
crease any area that needs help. 
You have now set up your system to 

its maximum capability. But as you'll 
see, location is very important. Move the 
microphone 5 feet to the left or right. 
Then turn on the Pink Noise and check 

the Spectrum Analyzer. Now you can 
see why the specifications that come 
with your system are only a starting point. 
Here's a way to test your tape deck 

and tape. First record Pink Noise for 3 
minutes at -20VU. Then play it back and 
note the readings on the meters. 
Now, record the Pink Noise again at 

OVU or +3. Wait till you see how much 
the high end falls off. Now you'll see why 
all specifications are listed at -20VU. 
With the Equalizer/Analyzer you can 

enjoy the finest stereo sound from your 
system and be a test lab too. 

WHY SO CHEAP 
BSR now only sells equalizers under 

their ADC name. Well, as Detroit comes 
out with new cars each year, ADC comes 
out with new equalizers. We got them to 
supply us with just 30,000 of last year's 

ADC model before they shut it down. 
They had already paid for all the tool-

ing, all the research and design, so we 
were able to buy these for less than half 
the normal price, for cold hard cash. 

THE FINAL FACTS 
There are 20 slide controls, each with 

a bright LED to clearly show its position. 
Each control will add or subtract up to 
15db. (That's a 30db range!) 
There are separate sound detonation 

slide controls for each channel at 31.5hz, 
63hz, 125hz, 250 hz, 500hz, 1,000 hz, 
2000 hz, 4000 hz, 8000 hz, and 16,000hz. 
BSR backs this top of the line Graphic 

Equalizer/Spectrum Analyzer with a 2 
year standard limited warranty. It is 171/•" 

wide, 31/2" tall and 83/4" deep. 
MAKE YOUR MUSIC EXPLODE 

RISK FREE 
Its startling. Music so vibrant with life 

you'll swear it's 3 dimensional. Sculp-
ture your music any way you want it If 
you're not 100% satisfied for any reason, 
simply return it to DAK within 30 days in 
its original box for a courteous refund. 
To order your BSR E03000 Smart 

Sound Detonator 10 Band Graphic Equal-
izer with Real Time Spectrum Analyzer 
and Calibrated Mike, with Subsonic Filter 
and Two Way Tape Dubbing risk free 
with your credit card, call toll free, or 
send your check, not for the $379 retail 
value. Don't even send the $227.97 dealer 
cost. Send just$149 plus$8 for postage 
and handling. Order No. 4100. CA res 
add sales tax. 
The sound of your stereo will explode 

with life as you detonate each frequency 
band with new musical life. And, you can 
see and measure exactly what you've done. 

DAK 
INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED 

Dept H F03 

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 
For credit card orders call 24 hours a day 7 days a week 

CALL TOLL-FREE. . .1-800-325-0800 
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environment, the posthumous assassins of 

Bach, Couperin, Frescobaldi, and other inno-

cent dead"; modified versions of that opinion 

are held by many music-lovers today. The 

fact remains, though, that the Leonhardt-

Hamoncourt approach teas the one taken by 

most of the professional early-music ensem-

bles that sprang up in the 1970s, and its wide-

reaching influence was due largely to the 

vintage recordings that are sampled in the 

Teldec Bach/Handel special edition. 

Not all of the discs contain old material. 

The various cantata performances range 

from 1971 (Christ Lag in Todesbanden, 

B.W.V. 4, performed by the Concentus Musi-

cus) to 1984 (Ein Her:, das seinen Jesum le-

bend weiss, B.W.V. 134, and kh freue mich 

in dir, B.W.V. 133, performed by the Leon-

hardt Consort). The superbly engineered set 

devoted to the Bach violin concertos is a 1982 

product, and most of the Handel concerto 

grosso recordings date from either 1981 or 

1983. 

The details of phrasing and articulation 

described above—some would call them 

T  E L  D E C 

All recordings reviewed from LP. 

BACH 

The Art of Fugue, B.W.V. 
1080. 
Tachezi 0 Teldec T 48231 LP (2). 
C1(2). (Distributed by Intersound.) 

St. John Passion, B.W.V. 245. 
Equiluz, Van Egmond, Villisech, 
Van ('Hoff. Schneeweis; Concen-
tus Musicus, Chorus Viennensis, 
Vienna Choir Boys, Harnoncourt 
0 Teldec T 48232 LP (2). CI (2). 

Mass in B minor, B.W.V. 232. 
Hansmann, Lliyama, Watts, Ego-
luz, Van Egmond; Concentus Mu-
sicus, Chorus Viennensis, Vienna 
Choir Boys, Hamoncourt, 0 Tel-
dec T 48233 LP (2). a (2). 
Christmas Cantatas, B.W.V. 
37, 83, 110', and 1331. 
Jelosits, Wiedl, Frangoulis, Hen-
nig, Stumpf, Esswood, Jacobs, 
Equiluz, Van Egmond, Van der 
Meer, Lorenz; Teilz Boy Choir', 
Concentus Musicus*, Harnon-
court'. Collegium Vocalet, Han-
nover Boy Choir!, Leonhardt Con-
sort!. Leonhardt('. 0 Teldec T 
48234 LP (2). a (2). 

Selig ist der Mann; Christen, 
atzet diesen Tag; Unser Mund sei 
volt Lachens; lch freue mich in dir. 

"mannerisms"—have grown somewhat 

more exaggerated over the years, and tem-

pos in the slower movements seem to have 

picked up a bit. (Clock watchers might find it 

of interest to compare Harnoncourt's 1969 

Brandenburg ('oncertos, included in the 

Teldec anthology, with his altogether more 

brisk 1981-82 reappraisal of the same pieces, 

on Teldec T 42823 LP and T 42840 LP.) Har-

noncourt's and Leonhardt's basic attitude to-

ward Bach and Handel, however, remains 

unchanged—these are performances guided 

not only by scholarship, but also by uncom-

promising dedication and consistently vigor-

ous musicianship. 

Recordings in Teldec's Das Alte Werk 

series, new and old, have been admirable not 

just for their sonic and musical excellence 

but also for their thorough, often thought-

provoking liner-note essays. It is only in this 

latter department that the collection of Bach 

and Handel reissues falls short. Most of the 

players and their instruments are cited on 

the outside jacket covers, but the centerfold 

of each album offers nothing more than a 

Easter Cantatas, B.W.V. 4', 
IV, 31*, 661, and 134). 
Esswood, Equiluz, Van Egmohd, 
Nimsgern, Hennig. Jacobs, Van 
Altena; Chorus Viennensis', Vien-
na Choir Boys', Concentus Musi-
cus", Harnoncourr. Collegium 
Vocalet, Hannover Boy Choir!, 
Leonhardt Consort!, Leonhardtt. 
0 Teldec T 48235 LP (2). CI (2). 

Christ lag in Todesbanden; 
Bleib bei uns, denn es will Abend 
werden; Der Himmel lacht! die 
Erde jubilieret; Erfreut euch, ihr 
Herzen; Em n Herz, das sem en Je-
sum lebend weiss. 

Cantatas for the City Council 
Election, B.W.V. 29, 71, 119, 
120, and 137. 
Huber, Wiedl, Bergius. Esswood, 
Visser, Equiluz, Hartinger. Ho/I, 
Huttenlocher, Van Egmond; Vien-
na Choir Boys, TOlz Boy Choir, 
Concentus Musicus, Hamoncourt 
0 Teldec T 48236 LP (2). CI (2). 

Wir danken dir, Gott. wir dan-
ken dir; Gott ist mein KOning; 
Preise, Jerusalem, dam Herrn; 
Gott man lobet dich in der Stille; 
Loebe den Herren, den machtigen 
!Coning der Ehren. 

photograph or two and a generic biographi-

cal blurb on the composer. All of the discs 

benefit from Teldec's Direct Metal Master-

ing process, and the pressings are of a high 

quality.  James Wierzbicki 

ZEPALINSKY: 

Der Zwerg, Op. 17. 

cl  Nielsen, Haldas, Weller, Riegel; RIAS Cham-
ber Choir, Berlin Radio Symphony Orchestra, 

Albrecht. Schwann VMS 1626 (D. 2).0: 11626(2). 
(Distributed by German News Co., 220 E. 86th St., 
New York, N.Y. 10028.) 

ZIDALIPUSKY: 

Eine florentinisch• Tragtidis, Op. 16. 

Riegel, Sarabia, Soffel; Berlin Radio Sym-
phony Orchestra, Albrecht Schwann VMS 

1625 (0). a 11625. (Distnbuted by German News 
Co.) 

When Alexander von Zemlinsky passed 

away after a painful illness on March 15, 

1942, in Larchmont, N.Y., his death went 

completely unnoticed. Three years before, 

having fled first from Berlin and then from 

Nazified Vienna, he had arrived in the Unit-

ed States a sick and broken man and had tak-

en to his bed almost immediately. 

E  D  I 

Brandenburg Concertos, 
B.W.V. 1045-51. 
Concentus Musicus, Hamoncourt 
o Teldec T 48237 LP (2). D (2). 
Orchestral Suites, B.W.V. 
1088-89. 
Concentus Musicus, Harnoncourt 
o Teldec T 48238 LP (2). CI (2). 
Concertos for Harpsichord 
and Orchestra, B.W.V. 1053-
56, 1060, and 1062-64. 
Leonhardt Consort, Leonhardt. 0 
Teldec T 48239 LP (2). CI (2). 

Concertos. 
A. Harnoncourt, Schaeftlein'; 
Concentus Musicus, Hamoncourt 
0 Teldec T 48240 LP (2). 0 (2). 

Concertos for Violin and Or-
chestra, B.W.V. 1041-43; Concer-
to for Violin, Oboe. and Orchestra, 
SW V. 1016'; Concertos for Vio-
lin and Orchestra (from Harpsi-
chord Concertos), B. W.V 1052 
and 1056. 

HANDEL 

Concertos for Organ and 
Chamber Orchestra, Opp. 4 
and 7. 
Chamber Orchestra, Richter. 0 
Teldec T 48221 LP (2). a (2). 

T  I  0  N 

Sonatas. 
BrOggen '1, Bylsma', Leonhardr, 
Schaeftleint, A. Harnoncourtt, 
Plea ffert, N. Harnoncourtt, Ta-
chez& 0 Teldec T 48222 LP (2). 
C)(2). 

Sonatas for Recorder and 
Continuo: Op. 1, Nos. 2, 4, 7, and 
11'; in B flat'; in 0 minor'; Sona-
tas for Flute. Violin, and Continuo: 
Op. 2, Nos. 1b, 3, and 5t; Sonata 
for Oboe, Violin, and Continuo, in 
D minor!; Sonata a 3. in Ft. 
Alexander's Feast 
Palmer, Rolf-Johnson, Roberts; 
Stockholm Bach Choir, Concen-
tus Musicus, Hamoncourt. 0 Tel-
dec T 48223 LP (2). CI (2). 

Water Music; Concerti grossi, 
Op. 3, Nos. 1-3, 4s, 5, and 6. 
Concentus Musicus, Hamoncourt 
o Teldec T 48224 LP (2). 0 (2). 
Concertos. 
Tachezi, Stastny, Schee f tlein; 
Concentus Musicus, Hamoncourt 
o Teldec T 48225 LP (2). 0 (2). 

Concerti Grossi for Strings 
and Continuo, in C minor, F. D mi-
nor, A, and B minor, Op. 6, Nos. 8-
12; Concerto for Organ and Or-
chestra, in F; Concerto for Flute 
and Orchestra, in 0 minor; Con-
certo for Oboe and Orchestra, in G 
minor; Concerto Grosso in F. Op. 
3, No. 4b. 
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Twenty years earlier, he had been one of 

Europe's most celebrated conductors and 

composers. In 1949, his brother-in-law and 

junior by two years, Arnold Schoenberg, ex-

pressed confidence in Zemlinsky's greatness 

as a composer, adding that his revival might 

occur sooner than most people believed. In 

fact, it only started in the late Seventies, but 

it has been making steady progress ever 

since. We have gradually come to realize 

that even though it was an ordeal to be 

"squeezed" between two giants, Mahler and 

Schoenberg, both of whom he worshipped, 

Zemlinsky was a major figure after all. His 

discography reflects the stages of his renais-

sance fairly adequately. 

It all started with the masterly Lyric 

Symphony (1923), based on poems by Rabin-

dranath Tagore, a worthy counterpart to 

Mahler's Song of the Earth and a cardinal 

source of inspiration for Alban Berg's Lyric 

Suite. Three recordings are now available of 

the Lyric Symphony. Then, starting with 

the monumental Second, came the four 

string quartets, followed by the orchestral 

Maeterlinck Songs; thus, all of Zemlinsky's 

major works outside the theater have be-

come available. 

However, Zemlinsky was first and fore-

most an operatic composer: He c..npleted no 

less than seven operas, leaving an eighth fin-

ished but partly unscored. Of these, the most 

celebrated in their day and probably the best 

F O R M A T  K E Y 

0  LP 

I= Cassette 

CO Co mpact Disc 
3D Videocassette 
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J>1 Open reel 
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are the fifth and sixth, both after plays by 

Oscar Wilde, which are now being issued al-

most simultaneously in similar productions 

on the German Schwann label. A Florentine 

Tragedy was staged at La Fenice in 1980, 

and a recording made on that occasion was 

issued a few years ago by Fonit Cetra. The 

Birthday of the Infanta receives its world 

premiere recording in the present release. 

The two operas are rather short and add up 

to a perfect double bill, the Florentine Trag-

edy preferably coming second, even though 

it was written first (in 1916, The Birthday of 

the Infanta following in 1921). Alongside the 

earlier Maeterlinck Songs and Second Quar-

tet and the slightly later Lyric Symphony, 

the two operas belong to the period between 

1911 and 1927, when Zemlinsky, then at the 

height of his powers and fame, was first con-

ductor at the German opera house in Prague. 

Zemlinsky was a strange, shadowy fig-

ure, obsessed by physical ugliness and amo-

rous failure. Alma Mahler, to whom he 

taught music and whom he wooed before her 

marriage, ruthlessly described him as a hid-

eous gnome, "undersized, chinless, tooth-

less." Only on the conductor's rostrum was 

he transfigured. No wonder the two Wilde 

plays inspired him to write what lay closest 

to his heart. In A Florentine Tragedy, an 

outraged husband, the aging and ugly mer-

chant Simone, unexpectedly reconquers his 

wife at the last minute by killing his rival, the 

young and handsome Prince, in a burst of 

desperate courage—making the piece end 

abruptly on a very hazardous coup de the-

atre. The story behind the other opera is that 

of a dwarf: He is an adolescent, almost a 

child, the son of a poor collier. He is found in 

the forest, where he had led a happy life, for 

no one had ever told him about his deformity 

and he had never seen his image. The Infan-

ta of Spain, to whom he has been presented 

as a toy on her birthday, plays with him a 

most inhuman game, without her even being 

aware of her cruelty. Madly in love with the 

Infanta, the Dwarf suddenly has the horrible 

revelation of his ugliness in front of the first 

mirror he ever looks into. As the pain kills 

him, she merely remarks, "Next time, I want 

a toy without a heart," before returning to 

her playmates. 

Musically, the two works are fairly dif-

ferent. A Florentine Tragedy has an almost 

Straussian splendor and opulence, and in-

deed its lengthy orchestral prelude (replac-

ing the original love duet missing in what re-
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mains of Wilde's manuscript) may recall the 

opening of Der Rosenkavalier. However, 

Zemlinsky's tonal idiom is darker, more tor-

mented, closer to Schoenberg's Pe!leas et 

Melisande. This, in fact, was as far as Zem-

linsky was willing to go on the road leading 

to atonality, the border of which he never 

crossed. His vocal lines are tense and high-

strung, his scoring of matchless magnifi-

cence. As a powerful one-act opera with only 

three characters, A Florentine Tragedy 

should henceforth attain a popularity compa-

rable to that of Bartok's Bluebeard's Castle. 

The Dwarf is at the same time longer, 

more varied, and more complex. Here the 

composer confronts two irreconcilable 

worlds: The frozen formal etiquette of the 

Spanish court is represented through a deco-

rative, archaic, stylized diatonicism of some-

times almost Ravelian preciosity, while the 

sufferings of the Dwarf call for a tortured 

chromaticism of truly expressionistic aching. 

Just as in A Florentine Tragedy, where a 

tremendous tension gathers very slowly, to 

burst out in a protracted climax of terrifying 

violence, here the icy, crystalline serenity is 

purposely drawn out so that the moment of 

the terrible revelation becomes one of the 

most heartrending, shocking scenes in the 

operatic repertoire. Alban Berg, who greatly 

admired the work, was unable to bear it. 

I have so far spoken of The Dwarf 

which is the original title of Zemlinsky's op-

era, whereas the present recording calls it 

The Birthday of the Infanta, thus reverting 

to Oscar Wilde's title. (Incidentally, the lat-

ter title is also that of Franz Schreker's earli-

er ballet-pantomime, of which an orchestral 

suite has been recorded on the Classical Ex-

cellence label). The explanation for the 

I  N  T  H  I 

BACH: 
Choral and Instrumental 
Works (Teldec). 

GESUALDO: 
II quinto libro del madrigali a 
cinque voci. 

GIORDANO: 
Andrea Chenier. 

change is that for its recent revival the op-

era's libretto has been thoroughly revised to 

suit contemporary taste and get closer to 

Wilde's original. The music, however, re-

mains absolutely the same. As for A Floren-

tine Tragedy, compared with the recorded 

live performance on Fonit Cetra, the 

Schwann recording features a couple of 

(very minor) cuts that improve its dramatic 

pace and emphasize Simone's already domi-

neering part. 

Both works get magnificent perfor-

mances. Kenneth Riegel embodies a Dwarf 

of shattering, almost shocking intensity. 

This part finds him at his best as a great 

singer and an actor of genius, and his grand 

climax, when he sees himself in the mirror, is 

simply spine-chilling. Inga Nielsen is a per-

fect Infanta, with her Nordic, crystal-clear 

and icy soprano embodying a porcelain-eyed 

child-woman, an unknowing and murderous 

doll. Beatrice Haldas's warmer and more 

sensuous tone color suits the compassionate, 

sympathetic Ghita. In A Florentine Trage-

dy, we again find Kenneth Riegel, this time 

embodying a confident, even rather arro-

gant young Renaissance prince, but here the 

honors undoubtedly should go to the formi-

dable bass of Guilermo Sarabia (a newcomer 

to me; the jacket gives no biography), who 

sings a really overwhelming Simone. Quite 

rightly, there is more sexual submission of 

the animal kind than actual love in Doris Sof-

fel's final volte-face, the more so since only a 

few minutes before she harshly encouraged 

her lover to slaughter her husband. 

In both productions, made at the same 

time, the orchestral playing and the conduct-

ing of Gerd Albrecht are magnificent, and so 

is the recorded sound. As to the actual fin-

! S S () 

HANDEL: 
Choral and Instrumental 
Works (Teldec). 

HANDEL: 
Concertos; Royal Fireworks 
Music. 

HANDEL: 
Water Music. 

HAYDN: 
Symphonies Nos. 101-4. 

ished product, I have two small reservations: 

One concerns both works, and that is the li-

bretto, where the English translation fol-

lows the German original rather than facing 

it line-by-line in the usual fashion, a most un-

fortunate and impractical proposition; the 

other applies to The Birthday of the Infan-

ta, whose 78 minutes make rather short lis-

tening for being spread out on four record 

sides. Surely a suitable complement (such as 

Schreker's eponymous ballet) could have 

been found. This being said, we now have 

two major contributions to the Zemlinsky re-

vival. Schoenberg was right about him after 

all!  Harry Halbreich 

GIORDANO: 

Andrea Chenier. 

ru Pavarotti, Caballe, Nucci, Kuhlmann, Vamay, 
N•P Ludwig, Krause, Cuenod, Howlett Tadao, De 
Palma, Andreolli, MOffeSi, Hamer. Chorus of the 
Welsh National Opera, National Philharmonic Or-
chestra, Chailly. Ray Minshull, prod London 410 
117-2 (0, 2). 0 (3). CI (2). 

This is an exciting performance, one of the 

few Italian opera recordings made in recent 

years that I find anywhere near convincing. 

Yes, it has problems. They begin with our 

prima donna, who at her very first entrance 

swoons through an overripe portamento, 

characteristic of her, but not of the virginal 

young victim of the French Revolution she's 

supposed to play; she couldn't do more to de 

stroy her character if, in live performance, 

she were preceded on stage by a footman an-

nouncing, "Miss Montserrat Caballe." Her 

partner, Luciano Pavarotti, also sounds dis-

tant from the drama, as if—despite a strug-

gle to rescue his artistic integrity from his 

career as an entertainer—he'd forgotten 

what makes one Italian tenor role different 

IVES: 
Symphony No. 3; Orchestral 
Set No. 2. 

MONTEVERDI: 
II quinto libro del madrigali. 

MOZART: 
Piano Concertos, Nos. 12, 14. 

ZEMLINSKY: 
Der Zwerg; Ein florentinische 
Tragodie. 
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from another. But he has recovered his vocal 

freedom, and I'm both grateful and im-

pressed: His singing here is ringing, reason-

ably supple, and no more than a tiny bit cyni-

cal, worlds away, in any case, from the 

distressingly heavy labor of the three ex-

cerpts from Chenier he recorded in 1979 on 

his Verismo Arias disc. Caballe, I'm afraid, 

seems to be sinking into vocal difficulty, 

most noticeably in the final duet, where at 

moments she sounds almost desperate. But 

she pulls herself together often enough, 

above all for "La mamma morta," her big 

aria (much as she did for "Suicido" on an 

otherwise generally unconvincing London 

recording of La Gioconda a few years ago). 

At these moments she's her usual powerful, 

voluptuous self; her performance is hardly a 

total loss. 

Why do I like the recording so much if I 

have doubts about the soprano and tenor? 

Because in my no doubt revisionist view of 

this much underrated opera, the soprano and 

tenor aren't so important. Yes, their doomed 

love is the thread that holds the work togeth-

er. But even so, it's only one of a series of 

historical vignettes that together make up 

the full story of the opera, and as set to mu-

sic, it's a sometime thing, empty rhetoric 

brightened, here and there, by a flash of hon-

est passion. It's in sketching what might ap-

pear to be the background of his main story 

that Giordano shows himself to be a master 

C R I T I C S' 

The most noteworthy releases 

reviewed recently 

BACH: 

Works for Harpsicord. 
Gilbert, Pinnock. 0 Archly 413 103-
1, June, 

BARTOK: 

String Quartets, Nos. 1-6. 
Takacs String Quartet 0 Hungaro-
ton SLPD 12502-04, May. 

CHABRIER: 

L'Etoile. 
Gautier, Elacquier, Le Roux, David, 
Alliot-Lugaz, Raphanel, Damonte: 
Orchestra and Chorus of the Op-
era of Lyons, Gardiner. 0 PathE 
Marconi 2700863, July. 

of post-Wagnerian half-symphonic operatic 

continuity; it's in his parade of incidents 

from the daily life of revolutionary France 

that he demonstrates an opera composer's 

real skill, which is to embed theatrical action 

in music that gives it color, shape, and— 

above all—character. 

I like this recording because the back-

ground parade is so savory. Look, for in-

stance, at the casting of the smaller roles. 

The subtlest comprimario of our time, Piero 

de Palma, is the spy, Incredibile, and four 

other parts are taken by singers all of whom 

are stars in their own right Tough old Astrid 

Varnay is Caballe's mother, the Countess de 

Coigny; Tom Krause is Pavarotti's friend, 

Boucher; the masterful Hugues Cuenod, 

who must be eighty, is (to quote the libretto) 

the "ageing" novelist, Fleville; and Christa 

Ludwig enjoys a brief moment of sober glo-

ry as the patriotic Madelon. Christa Ludwig! 

Next some theater group will stage Romeo 

and Juliet with Sophia Loren as the Nurse. 

As Gerard, head honcho of the opera's revo-

lutionary backdrop, Leo Nucci is ... well, not 

subtle, exactly, but full of life, wielding his 

incisive (though not very colorful) instru-

ment with an abandon that reminds me of 

that 200-horsepower baritone of a genera-

tion ago, Gino Bechi—scaled down, of 

course, to our modern-age 55-mile-an-hour 

speed limit 

Add vivid conducting by Riccardo Chail-

ly and you've got a winner, especially since 

Chailly can both crack his whip—try him at 

the climax of the second act, when Pavarotti 

fights Gerard—and then hold the orchestra 

in breathless suspension when, at the end of 

"La mamma morta," Caballe asks us to 

imagine that she's being kissed by the angel 

of death. Chailly is the real hero of the per-

formance; it's principally because he ap-

proaches the score with such responsibility 

and dramatic force that I find myself con-

vinced. 

I mentioned Gino Bechi. Bechi actually 

recorded Chenier, in 1941, with the impas-

sioned tenor Beniamino Gigli and other art-

ists from La Scala. My own sense of respon-

sibility impels me to say that this old 

recording sets a standard for color, odor, and 

flavor (to say nothing of vocal force) so high 

that there isn't any point in even asking if 

the new one measures up. Perhaps I 

shouldn't compare them; it's as if I'd insist on 

spoiling my enjoyment of a sleek new restau-

rant in Rome with memories of a tiny tratto-

ria where food still tastes as fresh as it once 

did all over Italy. But the trattoria does exist, 

and so does the old recording of Chenier (it's 

still available as an import), serving, I'm 

afraid, as a rebuke to anyone who thinks 

even the best modern Italian opera perfor-

mances are truly adequate. 

Gregory Sandow 

(Continued on page 61) 
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A bit of Mozartsan magic: Gardinor 

MOZART: 

Concertos for Piano and Orchestra: 
No. 12, in A, K. 414; No. 14, in E flat, 
K. 449. 

8,/son: English Baroque Soloists, Gardiner. 
Andreas Holschneider, prod Archly 413 463-

4 (0). 00 

Fortepianist Malcolm Bilson's fans, particu-

larly those who relished the first release in 

his Mozart piano concerto series with John 

Eliot Gardiner (Nos. 9 and 11, Archiv 410 

905), won't need my recommendation to ob-

tain this second installment. It couples an-

other relatively early concerto, No. 12, with 

what is generally considered to be the first 

of the incomparably great works in this 

form, No. 14. 

There have been so many fine modern-

instrument recordings of both works by 

famous soloists and conductors that even 

such rising but more specialized stars as Bil-

son and Gardiner might seem to be out-

classed—unless one is aware of the pro-

foundly different musical experiences 

proffered by the strange (at first) period-

instrument timbres, less pretentious cham-

ber-scaled manner, and the quintessentially 

Mozartean magic to be savored here. Com-

pare these versions with, for example, the 

impressive 1982 Rudolf Serkin/Claudio Ab-

bado/Deutsche Grammophon Twelfth Con-

certo or the bewitching c. 1975 Fourteenth 

by Peter Serkin and Alexander Schneider for 

RCA (recently reissued at Gold Label budget 

price). But these aren't true comparisons: 

The sonic and stylistic differences are of 

kind, not quality. And it doesn't diminish one 

whit my admiration of the younger Serkin's 

delectable No. 14 to find another kind of de-

lectability in Bilson's. Wanda Landowska 

was thinking of performances as well as 

compositions when she reminded us that 

"masterpieces are not wolves and do not de-

vour each other." In music, as in heaven, 

there are many mansions.  R. D. Darrell 
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Distinctive "Water Music" from Hans-Martin Linde and the Linde Consort 

IVES: 
Symphony No. 3; Orchestral Sot No. 2. 

Concertgebouw Orchestra, Thomas. David 
Q  prod CBS IM 37823 (0). a 

The manuscripts, letters, and documents 

comprising the Ives collection at Yale Uni-

versity have proved to be an invaluable 

source for Ives scholars. In 1974, the Charles 

Ives Society was founded to produce critical 

editions of the composer's works based on 

the contents of the collection. Two of the 

fruits of the society's labors may be heard on 

the present recording: the premiere perfor-

mances of Symphony No. 3 and Orchestral 

Set No. 2, in their new, definitive guises. 

Symphony No. 3 (1902-4) has endured a 

series of alterations during its 80-year exis-

tence. First revised by the composer in 1909, 

it was further corrected by Lou Harrison 

(who prepared the first printed score) and 

Henry Cowell (who thoroughly amended the 

existing edition in 1964). Now, with the add-

ed materials from the Ives Collection, an 

even more accurate reading may be 

achieved. Most of the alterations consist of 

subtle changes in instrumentation (such as 

the haunting violin solos at the end of the 

first two movements). The symphony has 

undoubtedly gained in clarity and conviction 

as a result. 

This is one of the composer's most acces-

sible works, partaking of a coherent, organic 

nature sometimes lacking in later efforts. 

The typical Ivesian unresolved discords and 

liberal quoting of hymns and folk tunes are 

apparent, but they are carefully juxtaposed 

rather than savagely layered. A gentle, ear-

nest, unassuming piece, of chamber orches-

tra proportions, the symphony is a gem of 

melodic and formal perfection. 

Orchestral Set No. 2 (1909-15) is hardly 

known at all today; it has never been pub-

lished (though the Ives Society will correct 

this), and prior performances have been 

based on a score made in the 1930s by one of 

Ives's copyists. Its idiom is closer to the Ives 

we know from Three Places in New En-

gland and Symphony No. 4. Here are the 

true Ivesian layerings of Americana, rang-

ing from hymns and folksongs to snatches of 

band and dance hall music. The resulting 

contrapuntal web is a dense blend of clash-

ing polyrhythmic and polytonal patterns. An 

eerie, ominous Elegy is followed by a boister-

ous, exuberant Allegro ("The Rockstrewn 

Hills Join in the People's Outdoor Meeting"). 

The last movement ("From Hanover Square 

North, at the End of a Tragic Day, the Voice 

of the People Again Arose"), inspired by the 

sinking of the Lusitania, builds a moving 

choral/orchestral climax that features "In 

the Sweet Bye and Bye" blaring in the brass. 

Michael Tilson Thomas and the Concert-

gebouw Orchestra produce readings of pen-

etrating intelligence. The Concertgebouw 

plays this music with enthusiasm and even 

idiomatic flair, though its lush, polished 

sound drains the scrappier, more boisterous 

moments of their rudeness. Rarely have I 

heard Ives played with such lucidity of vi-

sion; instead of the incoherent jumble that so 

often passes for Ivesian performance, one is 

treated to readings that constantly clarify 

the intertwining musical lines and bring out 

the inner voices. Dennis Russell Davies's re-

cent recording of the unrevised Symphony 

No. 3 (Pro Arte PAD 149) with the much 

smaller St. Paul Chamber Orchestra can 

evince greater rhythmic definition, brisker 

textures, and more raucous effects, but it is 

no match for Thomas in either sonority or 

musical intellect.  K Robert Schwan 

HANDEL 
Water Music. 

Linde Consort, Linde. Gerd Berg and Christ. 
fried Bickenbach. prods. Angel EMI 4DS 

38154 (D). 0 

HANDEL 
Concerto in F; Concerto a due con, No. 2, 
in F; Royal Fireworks Music. 

Cappella Coloniensis, Linde. Angel EMI 4DS 
38155 (0).0 

The Swiss Hans-Martin Linde has been long 

esteemed as a Baroque flutist and recorder 

player: It's only recently that he has fol-

lowed the examples of fellow recorder virtu-

osos Frans Briigghen and the late David 

Munrow as a leader of period-instrument en-

sembles. And while his most recently record-

ed solo program (with Christopher Hogwood 

accompanying) of Handel's Blockflote Sona-

tas for Angel should have prepared me, I'm 

still surprised and delighted by the personal-

ity, humor, idiomatic authority, and above all 

the freely rhapsodic ornamentation he 

brings to (and elicits from his players 

throughout) the familiar Handel master-

pieces—except that they no longer seem so 

familiar in these imaginatively fresh and ir-

resistibly infectious performances. 

Add gleamingly lucid digital sound to 

the attractions here and even the best and 

most famous previous Water Music and 

Royal Fireworks Music recordings begin to 

seem diminished. I still cherish my earlier fa-

vorite Water Music by Harnoncourt for Te-

lefunken, but while its best moments are still 

mightily exciting, its idiosyncrasies, not to 

say eccentricities, seem all the more marked 

and controversial in comparison with Linde's 

saner, less frenzied treatment. Even the 

great Hogwood is made to seem for once al-

most cursory, and such worthies as Gardi-

ner, Maier (with the Collegium Aureum), 

Malgoire (in both his c. 1974 and 1984 ver-

sions), and Pinnock begin to fade in my mem-

ory. (I mention only complete, period-instru-

ment Water Musics; no excerpts-only 

recordings can ever satisfy true Handelians, 

and once one has developed a taste for au-

thentic timbres and styles, modern sonorities 

and symphonic inflations simply sound all 

wrong.) 

The Linde Consort sounds like a smaller 

ensemble than I've ever heard perform the 

Water Music. (I say sounds, since the pres-
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ent cassette's skimpy notes don't include any 

personnel or instrument specifications.) But 

while the most famous royal-barge presenta-

tion of this music in 1717 probably did mus-

ter some 50 players (with doubled winds), 

scholars believe that there was at least one 

earlier, more modest Thames expedition, 

perhaps as early as 1715. What was played 

then probably was only the present "Horn" 

Suite in F. Trumpets and timpani weren't 

added-they are featured in the present Sec-

ond, or "Trumpet," Suite in D-until the 

1717 trip. And the present Third, or "Flute," 

Suite in G, more lightly scored with harpsi-

chord continuo, probably was played only in 

the evening after the return to land. 

Whatever the historical facts, Linde's 

relatively small-scaled, lean yet muscular 

presentation completely justifies itself-

first by felicitously combining consistently 

taut control with wholly unfettered freedom 

for the individual soloists (notably, the solo 

oboist's wealth of always musically apt em-

bellishments in the Adagio e staccato), but 

also by enlivening stylistic traditions with 

distinctive projections of personality (not ex-

eluding genuine humor) by both the soloists 

and the leader. Moreover, the pungent Ba-

roque timbres are seemingly effortlessly 

produced and varied, while Linde and his 

band never forget that the original purpose 

of this music was immediate entertainment: 

an inexhaustible fount of whistleable tunes 

and toe-tickling rhythms. What other music 

radiates such buoyancy and such a pervasive 

sense of elation? 

For the more festive Royal Fireworks 

Music and the two orchestral concertos, 

Linde calls upon an apparently slightly larg-

er ensemble, the Cappella Coloniensis (i.e., 

Chamber Orchestra of Cologne), but except 

for the greater stateliness of the overture 

movements, the performances otherwise are 

every bit as crisply characterized and conta-

giously zestful as those of the Water Music. 

The two less-often-heard concertos are 

of special interest-to listeners in general as 

gloriously satisfying music in their own 

right and to Handel cognoscenti for their 

revelatory glimpses into the canny Old Mas-

ter's workshop. The shorter, two-movement 

Concerto in F (No. 1 of the three concertos 

that served as preparatory exercises for the 

Fireworks and Water Music) comprises pre-

liminary versions of the allegro from the 

Fireworks Overture and the first of the final 

two Menuets. The six-movement Second 

Concerto a due con combines some original 

materials with transcriptions of choral move-

ments from Esther, Messiah, Ode for the 

Birthday of Queen Anne, and the Occa-

sional Oratorio. Both concertos have been 

recorded before, usually as fillers, less often 

as parts of complete trilogies, but they have 

never been as sonically and musically attrac-

tive as here. And for the first time (as far as I 

know) in recorded presentations, they are 

identified by the new Handel Works Cata-

logue numbers: 333 for the Double Concerto 

in F, 335b for the two-movement Concerto in 

F (superseding the old Chrysander/ Handel 

identifications by volume and page). 

What better way to celebrate George 

Frideric's 300th birthday year than with this 

music? Nearly three centuries old though it 

may be, it has never sounded younger, more 

invigorating, or more vital.  R. D. Darrell 

(Continued on page 64) 
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Juice. You get the idea.... 

Identity this pop singer, her age, and the TV show she's debuting on. 

Fifty questions 

to separate the 

leaders fro m 

the pack 

Let's 
Get 

Trivial 

by Billy Altman 

and Jeff Nesin 

Think of this as a populist update of The G.E. College Bowl—highly 
entertaining, mildly intelligent, and entirely irrelevant. So whether your 
degree is from MIT, UCLA, or WPLJ, here's an opportunity to unburden 
yourself of some of those useless 
rock 'n' roll facts you've been carry-
ing around. "WPLJ," by the way, 
was originally a modest hit in the 
'50s for the 4 Duces and was revised 
by the Mothers of Invention a dec-
ade and a half later. The letters 
stand for White Port and Lemon 

Billy Altman is New York editor and video columnist for Creem. 
Jeff Nesin writes frequently about music and is director of special 

programs at New York :s School of Visual Arts. 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

8. 

Which Everly Brother is older? (a) Don (b) Phil (c) neither— 

they're twins 

Who produced records for both Joni Mitchell and Jackson 

Browne? (a) Crosby (b) Stills (c) Nash (d) Young 

Match the lead singer with the group: 

Levi Stubbs  Impressions 

Curtis Mayfield  Drifters 

Martha Reeves  Four Tops 

David Ruffin  Vandellas 

Ben E. King  Temptations 

Cyndi Lauper first recorded with (a) Blue Ash (b) Blue Angel 

(c) Blue Swede (d) The Shocking Blue. 
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9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Chuck Berry is a licensed (a) justice of the peace (b) auto me-

chanic (c) cosmetologist (d) chiropractor. 

Steve Miller's brother Jerry played guitar for which Califor-

nia psychedelic band? (a) Strawberry Alarm Clock (b) Choco-

late Watch Band (c) Peanut Butter Conspiracy (d) Moby 

Grape 

When Brian Wilson stopped touring with the Beach Boys in 

1964, who first took his place on stage? (a) Glen Campbell 

(b) Mac Davis (c) John Denver (d) John Davidson 

What band did Lowell George leave to form Little Feat? 

Which Rolling Stones session keyboardist was actually once 

a member of the band? (a) Ian McLagan (b) Ian Paice (c) Ian 

Stewart (d) Ian Whitcomb 

Bob Dylan once recorded under the alias (a) Queen Jane 

(b) Blind Boy Grunt (c) Judas Priest (d) Mr. Jones. 

Name the three original Wailers. 

Which guitarist did not play for the Yardbirds? (a) Peter 

Green (b) Jeff Beck (c) Eric Clapton (d) Jimmy Page 

17. Which guitarist did not play for John Mayall's Blues-
breakers? (a) Peter Green (b) Jeff Beck (c) Eric Clapton 

(d) Mick Taylor 

Match the "bird group" with their hit: 

18. Orioles  "Gee" 
19. Flamingos  "Earth Angel" 

20. Penguins 
21. Crows 
22. Robins 

"I Only Have Eyes for You" 

"Riot in Cell Block #9" 

"Crying in the Chapel" 

23. The working title of the Beatles' film Help! was (a) Carry 
On, Doctor Robert (b) Eight Arms to Hold You (c) Four 

Clean Young Men (d) You Know My Name (Look Up the 

Number). 

24. What does "ABBA" stand for? 

25. Who were Nedra Talley, Veronica Bennett, and Estelle Ben-
nett? (a) Royalettes (b) Ronettes (c) Marvelettes (d) Bobettes 

26. Which future soul star replaced Clyde McPhatter in the Dom-
inoes? 

27. Which member of ZZ Top does not have a beard? (a) Billy 
Gibbons (b) Dusty Hill (c) Frank Beard (d) none of the above 

28. Which title is not the name of a Ramones song? (a) "Gimme 
Gimme Shock Treatment" (b) "Psycho Therapy" (c) "Go Men-

tal" (d) "D.O.A." 

29. The kids from which TV show had hits with "Johnny Angel" 
and "My Dad"? (a) My Three Sons (b) Father Knows Best 
(c) The Donna Reed Show (d) Ozzie and Harriet 

30. David Bowie made his acting debut in the film (a) Ned Kelly 
(b) The Man Who Fell to Earth (c) How I Won the War 

(d) Cisco Pike. 

31. 

32. 

Why did Gene Clark leave the Byrds? (a) fear of flying 

(b) fear of success (c) fear of failure (d) fear of crowds 

What do the Clash, Meat Loaf, and NBC's Night Court have 

in common? 

33. Which girl couldn't help it? (a) Carroll Baker (b) Jayne Mans-
field (c) Mamie Van Doren (d) Natalie Wood 

34. Joe Lynn Turner is to Ronnie James Dio as   
is to Ozzy Osbourne. (a) David Coverdale (b) David Lee Roth 

(c) Ronnie Van Zandt (d) Ronnie James Dio 

35. Capitol's "Elvis Sound-Alike" contest winner was (a) Tommy 
Sands (b) Conway Witty (c) Ral Donner (d) Gene Vincent 

Match the stage names with the given names: 

36. Captain Beefheart 
37. Alice Cooper 
38. Chubby Checker 
39. Elvis Costello 
40. Elton John 

Ernest Evans 

Declan McManus 

Reginald Dwight 

Vincent Furnier 

Don Van Vliet 

41. Members of Steely Dan got their start backing (a) Jay and 
the Techniques (b) Jay and the Americans (c) The Jaynetts 

(d) Screamin' Jay Hawkins. 

42. "One" was recorded by (a) The Kahn Twins (b) Three Dog 
Night (c) Unit Four Plus Two (d) We Five. 

43. Which person was not a member of Sun's "Million Dollar 
Quartet"? (a) Johnny Cash (b) Jerry Lee Lewis (c) Roy Orbi-
son (d) Carl Perkins (e) Elvis Presley 

44. Members of Free and Mott the Hoople formed (a) Sharks 
(b) The Firm (c) Bad Company (d) Spooky Tooth. 

45. Their hit version of Bob Dylan's "Don't Think Twice, It's Al-
right" was recorded under the pseudonym The Wonder Who. 

(a) Four Tops (b) Four Seasons (c) Four Freshmen (d) Four 

Preps 

Match the lyric with the song: 

46. "I knew we was fallin' in love" 
47. "The heat was hot" 
48. "Guilty feet have got no rhythm" 

49. "Strap your hands across my engines" 

50. "I'm itchin' like a bear on a fuzzy tree" 

"All Shook Up" 

"Careless Whisper" 
"Do Wah Diddy 

Diddy" 

"A Horse with No 

Name" 

"Born to Run" 

Send your completed quiz to BACKBEAT. HIGH FIDELITY: 825 

Seventh Ave., New York, N.Y. 10019. Answers and the 

name(s) of entrant(s) who score highest will appear in a sub-

sequent issue. 
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REVIEWS 

The Darol Anger/Barbara Higbie Quintet: pushing the limits of their label 

DAROL ANGER/BARBARA HIGBIE 
QUINTET: 

Live at Montreux. 

0  Steven Miller, Barbara Higbie, and Darol An-
ger, prods. VVindham Hill WH 1036.1=10 

The first few times I listened to Live at 

Montreux, the duet-plus-ensemble record-

ing by "new acoustic" musicians Barbara 

Higbie and Darol Anger, I dismissed its 

soft sound as it faded away, barely heard. As 

on many releases of this "new age" label, a 

delicate musical interplay predominates; 

there are few obtrusive junctures, no abra-

sions. This is Windham Hill's signature 

sound—a pastel wash, moody and flowing. 

Detractors refer to this light-handed stuff as 

aural wallpaper; even admirers agree that 

it's frequently the perfect soundtrack to a 

sleepy beach scene. A fan of the bite and 

jump of Higbie's and Anger's bluegrass fu-

sion, I found myself drawn in by Live at 

Montreux 's subtle shading. Hidden away in 

the narcotic repetition are the duo's warm 

improvisations drawn from jazz- and 

Eastern-inflected bluegrass repertoires (the 

basis for Anger's catchy coinage, "new 

acoustic music"). And like the sound of 

waves reverberating in a conch shell, the rec-

ord's overall effect is hypnotic. Yet despitc 

its superficial seamlessness, Montreux is a 

divided venture that clearly illustrates the 

best and worst characteristics of new-age 

music. 

"New age" is a catchall term that con-

notes to its proponents an introspective spiri-

tuality and wholistic perspective, for which 

Windham Hill's meditations provide a sooth-

ing backdrop. But not all of the label's artists 

would describe themselves or their work in 

this way. For the "Evening with Windham 

Hill" concert at which Live at Montreux was 
recorded, fiddler Anger and pianist Higbie 

drew together a quintet featuring Andy 

Narell (steel drums) and Rounder labelmate 

Mike Marshall (mandolin and guitar), anoth-

er new-acoustic musician and composer, 

whose "Egypt" was performed for this ses-

sion. Jazz-band leader Narell's latinate 

rhythms and bebop sensibilities were promi-

nent successes on last summer's festival cir-

cuit; they balance and propel everything 

they touch on Montreux. 

"Near Northern," Anger's windy fiddle 

composition, is the album's standout. De-

spite Higbie's cascading-waters piano ploys, 

the crescendos and fiddle/piano chases and 

scalar climbs (involving both textural and 

tonal changes) reveal two talented, profi-

cient players. "Northern" begins loudly (for 

this record) and takes off at a brisk but un-

hurried pace that is maintained throughout; 

it wins "Best of" on dynamics alone. Hig-

bie's pleasantly sad though aurally unchal-

lenging "Duet" uses the same fiddle/piano 

conversations, but the piece passes diffident-

ly through its theme and then withdraws, 

the instruments barely having made contact. 

Some of the flaws on Live at Montreux can 

be attributed to moderately successful com-

positions, but this is not true of all of them. 

In several more articulate cuts, the ensemble 

arrangements, bass lines, and Narell's solos 

rescue what might otherwise have been ho-

hum dismissives. When she's freed from a 

supporting role, Higbie's playing broadens, 

deepens. She releases her reserve in a round-

ed reading of her own "Daughter of Cups." 

And Anger's fiddle work is more intuitive 

than the shrill whine and choppy bowstrokes 

of the hammer-you-over-the-head world of 

his bluegrass takeoffs. But the record's fail-

ure (and perhaps the label's, too) is its overin-

dulgent tendency. Too many similar sounds, 

too few inventions. Half of Live at Mon-
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treux would have made an interesting, if 

short, album. 

In recording for Windham Hill, compos-

ers have put aside their angular tunes and 

prior to Mark Isham's recently released 

Film Music, their vocal compostions. In ex-

change, they're rewarded with the finest 

polyvinyl chloride available and designer 

Anne Robinson's clean graphics. Her serene 

single-image photos, square borders, and 

straightforward typography reflect the sur-

prisingly no-nonsense music inside. Critics 

cite this attention to packaging as evidence 

that the label sells homogeneity, muting indi-

vidual artists' styles. It's even true that some 

of its catalog functions like a run-on sen-

tence: It isn't always easy to tell where one 

release ends and another begins. 

But no company is entirely successful, 

no a&r department catches all the best tal-

ent. Windham Hill's "A" list includes guitar-

ist Michael Hedges (whose Aerial Bound-

aries contains the only solo version of "After 

the Gold Rush" I can stand), Irish traditional 

instrumentalist Michael O'Domhnaill, and pi-

anist Liz Story on the Windham Hill label; 

guitarist Michael Lorimer on Dancing Cat; 

and Anthony Braxton on Magenta, the new 

jazz-only affiliate run by former Arista jazz 

director Steve Backer. Isham brought Hig-

bie and Anger together for his movie sound-

tracks, and in turn they contribute ideas for 

future projects. Originally, Windham Hill's 

focus was narrower than its artists' aspira-

tions. Those who have remained on the label 

have broadened its range along with their 

own.  Leslie Berman 

DUKE ELLINGTON AND HIS ORCHESTRA: 

Reflections in Ellington. 

O Jerry Valbum, prod. Everybodys EV 3005 
(Marto( Productions, PO. Box 156, Hicks-

ville, N.Y. 11802). 

RCA Victor was making 33'A-rpm long-play-

ing records in 1932, sixteen years before the 

I  PI  T H I S 

LP was formally introduced by its rival, Co-

lumbia. Some of them were actually primi-

tive stereo: Two microphones and two cut-

ting tables produced two discs—one focused 

on the left side, the other on the right—that 

were made to be played simultaneously. 

Since either could be sold as a long-playing 

monaural record, however, most of them 

were. After half a century, the possibility of 

finding matching sets seemed unlikely. 

But four years ago, collector Steve 

Lasker bought an Ellington disk at an auc-

tion. He thought it might be an alternate ver-

sion because the matrix and take numbers 

differed from those on the issued recording 

of the performance. Yet, after obtaining a 

copy of that three years later and comparing 

the two with the help of engineer Brad Kay, 

Lasker finally realized that he had the right 

and left sides of a stereo recording; Reflec-

tions in Ellington recreates the 1932 or-

chestra in stereo. 

Placed in the context of monaural re-

cordings of the early '30s, the range, depth, 

and clarity of this session (February 3, 1932) 

are remarkable. A medley of "Mood Indigo," 

"Hot and Bothered," and "Creole Love Call" 

catches the Ellington band in transition from 

the lean, sinuous sound perfected at the Cot-

ton Club to the richer, more luminous quali-

ties that the band acquired in the mid-1930s. 

The closeup clarity is not as consistent in 

a second Ellington session of six days later. 

This is another medley that includes a rather 

uncertainly balanced performance of "East 

St. Louis Toodle-Oo"; a dazzling Ellington pi-

ano solo, "Lots o' Fingers" (which he also ro-

corded as "Fast and Furious"); and a "Black 

and Tan Fantasy" that brings Tricky Sam 

Nanton's growling trombone into focus as 

never before. 

The rest of Side 1 and all of Side 2 consist 

of air shots by the band in August and Sep-

tember of 1940, a peak time for both compos-

er and crew. The band bristles with excite-

I  S  S 

JAZZ  RICKY FORD: 
Shorter Ideas. 

ADAMS/PULLEN QUARTET: 
Live at the Village Vanguard. 

ANGER/HIGBIE QUINTET: 
Live at Montreux. 

DUKE ELLINGTON: 
Reflections in Ellington. 

ment on two tunes that were brand-new 

then, "Harlem Air Shaft" and "All Too 

Soon," as much as it enlivens older pieces 

such as "Stompy Jones," "Riding on a Blue 

Note," and "Rose of the Rio Grande." By 

themselves, these dates would be a valuable 

addition to an Ellington collection. But the 

two long-playing stereo medleys are essen-

tial.  John S. Wilson 

DAVID MURRAY BIG BAND: 

Live at Sweet Basil, Vol. 1. 

O David Murray, prod Black Saint BSR 0085. 
83 (1 (Distributed by Polygram Special 

Imports.) 

When someone has a knack for delivering 

the goods, you come to expect a lot from him. 

With his quartet and octet, David Murray re-

cast time-honored jazz settings in his own im-

age. His instincts and ambitions are so on-

target that the success of each new endeavor 

seems a given. So Live at Sweet Basil, Vol. 1 

really caught me off guard: It's raucous, hu-

morous, spirited, and brusque, at once excit-

ing and unsettling. And I'm still not sure 

what to make of it. 

Despite the compositional possibilities 

extra instrumentation provides, this is a solo-

ist's band. As an arranger, Murray works 

best in small numbers; he elicits broader ton-

al colors and dynamic range from his octet. 

The additional brass and reeds sound like 

they are being used for power rather than 

texture, but without doubt something got 

lost in the gummy mix. The horns congeal in 

the murk, and the piano and bass sound like 

they were recorded down the block at the 

Village Vanguard. 

This isn't a tight outfit, but it swings like 

mad. Murray always encourages self-ex-

pression over precision, and the players re-

spond with rambunctious, effusive sound. 

"Silence" and "Duet for Big Band" are roar-

ing, unisonlike explosions with wild and 

woolly solos by trombonist Craig Harris and 

U  E   

DAVID MURRAY BIG BAND: 
Live at Sweet Basil, Vol. I. 

POP 

THE COMMODORES: 
Nightshift. 

KATRINA AND THE WAVES: 
Katrina and the Waves. 

THE PO WER STATION: 
The Power Station. 

PRINCE AND THE 
REVOLUTION: 
Around the World in a Day. 

SUZANNE VEGA: 
Suzanne Vega. 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
Greek Oriental Songs and 
Dances ( 1928-34). 
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Gary's Revenge 
We lost a battle. So 
recorder with wireless 
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now, just $299 will bring you a front loading, Cable Ready, VHS video 
infrared remote control and 14 day 4 event programmable recording 

By Drew Kaplan 

We were embarrassed. We were upset 
And, although we may have lost a battle, 
now we're going to win the war. 
Last September we introduced a video 

recorder for Emerson that we thought 
would scoop the market. Well, by De-
cember, our scoop was being scooped. 
And when DAK gets scooped, we don't 

just apologize, we pay. If you buy anything 
from us and find it advertised for less 
within 30 days, just send us the news-
paper or magazine ad and we will issue 
you a merchandise credit 
So, by December we were really lick-

ing our wounds and plotting our revenge. 
Enter Gary, Emerson's Western Regional 
Sales Manager. Gary brought us the orig-
inal recorder, for a very good reason. 
Many of DAK's sales are in the Mid-

west and East, so we can sell tens of 
thousands of recorders without bother-
ing the rest of his Western Region. 
And, that's good fo- Gary because it 

makes his sales look real good at the 
expense of the Midwest and Eastern 
Regional Managers. 
So, this time Gary has brought us a 

recorder we think can't be beat With 
its 105 channel cable ready capacity, its 
wireless eleven function infrared remote 
and DAK's $299 price, we challenge any-
one to compete. 
But, before we examine just what this 

4th generation, Japanese crafted video 
recorder can do for you, let me share 3 
real life reasons why you really should 
own any video recorder. 

THE HARRIET FACTOR 
Harriet is my wife's old team teaching 

partner. She had never had a video re-
corder. So, we gave her one. Several 
weeks later she called, absolutely elated. 
She was recording The Phil Donahue 

show every day and watching it when 
she got home from school. She had also 
recorded several movies on cable that 
she kept missing while she was at work. 
My parents are another story. They've 

had a recorder for years ( being my parents 
has its advantages). My parents have 
two loves, concerts (my mother is a con-
cert pianist), and UCLA Basketball. 
They go to concerts several nights a 

week and tape the UCLA games while 
they're out. Then if you can believe this, 
they make popcorn and stay up to watch 
the game till 1:30AM. Anyway, they just 
love their recorder. 
Finally we have my wife's parents. 

And this is really important. We gave 
them a recorder and they didn't know 
how to hook it up. It never occurred to 
me that there was anything to hooking 
up a video recorder. 
Just unhook the antenna from your TV 

and connect it to the recorder. Then 
connect the cable (included) between 
the recorder and your TV, and record. 
Anyway, my father-in-law gets up at 

about 5AM, so they go to bed very early. 
Once they hooked up their recorder they 
discovered a whole world of late night 
TV. Now they watch Dynasty during din-
ner. And, look at this. They had never 
stayed up to see the Johnny Carson show. 
Wow, a video recorder can let you 

watch what you want when you want 
without being restricted by your work, 
social life or sleep. 
If you're like me, you probably won't 

tape and save. There aren't many movies 
that I want to see more than once or 
twice. But, wait till you see how con-
venient it is to plan your viewing hours 
to fit your own schedule. 

LOOK AT ALL YOU GET 
From the moment you put a video 

cassette into the front loading motorized 
slot and see it automatically drawn into 
the recorder, you'll appreciate the quality. 
ELECTRONIC TUNING. This record-

er's synthesized tuner can tune in VHF 
channels 2-13 and UHF 14-83. Plus, 
you'll also be able to tune in 23 Mid Band 
and High Band Cable Channels. 
You can choose any 12 channels from 

any band in any order you like for instant 

one touch tuning at the recorder, or step 
through them from the infrared remote. 
4 EVENT/14 DAY PROGRAM CAPA-
BILITY. You can select any 4 programs 
over a two week period to record. 
So, if you're going on vacation, you 

can keep up with weekly series while 
you're gone, even on different channels. 
The timer is extremely easy to use. 

You'll record shows you miss when you're 
out, shows that you want your children to 
see at a more appropriate time and im-
portant events that you'll want to keep. 
Plus, you can watch one show on your 

TV while you record another. 

WIRELESS INFRARED REMOTE. 
From system power to changing chan-

nels, you're in full control. If a remote 
seems to simply smack of posh luxury, 
look at what it can do for you. 
You can touch the still frame button 

and freeze the action. Now you can really 
tell if the umpire was correct or not 
You can play the same movement over 

and over again until you are absolutely 
sure of what you've seen, while you relax 

Next page please. . . 



. . . Gary's Revenge Continued 
in your favorite viewing chair. 
If you want to find a certain part of the 

tape, use the high speed forward or rever-
se scan to 'visually fast forward or rewind. 
AND MORE. There's a digital clock/ 

timer and even a tape counter. LED's 
show all the functions. And, there's even 
a picture sharpness control. 
There are both high and and low speeds 

for up to 8 full hours of recording. And 
finally, when a tape reaches the end, it 
will automatically rewind. 
It's made by Emerson. And, its back-

ed by their standard limited warranty. 
WHY THIS RECORDER 

Other than its super features, great 
picture and DAK's revenge pricing, there 
are 3 reasons to choose this recorder. 
1) With a cable ready recorder you can 

watch one cable show and record an-
other. 2)By using the tuner in this record-
er, you'll turn any TV into a remote control 
Cable Ready TV. 3)You may not have 
cable yet but when it comes to your area 
you won't need a new recorder. 

ENJOY VIDEO FREEDOM 
RISK FREE 

Wait till you experience the freedom 
of watching any program when you want 
Wait till you see how easy it is. 
If you're not 100% satisfied with the 

incredible picture quality or the automa-
ted functions, simply return it in its orig-
inal box with 30 days for a refund. 
To order your Emerson 105 Channel 

Cable Ready VHS Video Cassette Record-
er with Wireless Infrared Remote Con-
trol risk free with your credit card, call 
toll free or send your check for DAK's 
breakthrough price of just $299 ($9.50 
PEtH) Order No. 4215. CA res add tax. 
Now you can watch last night's mid-

night show at dinner, or tonight's dinner 
show at midnight. And, thanks to Gary's 
Revenge, you can do it for just $299. 
PLEASE USE ADDRESS AND PHONE 

AT BOTTOM OF PAGE 
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Unleashed TV/Video Sound 
Now you can do for your ears and brain what color TV has done for your eyes, with Universal's 
new amplified and electronically synthesized stereo system for your TV and video recorder. 
It's amazing. TV sound is really great. 

It is actually broadcast on the FM band. 
In fact, every one of the great sound-

ing FM stations from FM 88 to 108Mhz 
that you enjoy listening to on your stereo 
system, is tightly sandwiched between 
channels 6 and 7 on your TV. 
So, why do TVs sound so crummy? 

Well, if you compare a $1000 stereo 
system to even the best $800 TV, you'll 
realize that when you bought your TV, all 
that was probably discussed was the pic-
ture quality, sharpness, and color purity. 
The truth is that in most TV sets, all 

the money goes into creating the best 
picture quality, and the sound is left to a 
cheap amplifier and a 3-5- Low Fi speaker. 

PO WER FOR THE VIE WER 
Think about the bigger than life realism 

that enwraps you at a movie theater. It's 
called'Sensory Emotional Involvement'. 
The experience is a combination of 

the big picture and massive sound that 
together subconsciously cause your brain 
to register reality. Of course, you know  won't make the sound come alive. 
it's not real (I hope), but subconsciously  The signal has to be altered. And, with 
you have to keep reminding your brain.  Universal's new Amplified System for 
Its the combination of sight and sound  your TV or Video Recorder, you can select 

in tandem that act on your brain. And,  either of two realism enhancers. 
it's the reason that even with a great TV  When you switch to 'Simulated Stereo', 
picture, a single 3-5- speaker may sound  you will be dividing and sending sonic 
loud, but it won't thunder. It may be soft,  data from about 500hz to 3,000hz to the 
but it won't whisper.  sides of your room. These critical fre-
And most important, with all the sound  quency areas largely determine where 

coming from just one point, your brain  your brain perceives sound is located. 
doesn't get any reality cues.  When you switch to 'Stereo', you will 
Now, without changing your TV, you  be altering the' phase sensitive' elements 

can dramatically enhance the realism  of the entire musical spectrum. 
and sound quality by creating moving  This will tend to give you a wider, 
sonic cues which your brain will equate  fuller sound for music. So, if your eye 
as movement in the picture.  sees movement as a scene unfolds, and 
Then you can add great fidelity with a your ear senses movement or width of 

pair of two-way specially shielded die-  sound, your brain equates realism. 
cast aluminum speaker systems with  The Speakers. Twin two-way speaker 
real woofers and tweeters.  systems with a wide frequency response 
And finally, provide enough amplified  produce simply vibrant sound. You'll hear 

power to make a car chase come alive or  sounds that you never knew existed. 
an organ thunder. So, movement, fidelity.  You'll hear footsteps creak and doors 
power and picture, equal reality,  open as your sound takes on realism. 

And, string basses, violins, and trum-
pets will emerge from the murk 
The Amplifier. Connect the two-way 

speakers to the amp (cables included). 
Then connect a cable (included) from 
the amplifier to either your TVs earphone 
jack (plug included) or your video record-
er's output jack and get ready for a shock 
Universal's Amp has built-in ANR auto-

SI MULATED STEREO PLUS 
In a world where our brains are attuned 

to the sonic impact of stereo music, 
nothing turns off the feeling of reality 
more quickly than a single sonic source. 
You get two different signal process-

ing choices. Just running your TV signal 
to two speakers and amplifying it will 
increase the fidelity dramatically, but it 

matic noise reduction circuitry which 
cuts out hum and noise caused by TVs 
without sacrificing the high end. So, 
you'll have sonic placement, rich full 
sound and virtually no annoying noise. 
It's made by USI, a leader in elec-

tronics since 1969. It's backed by their 
standard limited warranty. 
UNLEASH YOUR 'TV'S SOUND 

RISK FREE 
In your living room, bedroom or kitchen, 

now you can have really realistic, emo-
tionally charged sound for your TV. If 
you're not 100% satisfied, simply return 
it to DAK in its original box within 30 
days for a courteous refund. 
To order Universal's Amplified Syn-

thesized Stereo System complete with 
Two- Way Speaker Systems risk free with 
your credit card, call toll free, or send 
your check for DAK's breakthrough price 
of just $79.95 plus $6 for P&H. Order 
No. 4241. CA res add tax. 
Now you can add rich sound and real-

ism to your TV for just $79.95 Wow! 

13(  DAK INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED 

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 
For credit card orders call 24 hours a day 7 days a week 

CALL TOLL-FREE. . .1-800-325-0800 
8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304 
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cornetist Olu Dara. "Lovers," a romantic set 

piece for Murray's blustery tenor, is Elling-

tonesque in its writing if not in its execution; 

adequate rehearsal time would have helped. 

Everything finally jells on "Bechet's 

Bounce." The loose groove of the band is per-

fect for this modified New Orleans two-step. 

The jaunty classicism of John Purcell's clari-

net and Murray's bass clarinet plays off the 

avant-vaudevillizing of Harris, Dara, and 

Bob Stewart, on tuba. Tying it all together is 

the ringing ride cymbal of Billy Higgins, still 

doing yeoman's duty 25 years after hitting 

New York with Ornette Coleman. If you are 

wondering what the reinvestigation of tradi-

tion in the Eighties is all about, "Bechet's 

Bounce" is your answer. 

Murray is at a juncture in his career 

where each move he makes is fraught with 

significance. Being a linchpin for the new 

jazz is a terrible burden, though. This big 

band isn't the aesthetic revelation it might 

have been, but it provides Murray with a 

voice that's new and intriguing, if not fully 

conceptualized. It's his way of having seri-

ous fun.  Steve Futterman 

GEORGE ADAMS/DON PULLEN 
QUARTET: 
Live at the Village Vanguard. 
(7, Giovanni Bonandrini, prod Soul Note SN 
1094. CI 0. (Distnbuted by Polygram Special 

Imports.) 

There's an aura of inevitability about the 

pairing of tenor saxophonist George Adams 

and pianist Don Pullen, since they both have 

such similar shticks-a command of a more-

than-competent modern mainstream style 

that frames a tendency to burst into ecstatic 

post-Trane arpeggios and atonal swirls of 

sound. Add the sympathetic bass of Camer-

on Brown and the versatile drums of Dannie 

Richmond and you have an impressive neo-

mainstream quartet with avant-garde lean-

ings. But these guys are more than just 

Sphere with temper tantrums. On their last 

album, the Timeless studio set Decisions, 

they demon,:trated a range befitting a quar-
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tet containing three Mingus vets; they es-

sayed a Latin number, a traditional gospel 

song (beautifully done with a huge, sincere 

tenor sound), a rip-roaring free-floating bit 

of modernism, a Monkish turn, and a corny 

blues with a game vocal from Adams. 

Live at the Village Vanguard, recorded 

August 1983, barely suggests the group's 

versatility, though as is customary with live 

dates, it does display their ability to cook. 

'Nvo of the four extended pieces here are up-
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tempo scorchers—"The Necessary Blues 

(Thank You Very Much, Mr. Monk)" and "In-

tentions" quickly reach frenzied levels—and 

although some listeners may resist the 

cheap-thrills aspect of these crowd-pleasing 

raveups, it's a pleasure to hear a unit that 

has been together for six years reach that 

almost telepathic level of interplay achieved 

by the best groups. Renditions of Ellington's 

"Solitude" and Mingus's "Diane" offer the 

band's more fluid, contemplative side; Ad-

ams joyously dances around the former's 

sensual melody, while on the latter, Pullen's 

rapid clusters almost satirically embellish his 

already ornate lyricism. 

Some listeners might find the group's 

inside/outside approach a bit contrived; the 

outside material can sound tacked-on, partic-

ularly in the ballads. But for those willing to 

go along, it can be exhilarating. 

Richard C. Walls 

RICKY FORD 

Shorter Ideas. 

O Michael Cuscuna, prod Muse MR 5314. 0 

As a concept, Shorter Ideas is about ten 

years  overdue.  Saxophonist  Wayne 

Shorter's glory days as a composer of com-

pact, rigorously crafted and melodically vi-

brant jazz tunes was essentially over by the 

time he joined Weather Report in 1970. But 

as far as I know, this is the first time a small 

group session has been centered around his 

work. Still, it's been worth the wait; Ricky 

Ford has put together a suberb album that is 

both a tribute to an underappreciated writer 

and a showcase for his own maturing talents 

as an instrumentalist, arranger, and leader. 

Given their seductive heads and fresh 

harmonic underpinnings, it's amazing that 

Shorter's compositons didn't become the im-

provisational meat of the '70s, as the work of 

Thelonious Monk and Horace Silver had for 

previous generations. In an era in desperate 

need of its own jazz repertory, Shorter's 

tunes cried out for reinterpretation, but only 

bop vets Stan Getz and Jimmy Rowles 

seemed to appreciate the gems they had 

been left. 

Although Ford has long been regarded 

as a comer in neobop, I wouldn't have 

thought that he'd be the one to revisit 

Shorter's music. Ford is an aggressive play-

er who dashes over chord changes with blus-

tery effussions; Shorter is elliptical, his lop-

ing notes shying away from the beat. But 

this difference in sensibilities helps prove a 

point It takes a particularly sensitive inter-

preter to bring out the nuances in Shorter's 

inimitable writing. Judging by Ford's deeply 

felt and utterly comfortable readings of 

"Yes and No," "Pinocchio," "Dance Cadav-

erous," and the stunning ballad "Miyako," 

it's clear he has been a diligent student, and 

the original "Tabloid Blues" is a lilting mood 

piece Shorter would be proud to call his own. 

This album has the zestful flavor of a classic 

Blue Note session without ever consciously 

copying a sound. 

Not that Ford doesn't acknowledge 

some other influences. "Wolf Trap" finds 

him in Sonny Rollins's territory, cutting up 

on a swaggering calypso. And Ford's update 

of "Happy Anniversary," the ballad Duke 

Ellington wrote for tenor saxophonist Paul 

Gonsalves, reveals his roots while displaying 

his own contemporary sound. By the end of 

his solo, it is clear that Gonsalves of the '50s, 

Shorter of the '60s, and Ford of the '80s are 

all links in the same family tree. 

Steve Futterman 

P O P 

PRINCE AND THE REVOLUTION: 

Around the World In a Day. 

(7 , Prince and the Revolution, prods. Warner 
"-I Bros. 25286-1. CIO 

Prince is the eternal adolescent: narcissistic, 

lonely, horny, morbid. Purple Rain was a 

cataclysmic journey through the teenage 

psyche, knotting the fear of nuclear annihila-

tion, the misery of parental discord, and the 

longing for erotic release with the joy of es-

caping into true love, friendship, and music. 

Although dreaming about the Big Escape— 

plunging into the womblike Afterworld— 

may rival sex as Prince's favorite pastime, 

his rather creepy flirtation with Armaged-

don is nothing new. It's just one more way to 

say, "I hope I die before I get old." 

Around the World in a Day often reads 

like moony, pseudocryptic drivel; His Royal 

Badness isn't going to lead any revolution 

except his own with lyrics like "I'm blinded 

by the daisies in your yard" or with the naive 

anticommunism of the funky hors "Ameri-

ca." This is Sgt. Pepper rewritten by a her-

mit. Although Prince can't approach the Bea-

tles' sense of community (he doesn't 

understand that their songs were meant to 

be shared, not hoarded), he's fearless in his 

Get all the newest and latest informa-
tion on McIntosh stereo equipment 
from McIntosh Laboratory. 

Send For Your Stereo Information 

MR 500 Tuner 
MU 502 Amplifier 
( • 504 Preamplifier 

McIntosh Laboratory Inc. 
East Side Station P.O. Box 96 
Binghamton, N.Y. 13904-0096 
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restructuring of mainstream pop form. The 

album doesn't grab you, but its lush, dense 

celebration of sound is captivating just the 

same. An oud and a darabukka dominate the 

Middle Eastern-flavored title track; "Paisley 

Park" paints a communal idyll in fluorescent 

lyrics as vocals drift up and down in time 

with the song's image of a girl on a seesaw; 

"Tambourine" takes "When Doves Cry" a 

step further, stripping down to the rhythmic 

skeleton of a James Brown workout. 

The album's one great track is "Pop 

Life," a loping, spacey throwback to "Family 

Affair-era Sly Stone, sliced by Sheila E.'s 

metronomic drumming. In the midst of such 

a self-referential record, its debunking of the 

celebrity myth is unexpected; Prince urges 

fans not to envy his life or feel cheated by 

their own, using a snippet of a boxing match 

to conjure up the precariousness of stardom. 

The song's lucidity and generosity make the 

hippie harmony of the other tracks seem 

even more artificial. 

Around the World in a Day is a true 

head album: It's best enjoyed through head-

phones, in privacy, where Prince's paranoia, 

self-indulgence, and insularity can roam 

free. He wanted to be Paul McCartney; 

who'd have guessed he'd turn out to be Brian 

Wilson?  Joyce Millman 

SUZANNE VEGA: 
Suzanne Vega. 
(71  Lenny Kaye and Steve Addabbo, prods. 
ABM SP 65072. CI 

Suzanne Vega sneaks up on you. A twenty-

five-year-old New Yorker, this compelling 

singer/songwriter practices Nichiven Sho-

shu, a form of meditative Buddhism, a disci-

pline that informs her music. Rhythms are 

soothing, melodies low-key and hypnotic; 

breaths and silences are as significant as 

notes and words. In the context of gentle, cir-

cuitous patterns, there are austere "soft 

rock" accents—like the synclavier guitar on 

"Undertow" or the electric violin on "Some 

Journey"—that take on heightened rele-

vance. Only "Neighborhood Girls," which 

closes Side 2 with streetwise stridency, leans 

toward jazzy rock 'n' roll. 

A former member of the musicians' co-

operative that runs the Speakeasy, a Green-

wich Village club, Vega made her recording 

debut in 1982 on their Fast Folk album/ 

magazine, a monthly compilation. This tradi-

tional folk stylist's smooth, soft-spoken so-
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prano dominates arrangements, and her fa-

vorite subject is herself—passing, distant 

but entranced, through a series of romantic 

encounters. The intimacy she conveys is elu-

sive; direct expression of emotion is often 

trtfully displaced by such wistful imagery 

as "freeze tag in the dark." For Vega, falling 

in love is a much a coincidence of time and 

place as it is a response conditioned by 

screen stars like Bogart and Bacall (in 

"Freeze Tag") or characters from medieval 

legend ("Knight Moves"). The masked indi-

viduals who tryst in her songs find communi-

cation difficult, if not impossible, and her 

placid, inquisitive heroine is often left stand-

ing alone—more mature, somewhat jaded, 

but still fascinated by romance. This insular 

idealism may seem cliched, and to those who 

like their folk funny (as in Christine Lavin), 

funky (Laura Nyro), or politically aware 

(Joan Baez), Suzanne Vega may be claustro-

phobic. Some men seem put off or unsettled 

by this emerging feminist. But those who 

fancy a serious, winsome young woman in 

the process of sifting reality from fantasy 

will find her as relevant as she is captivating. 

Rosemary Passantino 

THE COMMODORE& 

Nightshift. 

(7)  Dennis Lambert, prod Motown MOT 6124. 

"Nightshift" would be a remarkable single 

even if it didn't mark the return of the Com-

modores to the Top 10 after the departure of 

former lead singer/future vice-president 

Lionel Richie. Pop, and r&b especially, so 

rarely acknowledges its debt to history that 

any act of homage is an anomaly. What's 

even more distinctive about "Nightshift" is 

that this tribute to Marvin Gaye and Jackie 

Wilson doesn't simply rest on sentimentality: 

Its arrangement may coo softly, but its per-

cussion ticks with relentless syncopations, 

its bass relishes long, ominous slides. Above 

this clicking hum, vocalists Walter Orange 

and newcomer J.D. Nicholas glide along 

with the most tentative smiles, heaping such 

innocent praise upon Gaye and Wilson and 

the new "home" they've found that you'd 

guess they both want and fear that same de-

liverance. When all the band's voices huddle 

together at the end to harmonize on the line 

"It's gonna be a long night/But it's gonna be 

alright"—Nicholas caressing the word "al-

right" with some wavers that are pure Sam 

Cooke—they sing to comfort themselves at 

the thought of their own ghosts, too. 

Like that title single, Nightshift recasts 

the Commodores as an updated vocal group 

regaled by session hands, rather than as the 

slightly crazed, self-contained funk ensem-

ble of their early career. In fact, the album's 

flimsiest moment comes when they bother to 

rock the house in the tame "Play This Record 

Twice." At the other extreme, they're also 

prone to statements of romantic puffery like 

"The Woman in My Life," whose logy pace 

and starry-eyed compliments wouldn't be 

out of place coming from—surprise—Lionel 

Richie. But at the medium tempos that Or-

ange and Nicholas sing most tersely in, the 

band can dish up catchy, light soul that will 

get you through the day even if it doesn't 

dare disturb your sleep. The rounded key-

board textures and humble vocals of "I Keep 

Running," "Lay Back," and "Janet" meet 

synthetic drama and harmony-group poise 

halfway without compromising either. 

But Nighshiles homogeneity can be 

equally attributed to its racelessness; for the 

most part, the rhythmic and vocal adventure 

that marks world-class r&b is passed over 

here in favor of the curtailed hook, the 

steadiest beat. Motown's Sound of Young 

America reasserts its formulaic norm with 

its gleaming mechanistic passion intact. 

Prodigal son Marvin Gaye must be enjoying 

a well-deserved laugh at this.  Mark Moses 

ml POWIR STATION: 
TA* Power Station. 
o BemardEdwards.prod.Capitol4XJ12380. C) 

With its wacky computer samples (digitally 

recorded sounds accessed for musical and 

special effects), Power Station's remake of 

"Bang a Gong (Get It On)" resembles Ar-

thur Baker's cutup of Hall and Oates's "Out 

of Touch." Tony Thompson's drums seem 

about 20 feet wide and ten feet deep—drums 

of doom, if you will. How refreshing to hear 

a percussion track that has sensibility and 

personality, in addition to whomp; Daryl, 

John, and all the other button-pushing beat 

freaks out there don't really have big barn 

BOOM. 

For all its meticulousness (the album 

was carefully assembled in three countries), 

The Power Station—featuring ex-Chic skin-

scratcher Thompson, dapper white soulster 

Robert Palmer, and teen heartthrobs Andy 

and John Taylor (from Duran Duran)— 

sounds brazenly raw. Thompson dishes out 

thudding/thundering licks, matched by the 
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bold intensity of John's guitar, which deco-

rates as well as leads, muscular staccato 

horns that gallop buoyantly, and Andy's 

throbbing bass. Engineer Jason Corsaro has 

pushed analog recording technology to the 

limit. (Oh, what a Compact Disc this would 

make!) 

This disc's clomp is counterbalanced 

only by Palmer's slippery, mild-mannered 

vocals. Though his singing passes up some 

of Philip Bailey's spirit, it is evident that The 

Power Station's arrangements are cut from 

the same cloth as those on Bailey's Chinese 

Wall, one of 1984's most solid LPs. Both 

showcase a crisp, fat backbeat and stratos-

pheric horns, and both walk the line between 

r&b and rock, treading where few other 

dance-rock records have. With two excep-

tions: "Still In Your Heart," which is senti-

mental tripe, and the fake funk of "Mur-

deress." 

"Some Like It Hot" (like "Go to Zero") is 

a seamless blend of metallic pop's dynamics 

and dance music's immediacy. A rubbery 

Chic-like bass, rhythm-guitar riffs lifted 

straight from Nile Rodgers's bag, a fiery 

lead, and a pumping horn arrangement pro-

duce scorching happy-grooves. "Harvest for 

the World," churning and tough, displays 

lyrics that would fit right in with "We Are 

the World" and the broader canvas of fam-

ine and military aggression. In light of USA 

for Africa's inspirational tonic, the words, 

previously sung by the Isley Brothers, seem 

even more palpable. Coming from a couple 

of photogenic wild boys, a good-time Chic-

ster, and a well-tanned, seemingly uncon-

cerned pleasure-island resident, the social 

consciousness surprises. On the heels of this 

project, more suburban kids shouting the 

Chic cheer, more sales for Palmer, and more 

respectability for D2 should, however, be no 

surprise.  Havelock Nelson 

KATRINA AND THE WAVES: 
Katrina and the Waves. 
0  Katrina and the Waves and Pat Collier. 
prods. Capitol ST 12400. CI 

Though this is Katrina's first Stateside al 

bum, these songs have already appeared on 

indie singles or on one of the group's two al-

bums for Attic, a Canadian label. Some of 

the tracks have been altered (slightly) by co-

producer Collier, who beefs them up for ra-

dio and the dancefloor. But the music— 

guitar pop with plenty of muscle and dark 

overtones—doesn't suffer. Katrina and the 

Waves would be an impressive debut in any 

year. 

The two key figures in this Cambridge, 

England, four-piece (which, by the way, is 

virtually unknown in the U.K.) are singer/ 

rhythm guitarist Katrina Leskanich, a Kan-

sas native raised on British military bases, 

and Kimberly Rew, formerly of the Soft 

Boys, who plays lead guitar and writes most 

of the songs. Katrina the vocalist is firmly 

rooted in the Sixties, but like Chrissie Hynde 

(with whom she also shares both breathiness 

and huskiness but not much else), she's less 

influenced by girl-group than by male and 

female solo singers from throughout that 

decade. Rew is assured and versatile, but 

what makes him such a perfect foil for her 

are his simple/simpatico fills and back-

grounds. 

On their best-known song, "Going Down 

to Liverpool" (first popularized by the Ban-

gles), Katrina stresses the melody's similar-

ity to "Hey Joe." On "Cry to Me" she preach-

es like Solomon Burke (though I suspect she 

learned how from Mick Jagger) over a Six-

ties r&b progression that also manages to 

suggest Jimi Hendrix's "The Wind Cries 

Mary." "Que Te Quiero" and "Mexico," two 

successful attempts at international pop, 

show the influence of bassist Vince de la 

Cruz (who, by the way, is another army brat, 

with Texas roots). 

"Red Wine and Whisky" starts out 

wispy and faintly good-timey, but quickly de-

velops an unexpected sense of foreboding as 

Katrina belts the chorus and Row's guitar 

seconds her emotion. "Do You Want Crying" 

has such a bright sound that you might not 

notice what a bitter song it is. "Machine Gun 

Smith" is an alarmed (and alarming) denun-

ciation of American military adventurism. 

The album goes out on the buoyant, cheeky 

"Game of Love," with Rew turning in his 

own version of Chuck Berry (via Keith Rich-

ard). It's a leap through several decades that 

this band makes easily.  John Morthland 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
Greek Oriental Songs and Dances 
(1928-34). 

Folklyric 9033. (Distributed by *hooka Pro-
s"' ductions.) 

If you've ever gone to a Greek restaurant or 

nightclub, or even to a movie filmed in 

Greece, you've undoubtedly heard the in-

triguing sounds of rebetika—the haunting 

and melancholy vocals, the sly bouzouki, the 

insinuating and graceful dance rhythms that 

evoke images of Mediterranean gypsy 

nights (or perhaps just Zorba). Rebetes—the 

urban poor—scorned the establishment, and 

their songs, when not about love, dwelt upon 

the concerns of the societal outcast: poverty, 

jail, the underworld, death, hashish.... They 

developed their own Bohemian culture with 

its private but poetic slang; they were the 

hipsters of Athens and Piraeus. 

The earliest rebetika is not from Greece 

at all, but from the Greek communities of 

Turkey, especially Smyrna (now Izmir). 

When the Greco-Turkish wars forced more 

than a million Greeks to leave Turkey (19M-

M), a complex interaction between the two 

countries' musical styles ensued. Eventually 

the Greek style prevailed; the many subtle 

Arabic/Oriental modes, with their infinite 

possible inflections, moved closer to simple 

major and minor scales, and the flowing in-

troductory improvisations (taksim) grew 

shorter, even perfunctory, as the music went 

"pop." Yet just as African characteristics 

continue to surface in black American music 

(look at break dancing!), an Oriental concep-

tion remains at the heart of all authentic re-

betika. It is to these origins that this antholo-

gy is dedicated; by 1937, the Oriental 

(Smyrnaean) style was no longer in vogue. 

Although the Middle Eastern instru-

ments and textures may sound unfamiliar at 

first, repeated listening reveals how free the 

soul was to travel before it was imprisoned 

by the diatonic accompaniments of recent 

years. From the very first track, "Zmirnei-

kos Balos" by Marika Papgika, we enter an-

other world of emotions, where slight 

changes in tone indicate subtleties of mood 

unknown in European music. Melodies can 

be elongated and caressed or cut suddenly 

short, sung in hushed whispers or harsh 

tones of reproach. Rhythm, although most 

often danceable, also varies; "Gazeli Mus-

tsar," for example, moves from soul-search-

ing, out-of-tempo improvisation to a lively 

zeibekiko dance rhythm. 

Rebetika has often been compared to 

the blues. Just look at the lyrics to "Gazeli 

Mustaar": "I always try to flee the fire, but 

get burned just the same/To whom can I 

complain of it, when I've my luck to blame?" 

Like the blues in this country, rebetika al-

most died out, but has been revived in recent 

years. One hopes that Greek Oriental 

Songs and Dances will shed some light on 

its mysterious origins.  Joe Blum 
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1 'Ty , Missouri 64108 Call Toll free 1 900 346 2433 

A SINGER'S DREAM! 

,14;411k 

— 

REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS! 
Now You can sing with the world's best bands! 

The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can remove 
most or virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard 
stereo record and leave the background! 
Write or call for a free brochure and demo record. 

LT Sound, Dept. HF,  P.O. Box 338, 
Stone Mountain, GA 30086  (404)493-1258 

CALL US  LAST 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

Shop around. Get your best price, 

Then call THE SOUND APPROACH. 

Guaranteed LOWEST PRICES on all 

HOME and CAR STEREO. Featuring: 

ADS, AIWA, AUDIO CONTROL, 

BLAUPUNKT, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, BANG 

& OLUFSEN, DENON, HARMAN KARDON, 

HAFLER, INFINITY, NEC, ORTOFON, 

THORENS ... Factory fresh, Fully 

warranteed. For FAST FREE DELIVERY and 

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES, call 

THE SOUND APPROACH, 6067 Jericho 

Tpke., Commack, New York, 11725 (516) 

499-7680. Visa/MC/Amex. 

BRITISH EQUIPMENT DIRECT FROM I HE U K Most quality 

makes of equipment available at advantageous prices For 

price list and price quotes write to AUDIO T Dept A. P 0 

Box 152. Enfield, Middx EN2 OPE . 11 K  r all (01) 366 

5015 

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES ANYWHERE! 

FULL WARRANTY — Most Audio Brands!! 

C.D.'s — Car Products — Computers 

(Hardware-Software) — Most Video 

Brands!! ELECTRIFIED DISCOUNTERS, 996 

ORANGE AVENUE, WEST HAVEN, CT 

06516, MC/VISA (203) 937-0106. 

CAUTION, YAMAHA BUYERS!! Some 

dealers are offering Yamaha products for 

sale that are not designed for use or sale in 

the U.S.A. These units may not carry the UL 

approval for safety nor are they designed 

for usage on 110 volt U.S. current. YAMAHA 

ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, USA 

CANNOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR 

THESE UNITS MEETING U.S. 

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS NOR 

ARE WE RESPONSIBLE FOR WARRANTY 

SERVICING. For the name and location of 

your nearest authorized Yamaha dealer, 

call 1-800-854-3264. Or write Yamaha 

Electronics Corporation, USA, P.O. Box 

6660, Buena Park, CA 90622. 
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EXPERIENCED RECOMMENDATIONS! 

ACOUSTAT, MITSUBISHI, SAE, HAFLER, 

QUAD, KLIPSCH, THORENS, FRIED, 

ADCOM, MIRAGE, PS, GRADO, CD 

PLAYERS, more. Immediate, FREE 

Shipping! READ BROTHERS STEREO, 

593-C King Street, Charleston, South 

Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276. 

ELECTRO—VOICE AUTHORIZED 

DEALER—SPEAKERS, COMPONENTS, 

MICROPHONES. CD35L, Interface. ALTEC 

components. Low prices. Rick Marder 

(201) 561-8123. 

Tapes & Records 

• 
••••t 611•T •••• (062•11,00*,  r. 10,61. 0•010  iletu00.0. 

looPPoirC 6440 to•IrOtor . (44 .411 ev ,•.  )•• Sa•••••014 •••• W I PK" • 
//ISA IN ••••••••.4•••• COO dos I•••• •••  1••  •••• G.•• 

no SI,F , SI  ISO. )61  P• 16001  41? 211 1621 

•   

OPEN REEL TAPE-AMPEX 641/671, used 

once, unspliced, unboxed. 7" 1800 or 2400' 

Reels; 30 for $35.00. Sample: $2.00. Ten 

3600' 101/2" Reels: $39.00. Sample: $3.75. 

New, Premium High-Bias cassettes; 

Sample: $1.00. AUDIO TAPES, BOX 9584-J, 

ALEXANDRIA, VA 22304. (703) 370-5555 

VISA/MC 

reditili  • 

' : 1 Sten1Wily 

t IL1. S IA'!  Iv 

••-.t  A 1 Record! inders DO Nov 

" N  .• 

SHOW ALBUMS  Rare  • 

Broadway Hollywood R,-

ODE N RE F I TAPE S from Studio mast,-'  dialog,' • 

Barclay-Crocker 313 II Mill Street. Pii.ciiiKeepsii  • 

12601 

RECORDS BY GASPARO Chamber music solo 

baroque  We have something for you, Write for tree 

catalog PO Box 120069 Nashville, IN 372,12 

OPERA-HISTORICAI PI i•ilcillMANCES ON VIDEO AND 

DISC Most comp,' • :•  dection Send $1  ' • 

V[31 ( P•  •  ..1143F 41(  l  Iv  1,, , 

I  t  I Ittittlit  IS  Att. It I tly  ,11. ,11  it', tit t1 ,11j, 

No Messy I 'quids I,atl I or 1 he Dealer Nearest You Sonic 

Research. Inc . 180 Sunny Valley Road. New Mill., ' 

06776 (203) 354-933? 

IN PRINT F. 0111 OF PRINT RI CORDS All CAI EGON' 

Spectacular Catalog. , $2 00 USA $3 00 foreign 

Serendipity Fiecords, 4 /75 Durham Road  r 

06437 USA 

RECORD RATERS WANTED: IN EXCHANGE 

FOR YOUR OPINION YOU CAN BUILD A 

SUBSTANTIAL ALBUM COLLECTION. 

SMALL MEMBERSHIP FEE INCLUDES GIFT 

CERTIFICATE — WRITE EARS, BOX 

10245F, Milwaukee, WI 53208. 

AM-

Case of 40, $45 00 10' 2 x 3600' and 

Vattech Flertronirs It,,, 1, II Rehbore 

4814 , 

JAZZ RECORDS. BOOKS 8. VIDEOTAPES—EL L INGTON 

BASIE, ETC FREE I ISIS , JAZZI AND. BOX 366. DAYTON. 
nit 4401 

ASH FUR UNWANTED STEREO LP's. PRE .HI CORM I • 

RE E L TAPES We sell like new LP's. pre-recorded reel 

tapes. cassettes Catalog $3 00 Record Care. Nov 323, 

Hillburn NY 10931 

F REF RECORD. CASSE T TE AND COMPACT DISC 

CATALOG Features a tremendous selection of 

remaindered LP and cassette values in all musical 

categories Compact disc, cassette and LP new releases at 

discount prices Many imports and smaller labels offered 

Prompt delivery Rose Records Dept H 214 South 

Wabash Aveniii  ,i,04 

Equipment for Sale 
e  ,  I  :II St AR ii 

I he World's Most Phase Coherent Cartridge Gall hit the 

oiler Nearest You Sr , Itesitsie i, In,-  tan .:unny Valley 

DJ's. BANDS, NIGHTCL UBS  Disco. Stage Lighting. 

Professional Sound Equipment —super prices. Send $1 00 

for Catalog. PO Nov 20395. Bowling Green KY 42101 

COD and Visa orders 15021 181-,"448 Specials I riggers 

color Organ, SRI, ;fain 1qlrtu 5.3' SOO Watt Amp 

HIGH PERFORMANCE AUDIO PLUS CAR 

STEREO AT A LOW, LOW PRICE. Featuring: 

ADS, Advent, Aiwa, Alphasonik, Alpine, 

Amber, AR, Audio Source, Blaupunkt, Bose, 

Celestion, Clarion-Audia, Concord, DBX, 

Denon, Dual, Dynavector, Energy, Grace, 

Grado, Harman-Kardon, JBL, Kenwood, 

Kyocera, Mitsubishi, Monster-Alpha, 

Onkyo, Pioneer, Pyramid, Robertson, 

Audio, Scott, Sherwood, Signet, 

Soundcraftsmen, Sound Dynamics, Sony, 

Systemdek, Tandberg, Thorens, Vampire 

Wire, Wharfedale Diamond, Walker, others. 

Providing: professional advice, personal 

service, "no rush" showroom, prompt 

shipments, free delivery and set up trade-

ins, extended warranty. RETAIL-MAIL 

ORDER-EXPORT. Call 12 Noon to 7PM 

E.S.T., or write today (regarding specific 

make and models), HAROLD MINTO, 

PERFORMANCE AUDIO/VIDEO LTD. 365 

South Bayview Avenue, Dept. HF, Freeport, 

LI., NY 11520. (516) 378-4389. Financing, 

MC/VISA, AMEX. NO SALES TAX 

CHARGED TO OUT OF STATE RESIDENTS. 

Compact Discs 

COMPACT OISC CENTER 

P.0 Box 616. Clifton Para. NY 12065 

15181 664-2550 

Order Line: 800-232-3686 

Many Discs $12.99 

....„ 1 0uantity 10 and over only $11.99 

$200 Cont. US shipping 

FREE CATALOGUE 

COMPACT DISCS-Most $11.99-$13.99. 2,800 

Plus Titles in Stock. Free Catalogue Plus 

Monthly Updates. OZ Records, 5246H 

Memorial Drive, Stone Mountain, GA 30083, 

(404) 292-5452. 

COMPACT DISCS 8. ACCESSORIES. Call 

TOLL FREE 1-800-ALL-DISC (in 

Connecticut 1-452-0203) For Free 

CATALOG M-F, 10-8, Saturday 10-6, Sunday 

11-4. All Disc Music Inc., 133 Wheeler Road, 

Monroe, CT 06468. 

C.D.SUPERMARKET—MOST COMPACT 

DISCS $13.49. LARGE SELECTION. Next 

day shipping in most cases. For 

information and phone orders, call TOLL-

FREE 800-382-1985. CA residents 800-322-

1985. C.D. Supermarket, 1525 Aviation 

Blvd., Suite 13-210, Redondo Beach, CA 

90278. 

COMPACT DISCS AND LASER VIDEO 

DISCS. Nice Prices — free lists. MCI VISA. 

SIGHT 8, SOUND, INC. 18 Bennett Street, 

Dept. HF, Boston, MA 02135. (617) 787-4465. 

t 'MI'A, I DISCS A t_ onow I PRICES'''. Over 2.000 
Discs from $9 49 Send $2 00 for Complete Catalogue 

f Is, HAVEN Box 602 Dept H. New London, CT 06 " 

Miscellaneous 
[ROI r  LAN I-,  EPS for $44 through thr  ' 

iovernment , I el the tar ts today. Call )312) 742 1T41 cot 

16 71 

Business Opportunities 

YOUR OWN RADIO STATION! AM, FM, 

Licensed, unlicensed, low cost 

transmitters! Free information. 

BROADCASTING, Box 130-D8, Paradise, CA 

95069. 

EL F GTHONIC REPRESENTATIVE S NEEDED. Lowest 

Possible Prices,. Over 100 Brands, Audio Video Car 

Stereo Computers Electronic F xperts 1000 Orange Ave 

,t.s.st Haven  It•t tt 

Wanted to Buy 

We  BUY  by  PHONE 

America's largest  USED   

HI-END  inventory  STEREO 

EXCHANGE  (800) 833-0071 ... 

(212) 505-1111. 
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JAMES BOND 

(Continued from page 48) 

sultry performance of Black's title lyrics 

can't hide the fact that, for the first time, 

the composer really hasn't anything inter-

esting to say. 
Eleven years after the Jamaican set-

tings of Dr. No ushered Barry into the 

Bond series, the Jamaican settings of Live 

and Let Die (1973) ushered him temporar-

ily out. It was goodbye Connery, hello 

Roger Moore, and hello George Martin, 

the veteran pop music producer/com-

poser. I suspect Martin was something of 

a Barry fan. Certainly his instrumental 

music for the Beatles' film Help! captured 

something of the brassy energy of the 

Bond sound. Martin's score for Live and 

Let Die similarly pays its dues to Barry, 
but it also speaks with striking individual-

ity, making this my favorite of the non-

Barry soundtracks (Liberty LT 50100). 

The styles include New Orleans jazz (ex-

pertly arranged by Milton Batisle), Har-
lem soul, good old rock 'n' roll, Jamaican 

percussion, and standard cinema sym-
phonic music. Not only does it all work to-

gether, but Martin also contributes my fa-

vorite melody from the Bond films, an 
exquisite little tune introduced as a sec-

ondary subject for the cue "Bond Meets 
Solitaire." The title song, by Paul and Lin-

da McCartney, is true to the film and true 

to rock 'n' roll. 
Barry returned to the series to score 

The Man with the Golden Gun (1974), and 
I wish he hadn't: This is his weakest 007 

soundtrack (Liberty LW 50358). The prob-

lem lies in his attempt to meld the classy, 

chrome-plated Bond with vaudeville. The 

grafting of barrelhouse piano and slide 

whistle onto the Barry sound just doesn't 

take. Even less successful is Lulu's at-

tempt to better Bassey by belting (nearly 

shouting) out Black's title lyrics. 
The penchant for double entrendres 

began delightfully in the early Connery 

films. By the time of The Spy Who Loved 

Me (1977), the puns had become de li-
queur, too often declaimed by a Roger 

Moore in the early stages of rigor mortis. 

This time, the wordplay makes it into Car-

ole Bayer Sager's lyrics for "Nobody Does 

It Better," sung by Carly Simon. Marvin 

Hamlisch provides all the music and is 

clearly out of his element. He manages a 

slick jazz-pop score that, like the film it-

self, is a sorry example of how far stan-

dards had slipped (Liberty LO 50774). 

Moonraker (1979) may have continued 

the downward slide of the Bond series in 

terms of gadgets over plot, but Barry was 

back at the musical helm, and here, at 

least, things picked up (Liberty LOO 

50971). Barry's richly resonant score con-

jures up some of the old verve and ro-

mance of the earlier Bond sound. Besides, 

with Shirley Bassey on hand to inimitably 

perform Hal David's title lyrics, how could 

it go wrong? 
Rocky meets 007 in the person of Bill 

Conti, who wrote the score to For Your 

Eyes Only (1981) (Liberty LOO 51109). 

Conti is an uneven composer capable of 

very good things. Although this score too 

often relies on a mindless bass beat aug-

mented by some very commercial electron-

ic sounds, there are moments when Conti's 

integration of the Bond theme into the mu-

sic is deft, humorous, and enjoyable. The 
title song (lyrics by M. Leeson) is an effec-

tive pop ballad sung by Sheens Easton. 

Bond became twins in 1983 with the re-

lease of two new 007 films. Moore contin-

ued the "official" series with Octopussy, 
and Barry was on hand to provide an excel-

lent score (A&M SP 4967). Curiously, a 

few ideas that failed in The Man with the 

Golden Gun are revived here in a new 
context to great effect Barry's scoring is 

now more evenly distributed throughout 

the orchestra, with the strings claiming a 

share of the music equal to that of the 

brass and winds. Barry recovers his knack 

for piecing together wonderfully attrac-
tive episodic cues; this, plus a richly con-

ceived characterization for solo saxo-

phone, helps make the score one of his 

best. Tim Rice's wordplay in "All Time 

High" is delivered by Rita Coolidge. 

About the music for the other Bond of 

'83, the less said the better. There is little 

to commend Michel Legrand's score for 
Never Say Never Again. Legrand fails 

completely to convey anything of the exot-

ic, contemporary sound so well established 

by Barry et al. The title song is rendered ir 
la Sergio Mendes & Brasil '66 and proves 

to be a breezy nonentity. The score (unable 

to use even a suggestion of the Bond 
theme) offers nothing memorable. Little 

wonder this soundtrack is available only 

as an expensive Japanese import (Seven 

Seas K28P 4122).  • 
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You'll know why 

we're first, the second 

you hear us. 
First it was DC. Then DD/DC and Super Feedforward. Now Sansui astounds the audiophile 

with the greatest improvement in an amp. X-Balanced circuitry. It cancels out external 
distortion by eliminating the transformer to chassis ground; and decisively removes IHM. 
You'll find X-Balanced circuitry in a wide range of superior Sansui products, like our 

AU-G99X amp, shown with TU-D99X quartz-PLL synthesizer tuner which incorporates our 
new Super Linear Digital Decoder for improved rejection of spurious signals and interference. 
Another version of this tuner even has AM stereo capability. 
There's more worth hearing about these great Sansui component 

Write: Consumer Service Dept., Sansui Electronics Corp., Lyndhurst, 
NJ 07071; Carson, CA 90746; Sansui Electric Co., Ltd., Ibkyo, Japan. 
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NO OTHER 
HIGH-BIAS CASSETTE 

CAN MATCH THESE NUMBERS: 

101 001011001101 
EXTRHIC  

A 

„Ayr POSITIC HXIS 

!•::•.TDK ZLS  TME TA L PART ICLE ,~- Folk HIGH BIAS nECCRDING 16 
90 

EXTENDED HIGH END HIGH MOL HIGH OUTPUT 

LABORATORY STANDARD CASSETTE MECHANISM 90 
Other Type II (high-bias) cassettes are a long 
way from home when it comes to reproducing 
the pure, dynamic sounds of digitally encoded 
music sources. 
But, number for number, TDK HX-S audio 

cassettes are number one. 
Their exclusive metal particle formulation 

reproduces a wider dynamic range and higher 
frequency response. This enables HX-S to 
capture all the crispness and purity of digital 
performance on any cassette deck with a 
Type II (high-bias) switch. 
With four times the magnetic 

storage ability of other high-
bias cassettes HX-S virtually 
eliminates high frequency  THE MACHINE FOR YOUR MACHINE.  you go. 

saturation, while delivering unsurpassed 
sensitivity throughout the audio spectrum. 
Additionally, HX-S excels in retention of high 

frequency MOL, which no other high-bias for-
mulation attains. 
And HX-S superiority is not just numerical. 

To maintain its dynamic performance, HX-S is 
housed in TDK's specially engineered, trouble-
free Laboratory Standard mechanism. It's your 
assurance of unerring reliability and durability, 
backed by a Lifetime Warranty. 
For optimum results with Type II (high-bias) T DK and 

digitally-sourced record-
ings, get TDK HX-S. You'll feel 

rf, more at home with it, wherever 

'985 TOK Electronics Corp 


